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(ABSTRACT)

Often the basic assumptions of the ANOVA for an experimental design are not met or the

statistical model is incorrectly specified. Randomization of treatments to experimental ur1its is ex-

pected to protect against such shortcomings. This paper uses randomization theory to examine the

impact on the expectations of mean squares, treatment means, and treatment differences for two

model mis·specifications: Systematic response shifts and correlated experimental units.

Systematic response shifts are presented in the context of the randomized complete block de-

sign (RCBD). In particular fixed shifts are added to the responses of experimental units in the in-

_ itial and final positions of each block. The fixed shifts are called border shifts. It is shown that the

RCBD is an unbiased design under randornization theory when border shifts are present. Treat-

ment means are biased but treatment differences are unbiased. However the estirnate of error is

biased upwards and the power of the F test is reduced.

Altemative designs to the RCBD under border shifts are the Latin square, semi-Latin square,

and two-column designs. Randomization analysis demonstrates that the Latin square is an unbi-

ased design with an unbiased estirnate of error and of treatment differences. The semi-Latin square

has each of the t treatments occurring only once per row and colunm, but t is a multiple of the

number of rows or columns. Thus each row-column combination contains more than one exper-

imental unit. The semi-Latin square is a biased design with a biased estirnate of error even when

no border shifts are present. Row-column interaction is responsible for the bias. Border shifts do

not contaminate the expected mean squares or treatment differences, and thus the semi-Latin

square is a viable altemative when the border shift overwhelms the row-column interaction. The

two columns of the two-column design correspond to the border and interior experimental units

respectively. Results similar to that for the semi-Latin square are obtained. Simulation studies for



the RCBD and its altematives indicate that the power of the F test is reduced for the RCBD when

border shiffs are present. When no row-column interaction is present, the semi-Latin square and

two-colurrm designs provide good altematives to the RCBD.

Similar results are found for the split plot design when border shifts occur in the sub plots.

A main effects plan is presented for situations when the number of whole plot units equals the

number of sub plot units per whole plot.

The analysis of designs in which the experimental units occur in a sequence and exhibit cor-
.

relation is considered next. The Williams Type Il(a) desigr is exarnined in conjunction with the

usual ANOVA and with the method of first differencing. Expected mearn squares, treatment means,

and treatment differences are obtained under randomization theory for each analysis. When only

adjacent experimental units have non negligble correlation, the Type Il(a) design provides an un-

biased error estirnate for the usual ANOVA. However the expectation of the treatment mean

square is biased downwards for a positive correlation. First differencing results in a biased test and

a biased error estimate. The test is approximately unbiased if the correlation between units is close

to a half.
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Chapter I

I. Introduction

1.1 A Proper Context

Walker Percy’s (1975) apt summary of science is that science “ca.nnot utter a single word about

an individual molecule, thing, or creature in so far as it is an individual but only so far as it is like

other individuals." Although this statement follows a discussion of the scientific method, the idea

of the tension between how things are like and unlike leads to the study of statistics. In fact, many

statisticians regard the practice of statistics and the procedure of the scientific method as closely knit

ideas.

Box (1976) draws several parallels between these two areas. His main points of similitude are

iteration between theory and practice, flexibility, parsimony, selective worry, and the role of math-

ematics in science. Speaking of the role ofmathemathics in science, Box says of the statistician that

with "assumptions, known to be false, he can often derive results which match, to a useful ap-

proximation, those found in the real world." Our task is to fmd parsimonious models that closely

approximate the data and yet not fear to discard or alter the models as additional data dictate;
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hence, we arrive at the need for flexibility and iteration in experimentation. We shall attempt to

follow these guidelines as we examine the performance of some relatively standard procedures when

confronted with non-standard yet realistic conditions.

1.2 Research Scope

The statistical tool of interest is the analysis of variance procedure which, as we shall see later

in Section 2.1.2, directly leads to experimental design. In one sense the concem here is with

under-specilication of the statistical model for the analysis of variance. The presence of anomalous

data values, or outliers, in a region of a design may well be the result of an under-specified model;

i.e., a signilicant factor has been left out of the model. The assumption that correlated experimental

units are uncorrelated does not involve excluded factors, but it does mean that the correlation ma-

trix of the variables is under-specified. The purpose of this research is to examine the above

problems from a randomization viewpoint.

1.2.1 Examples

Two non-standard experimental conditions are thus available for inquiry, but are they realistic

conditions? Do researchers actually encounter systematic outliers and correlated experimental

units? Examples of research conditions leading to each under-specification come easily to mind.

First consider the case of systematic outliers.

Suppose we are testing the eflicacy of a new drug on cattle, and that the cattle are kept in r

bams, each of which has a single row of t pens. A complete set of t treatments is independently

assigned at random to the pens in each bam. lfthere is some concem that pens on each end of the

bams may cause a shift in response, we have an environmental factor that should be included in
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the statistical model. This experiment is a randomized complete block design (RCBD) with a shift

in the borders. Note that the shift is not influenced by the treatment applied to the pen.

Inter-cropping experirnents present an example in which the effect is not due to environmental

factors but due to a positional factor. Suppose that we have an RCBD with r blocks and t treat-

ments, treatments being various fertilizers. If a dual crop of com on the hills and a legume in the

furrows is planted, a problem arises at the end of each block. The difficulty is that either com or

the legume will end the block because the usual altemation scheme is truncated. This could result

in response shifts at the borders of the design.

Our other problem, the failure of experimental units to be uncorrelated, has long been a con-

cern of agronomic researchers using the analysis of variance procedure. Agricultural field exper-

iments are typically arranged in sets of contiguous plots. The dependence of yields on soil fertility

trends combined with the close proximity of plots makes some correlation of responses nearly in-

escapable.

The problem of correlated experimental units is certainly not restricted to agricultural research.

Consider for example a biologist who is doing research on catfish. The scientist puts twenty fish

into a holding tank and withdraws one fish every two days until ten fish are removed. One of five

treatments is applied to the sampled fish with the restriction that each treatment is applied to two

different fish. Thus the entire experiment, consisting of five treatments with two replications each,

takes approximately twenty days to conduct. It seems reasonable to assume that the extended stay

in a small holding tank will result in correlations among the sampled fish.

The preceding examples illustrate that the theoretical problems of systematic shifts and corre-

lations do exist in the actual practice of statistics. As a matter of fact, some strategies for dealing

with the problems already exist; however, current techniques certainly do not cover all situations.

We will also see that some of the new procedures have not been evaluated from a randomization

framework.
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1.2.2 Current Approaches

Strategies for dealing with border shifts tend to avoid the borders or to use blocking schemes.

In the inter-cropping study, buffer rows or plots could be planted and then not harvested. Any

border problem would then be confined to the buffer areas. The cattle experiment presents a bit

more difliculty, but some type of incomplete block design could be implemented which would not

use the end pens. Two treatments could be dropped although that is unlikely to be a viable option.

An alternative for either case would be a Latin square design in which the border shift would be

included in a column effect.

Unfortunately all of these schemes could be relatively expensive in terms of experimental units

( E.U.’s ) or blocks. The incomplete block strategy for the cattle example could easily require more

bams than are available. When land is scarce the buffer plots might require too much area. A Latin

square requires t* E.U.’s which might result in excessive costs. The blocking scheme seems rea-

sonable, but are there blocking schemes in two directions that require fewer E.U.’s than the Latin

square?

As for correlation, the situation can be approached in several ways. The attitude used by many

is to ignore the correlation and hope that randomization will provide adequate protection. Alter-

natively, analysis of covariance based on control plots or a variable measured on each experimental

unit is often used when trends are present. The currently developing methods ofnearest neighbours

are becoming popular analyses when trends are present. Another parameterization of the problem

involves generalized least squares, necessitating the estimation of the correlations. Other than

blindly trust randomization, the researcher is left to choose between nearest neighbour methods

which depend heavily on specific models and generalized least squares which involves the estimation

of many parameters. The lack of adequate randomization comparisons among these techniques

makes the choice even harder for the scientist.
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1.2.3 Another Perspective

Assuming there is existing knowledge that correlation or border shifts are likely to occur, the

prudent researcher would want to have a design that best copes with the likely problem. A differ-

ence in design implies a difference in randomization, and thus our emphasis is on the relative per-

formance of altemative randomization schemes when either border shifts or correlation are present.

In particular there will be an investigation of the effects of border shifts on the randomized

complete block and split plot designs. Are the estimates of treatment means biased, and if so, by

how much? Are the designs biased in Fisher’s sense? Once we ascertain the extent of damage, we

will tum to altemative blocking strategies. A class of designs that block in two directions but use

fewer E.U.'s than the Latin square will be examined for design bias, mean square error bias, and

bias in estimates of treatment means and differences. Comparisons will be made to the designs

blocked in only one direction. Simulation studies will be used for a final comparison of the new

designs with the original RCBD.

Similarily for the correlated case, the effect on the RCBD will first be investigated, concen-

trating on design bias as well as bias in the estimation of error and treatment estimates. The only

alternative randomization to be examined is the Williams Type lI(a) design. However it will be

examined in conjunction with the usual analysis of variance and with the method of first differ-

encing. Comparisons between the two analyses and with the original RCBD will be made on the

basis of design bias and bias in estimation.

Randomization theory will be used to evaluate the necessary expectations and to provide a

valid basis for comparisons. Although a normal theory framework is often presented as the defin-

itive approach, there are several reasons why a randomization framework is preferred here. Prob-

ably the most important reason is that many consider the randomization model to be more

parsimonious than the normal model. An intuitive reason is that it is natural to compare different

randomization schemes by the yardstick of randomization theory. Finally, no one has looked at

either border shifts or the altematives touted for use with correlated data from a randomization
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perspective. Kempton (l984a) lists the development of a randomization theory in nearest

neighbour studies as an area needing further work.

1.3 Summary

We may now define our goals in terms of the preceding developments. Our concem is with

two types of assumptions for the analysis of variance and these types are systematic response shifts

in the borders of a design and correlation between adjacent experimental units. First, what are the

effects of these violations on selected design analyses? Second, how may we detect and/or correct

for these violations? In terms of the interplay of the scientific method, detection serves to point

up the faults of a previous design while randornization techniques can aid the design of future ex-

periments. We are concemed primarily with the ability of restricted randomizations, with blocking

defined as a type of restricted randomization, to protect our analyses from the effects of correlated

E.U.'s and systematic outliers.

Chapter II provides the background material necessary for the development of these topics.

A review of the concepts of the ANOVA and experimental design will be followed by a review of

the outlier literature and randomization theory. Chapter III contains the investigation of the effects

ofborder shifts on the split plot and RCBD, followed by some altemative designs. The literature

on nearest neighbours is reviewed in Chapter IV, and Chapter V presents the results pertaining to

correlated data. Due to their tedious nature, many derivations and all simulation programs have

been relegated to the appendices.
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Chapter II

II. Background Material

2.1 AN0 VA and Design

The analysis ofvariance is generally described in introductory texts as a device used to compare

three or more population means, and this is the context ir1 which we will examine it. Suppose that

we have a group of n = rt objects (experimental units or E.U.’s) and t treatments, and that we

assign each treatment to r E.U.’s completely at random. An average response among all E.U.’s and

an average response for each treatment group of E.U.’s are calculated. The ANOVA procedure

compares the variation of E.U.’s about their treatment mean to the variation of the treatment

means about the overall mean. The intra·group variability is usually called "within", or error,

variance and the inter·group variability called the "between", or treatment , variability. When

population means diifer substantially, we expect the between variability to exceed the within vari-

ability.

Development of the ANOVA is generally attributed to R. A. Fisher (1918) who is probably

most responsible for popularizing it. However SchelTe’ (1956) cites Airy (1861) and Chauvenet
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(1863) as having developed similar divisions of total variability into distinct components. The first

instance of a complete analysis of variance table seems to be due to Fisher and MacKensie (1923),

although the data were analyzed using an incorrect model. Tippett (1931) added the familiar col-

· urnn for expected mean squares and the modern ANOVA table was essentially complete. Since this

time a number of competing models, parameterizations, analyses, and philosophies have arisen with

the customary arguments and misunderstandings. Reviews of these debates may be found in

Eisenhart (1947), Kempthorne (1955), Scheffe’ (1956), Plackett (1960), and elsewhere.

2.1.1 Assumptions

Within the normal theory framework, the comparison of variability estimates (mean squares)

is done with the F-ratio forrned by taking (mean square treatment) / (mean square error). Simpli-

fying assumptions generally made for this test are additivity between treatments and E.U.’s and in-

dependent random observations following normal distributions with common variance. The

treatment·unit additivity assumption means that all E.U.’s respond to a particular treatment ap-

plication in the same way, while the distributional assumptions provide a straight-forward analysis.

As stated earlier, these assumptions are probably false in almost all cases although the procedure

has great utility. Questions regarding detection and correction of serious departures from the as-

sumptions will concem us.

2.1.2 Experimental Design

Constant interplay between experimentation and analysis of the resulting data brings us to the

relationship between the ANOVA and experimental design. Asking who begat whom in this case

is similar to being trapped in a chicken-and-the—egg argument. Even though the design does dictate

the type of analysis, a thorough analysis may also suggest a future design. The design principles
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of blocking, replication, and randomization are responses to commonly encountered problems in

experimental research. Blocking was developed in order to remove systematic environmental vari-

ability that is unrelated to the treatments but often exists among the E.U.’s. When forming com-

plete blocks, sets of t homogeneous E.U.’s are formed a.r1d all t treatments are assigned at random

in each set set of E.U.’s. Since randomization is done separately in each block, blocking can be

viewed as a special type of restricted randomization. The randomized complete block design

(RCBD) blocks in one direction, the Latin square blocks in two directions, and the Graeco-Latin

square blocks in three directions. While blocking is used to remove environmental variability,

replication provides proper estimates of variability and increased replication provides more precise

parameter estimates. Randomization is an integral, sometimes controversial, tenet of modem de-

sign. Some think of randomization as insurance against unsuspected factors in the experiment while

others view it as a basis for the validity of the ANOVA test. Since this work will be deeply involved

with randomization, a full discussion will be postponed until Section 2.1.4.

Thus the ANOVA with its assumptions and experimental design with its framework of

blocking, replication, and randomization fit nicely into the framework of the scientific method.

Hypotheses are formed, experiments conducted by the principles of experimental design in con-

junction with present knowledge, the data analyzed using the ANOVA, and a new cycle begun on

the basis of these findings. At each step in this iterative process we should examine the accuracy

of our assumptions and make adjustments in the design and/or analysis as needed. Our emphasis

will be on this process and the ability of special randomization schemes to aid us in planning ex-

periments.

2.1.3 Violation of ANOVA Assurnptions

Before looking at specific cases, a review of the effect of common assumption violations and

the usual remedies is in order. In the spirit of Box’s selective worry, Cochran (1947) states his main

worries about the ANOVA assumptions:
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In general, the factors that are liable to cause the most severe disturbances are extreme skewness, the
presence of gross errors, anomalous behavior of certain treatrnents or parts of the experiment,
marked departures from the additive relationship, and changes in the error variance, either related
to the mean er to certain treatrnents er parts of the experiment.

We will follow Cochran’s lead in discussing the most common violations, namely non-norrnality,

gross errors, heterogeneity of variance, correlation, and nen-additivity.

2.1.3.1 Non-normality l

Non-normality, says Cochran, results in "ne serious error in the significance levels ef the

F-test er of the two-tailed t-tests." Unfortunately there is some loss ofpower and there is a tendency

te find too many significant results. The concem with skewness arises from difficulties with ene-

sided t-tests since the distribution is net symmetric. There are non-parametric analegues to some

analysis of variance procedures, but these are also dependent on symmetric distributiens. An ep-

tion which makes no assumptions as te symmetry is the randemizatien test as developed by

Kempthome (1952). We will look at this test in detail in Section 2.3.

2.1.3.2 Gross Errors

The effects of gross errors, outliers in modern terminelegy, are relatively easy te guess in ad-

vance. Treatments are poorly estimated and the standard errors over-estimated. Except fer obvi-

ously wrong data values which almost anyone would discard, questions ef concem are: When is a

data point an outlier and what to de about it if it is. Another interesting question is how te design

such that the impact ef a single errant point er a group of points in a specific regen can be mini-

mized. A therough examinatien of these questions will be left until Section 2.2.
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2.1.3.3 Error Violations
A

Heterogeneity of errors and correlation of errors will cause a loss in efficiency and a substantial

bias in the standard errors. The standard suggestions seem to be a partitioning of the error estimate

for the former case and some type of transformation in the latter case. Some writers suggest that

randomization will control the correlation, and we will examine that advice in Chapter V.

2.1.3.4 Non-additivity

Non-additivity can be of two types. Cochra.n’s concem is whether environmental effects

(blocks) and treatment effects are additive; i.e., do treatment differences remain constant over dif-

ferent levels of an environmental factor? He finds that non~additivity in this sense tends to produce

heterogeneity of the error variance and recommends transformation to some scale where effects are

additive. Another type of additivity concems treatment effects and individual experimental units.

Suppose we apply treatment A to all the E.U.’s. lf the treatment causes the same response on all

E.U.’s, we have unit·treatment additivity. This has been examined in detail by Wilk and

Kempthome (1957), Addelrnan (1970), and others. My feelings on the subject were summed up

by White (1975) who says,

it does not seem very practical to avoid the (E.U./treatment) additivity assumption, because making
general inferences from an experiment ultimately requires the assumption, if only for the purpose of
extending its results toother E.U.’s.

Thus most of the assumptions seem to be dealt with as being inevitable or exarnined after the ex-

periment is done. Pre-experiment concems in this area seem to concentrate on blocking or faith

in our next topic, randomization.
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2.1.4 Randomization

Early in his work on the analysis of variance and experimental design, Fisher began to stress

the random assignment of treatments to experimental units. A sectional heading in Fisher (1935),

"Randomisation; the Physical Basis of the Validity of the Test", iHustrates Fisher’s view on the

importance of randomization. Within seventeen years, a randomization theory was codified into

the convenient notation developed by Kempthome (1952). This theory differed from the normal

distribution theory in several important respects. First of all, plot values were considered to be fixed

quantities rather than random variables, and secondly the source of any distributional properties in

a design were determined entirely by the randomization scheme used in the conduct of the exper-

iment. These and other diiferences freed the ANOVA from many of the restrictive assumptions

discussed previously and opened the path to much fruitful research. We shall develop this theory

in detail in Section 2.3.

2.1.4.1 The Dcbates

Random assignment of treatments to plots was a novel idea at the time and sparked a debate

which continues today. An immediate argument broke out with the proponents of systematic de-

signs, including a rebuttal to Fisher by Gosset (1938). Yates (1939) provides a nice summary of

both the advantages and disadvantages of a systematic design. According to Yates, the chief ad-

vantages are that it gives more accurate results and that it is easier to execute. The disadvantages

are that there is no assurance that the error estimate is unbiased, there are many ways to estimate

error, all treatment comparisons don’t have the same error, and biased treatment means are possi-

ble.

Pearson (1937) points out that Fisher’s randomization test with means can be less powerful

thar1 using rnidpoints when the data come from a rectangular distribution. This illustrates the lack

of a unique test statistic in a randornization framework. Another diiiiculty pointed out by Folks
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(1984) arises from defrning the reference set of repetitions from which a design is drawn; like the test

statistic, the reference set is not unique. Harville (1975) stresses a Bayesian objection that the de-

signer should rely on past experience rather than the vagaries of randomization. However no one

can have complete knowledge of and control over all the possible iniluences on an experiment, and

randomization would seem to lessen the chances of a ruined experiment due to these unknown ef-

fects. As Folks (1984) summarizes,

Still deep within me, I have the feeling that the interpretation is clearer, the conclusions are stronger
and the analysis has greater validity if treatments have actually been assigned at random.

2.1.4.2 A Dgfficulty

Despite the on-going debate, randomization is stressed in most experimental design courses,

texts, and consultations. Recent advances in computer speed have prompted some statisticians to

forsake norma.1 theory ANOVA and to use only randomization tests (see Edgington (1980)). These

tests compute the usual F-ratio for each of the possible assignrnents of treatments to the E.U.’s and

calculate the exact probability of obtaining a larger F-ratio under the randomization procedure.

Aside from ultimate constraints on the size of experirnents that can be analyzed in this manner,

there is an unfortunate tendency to assume that any randomization procedure/test statistic combi-

nation is acceptable. It is rather risky to do randomization tests indiscriminately without exarnining

expectations over the complete randomization set. As a matter of fact, this will be one of our major

concems as we exarnine the efiicacy of certain restricted randomizations in combatting systematic

outliers and correlated experimental units.

2.1.5 Design Criteria
I

As we suggest altemative randomization schemes and hence designs, there is the question of

how to compare them. There are a multitude of design criteria from which to choose, including
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various optimality measures and unbiasedness. As far as optimality criteria are concemed, we will

be dealing with orthogonal designs which generally are optimal under many of the criteria. Thus

we will restrict our attention to the question of unbiasedness. Preece, Bailey, and Patterson (1978)

list three criteria for the adequacy of a randomization scheme. They are

Weak criterion attributed to Fisher (1925) and Yates (1933): The expectation of mean square

error and the expectation of mean square treatment are the same when there are no treatment

diiferences. .

Strong criterion attributed to Grundy and Healy (1950): The mean square based on any set

of treatment comparisons must have the same expectation as the error mean square when there

are no treatment diflerences.

Generalized Grundy and Healy criterion attributed to Nelder (l965a 1965b): All normalized

response contrasts within each block have the same variance.

We will be concemed only with the weak criterion. lf a desigr meets this criterion, it will be called

unbiased.

Obviously a single criterion cannot handle all possible comparisons. For instance, a design

may be unbiased even though the estirnate of experimental error is biased. We may also want to

compare biased designs with each other. Thercfore designs will be compared on the basis of the

amount of the bias in the estirnate of experimental error as well as on the basis of unbiasedness in

Fisher’s sense.

2.1.6 Summary

At this juncture we have reviewed the assumptions of the ANOVA and have examined the

relationship between the ANOVA and experimental design. The purpose of design is to reduce
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experimental error in the ANOVA and to insure that valid inferences may be made to the appro-

priate population. Randornization is seen as an integral part ofdesign as it provides a physical basis

for the validity of the inferences. A quick survey of some design criteria has provided a basis for

comparing altemative designs. lt is now time to examine in detail the previous work done in the

area of outliers.

2.2 Outlier Literature

2.2.1 Background

Although the notion of outliers has been traced by some as far back as Bemoulli, there is not

much consensus on exactly when one has an outlier much less what to do about it. Beckman and

Cook (1983) provide an excellent discussion which will be summarized in part here. They classify

outliers as either discordant or conta.minant depending respectively on whether the observation is

merely surprising or discrepant to the investigator, or whether the observation is not a realization

from the target population. A contaminant observation might not be noticed by the investigator

hence not be discordant. Conversely a discordant observation might be from the target population

and not be contaminant. It is certainly possible that an observation could be both.

In a more mechanistic formulation, an aberrant data point can be modelled in one of two

ways. The response can be construed as a result of the true model plus some fixed shift, or as a

result of the true model plus an extra source of variability. The former approach is useful when a

shift is due to recording errors or to an unmodelled environmental factor. Heavy-tailed distrib-

utions, measurement errors, and mixtures of distributions are more amenable to the latter formu-

lation. A choice is ultimately dependent on the underlying process generating the outliers.
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Perhaps the origins of outliers are legion, but they can be placed into three broad categories.

An unusual observation might be due to the natural variability of the data. Heavy-tailed distrib-

utions are prone to yielding extreme values when sampled. Being unaware of the nature of the

underlying distribution, the researcher can wrongly classify correct values from the tails as outliers.

Another broad category, labelled local model weakness, concentrates on factors that might affect

the one suspect point. Factors such as recording errors are not an indication the model is wrong,

but reflect non-systematic perturbations at single data locations. The last category is called global

model weakness and is the source of the response shift we will investigate. Outliers are caused in

this instance by a basic flaw in the statistical model; i.e., pertinant factors have been left out of the

model and should be included. If we see this type of outlier in an experiment, we can plan for it

in future experiments.

Research into outliers has concentrated on identification and accommodation. The identifi-

cation approach stresses identifying the outlier as a step either to rejection of the point, revision of

the model, or further experimentation. Accommodation attempts to reduce the possible impact

of an outlier through model modification and alternate methods of analysis. Even though accom-

modation tends to require more information about the underlying process, greater irnmunity to

outliers is oftentimes worth the effort. On the other hand, a thorough analysis of outliers can yield

important insights into the adequacy of a tentative model.

Regardless of the approach, outliers will eventually appear in every researcher’s data and ne-

cessitate some response. Suggested responses are deletion of the point, never delete a point, and

assigning weights to the data points. Deletion requires a decision rule of some sort and these rules

are the source of much conflict. Keeping the point does not require any reflection, and may

sometimes be as foolish as always deleting the point. Weighting schemes fall into four camps: L

estimation, M estirnation, Bayesian techniques, and hybrid techniques. In L estimation the order

statistics are weighted whereas M estimation bases weights on the residuals. A possible hybrid ap-

proach useful in a design setting would be to delete the point and then estimate it using the ap-

propriate linear model.
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2.2.2 Deletion Diagnostics

The idea of deletion and recomputation leads to the broad area of deletion diagnostics. It is

a natural approach in the analysis of variance and appears quite early. For instance, Cochran

(1947) suggests deleting suspect observations and recomputing the sum of squares for error. The

difference in estimates was used to develop a test for deleting the point. Although methods such

as this could be used on single points, the burden of examining every data point in every data set

was staggering even with computers. It took the Sherman·Morrison-Woodbury (S-M-W) theorem

in Rao (1973) to perrnit the wholesale examination of observations by deletion diagnostics.

The S-M-W theorem presents a method for generating all the statistics for an analysis without

the observation by using only the quantities alreadygenerated during the analysis with the obser-

vation. Freeing deletion procedures from severe computational constraints permitted the creation

of a multitude of diagnostics. These diagnostic statistics re-examine residuals, mean square error,

estimates of coefficients, predicted points, prediction variances, test statistics, and so on. The

amount of new information can overwhelm and possibly mislead.

Problems arise when this cornucopia of information is used by the unwary in wholesale hy-

pothesis testing. If we have n observations, and perform n tests at a = .05 for a significant change

in the estimate of mean square error, our overall error rate is quite high. The actual rate is unclear

since the tests are not independent, but we can expect some spuriously signilicant results to appear.

An option is to use a significance level of but then we would rarely find significant differences.

Perhaps a more reasonable approach is to adopt a less rigorous interpretation of the new statistics

and look upon them as only diagnostic aids, not a series of hypothesis tests.

lt seems obvious that the fertile soil of deletion diagnostics is well tilled. Although the work

has been done in a regression setting, the extension to discrete designs seems straight-forvvard. The

S—M·W theorem is stated in terms of a matrix of full rank whereas the ANOVA is typically ex-

pressed in a matrix form of less than full rank. However the ANOVA analysis can be easily

reparameterized into a full rank form and the deletion diagnostics computed.
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2.2.3 Alternative to Residuals

Noting that residuals are not reliable indicators of outliers, Bradu and Hawkins (1982) have

taken another tack in their approach. They assume KU ~ N(uU, oz) where

pv = p. + cz, + Bj + SU and SU is the deviation from the usual two-way additive model

p + 0., + ßj. The key to this method is a proper tetrad

TU„¢s= Yi/" Y¢/" Y!s+

Y¢s·Notethat the usual residual can be obtained by averaging all tetrads, proper and improper, to get

YU — YU - Y,_ + Y__ . The diagnostic procedure may be described as a three step process.

1. Calculate Q2(i,;), the median of all proper tetrads of cell (i,j).

2. Rank cells by decreasing order of IQ,(i,})I .

3. Apply confirmatory diagnostics such as half normal plots.

Deviations from a straight line on the half normal plots indicate possible outlying cells.

The Q,(i,}) statistics are highly robust with a breakdown point of fifty per cent. This means

that if at least halfof the tetrads do not include an outlier, then Q,(i,j) will give a reasonable estimate

of SU . Bradu and Hawkins also note that a ”total separation", meaning the median tetrads of all

non-outlier cells are smaller in absolute value than the median tetrads of all outlier cells, is achiev~

able for sufficiently large outliers. Unfortunately, their method is oriented toward two-way tables

and does not seem to be easily extended to multi-way tables.
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2.2.4 Robust Designs _

An alternative to worrying about outliers after the experiment is completed is to worry about

outliers while planning the experiment. Some work has been done to construct designs relatively

immune to outliers. The approach of Box and Draper (1975) is to look at designs which minimize

the impact of outliers on the predicted points obtained by least squares. They conclude that the

diagonal elements of X(X'X)"X' should be as uniform as possible, a condition met by the

orthogonal designs we will consider.

Herzberg and Andrews (1976) are more concemed with designs that are relatively insensitive

to removal of the outlying data points. This is in contrast to Box and Draper’s implicit assumption

that all points are to be retained. Designs are compared on the probability of a breakdown, the

inability of the design to estimate all the unknown parameters of the chosen model when points

are removed.

Draper and Herzberg (1979) look at minimizing the bias resulting from the presence of outliers.

The minimum integrated mean square error is used as the criterion by which to gauge a design’s

robustness to outliers. Since this is done in a response surface setting, they derive designs which

are robust to model bias and the presence of outliers.

2.2.5 Border Shifts

All three of the robust design approaches mentioned are primarily concemed with the occa-

sional stray value and hence local model weakness. We wish to examine a type of global model

weakness evidenced by systematic shifts in response in certain parts of a design. These shifts need

not be due to environmental factors such as fertility dilferences although they can be. In Cochran’s

terms, they are "anomalous behavior of parts of the experiment" which we wish to include in the

statistical model. The irnmediate thought is that blocking schemes should cure the problem, and
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W
they will if we have enough experimental material. Are there alternatives to the usual blocking

schemes when the E.U.’s are scarce, expensive, or both? We will examine this question in Chapter

Ill.

2.3 Introduction to Randomization Theory

There remains the choice of which analytic framework to use in posing the theoretical

questions. We could use either a normal theory or a randomization theory approach. Since our

concerns are with using alternative randomization schemes to offset border effects and correlated

E.U.’s, the more reasonable course is randomization theory. This theory is more closely tied to the

actual conduct of the experiment and requires fewer model assumptions. Despite the controversies

mentioned earlier, many still regard the normal theory tests as mere approximations to the appro~

priate randomization tests. The notation and development of the randomization test will be in-

troduced by using the RCBD as an example.

As formalized by Kcmpthome (1952), randomization theory dexives the probability structure

of a design from the physical act of randomly assigning treatments to experimental units. If we

consider all possible realizations of the randomization scheme for a particular RCBD, we have a

finite population of conceptual outcomes. For an RCBD with t treatments and r blocks, the

number of equally likely arrangements of treatments on experimental units is (t!)' Kcmpthome

provides the mathematical notation necessary to take expectations over the finite population of

treatment assignments.

As an introduction to this notation, consider an RCBD with t treatments and r blocks. First

note that the replacement of a subscript with a dot indicates the average over that subscript; i.e.,

K, = z"§l YU, . A conceptual response for an RCBD is written as
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. Yyk = Y., + (Y1., ‘ X.,) + (Ygk — Yy.) +

(Yyk ‘ Yu. " Y..k + Y...) + (Yu. “ Ü.,)

where

IQ}, is the conceptual yield when treatment k (= l,...,t) is applied to plot j (= l,...,t) in block i

( =1,...,r),g

Y__ is the average over all conceptual yields,

lQ_ — Y; is the difference between a block average and the overall average,

K], — li, is the difference between a conceptual response of plot (i,j) to treatment k and the

average conceptual response of plot (i,j) over all treatments,

KJ, — IQ, —
KJ, + Xu is assumed to be zero, implying plot-treatment additivity, and

Y], — lQ__ is the difference between the average conceptual yield at plot (i,j) and the average for

that block.

Denetins u = K..„ br = PZ, · K., tk = K„ — lin end e„ = K,. — E., and applying the additivity

assumption, we have

The K], are conceptual yields in that they represent the hypothetical response of plot (i,j) to

treatment k should that assignrnent be made. Design random variables are the mechanism by

which the fixed conceptual yields are connected to the observed yields, denoted by y„„. For our

purposes consider the design random variable öl} which is unity when treatment k is applied to plot

(i,j) and zero otherwise. The probability that öl; = l or 0 is determined by the randomization
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scheme ofthe design. For an RCBD, P{ö{; = 1} = t" and P{ö{; = 0} = l — t" foralli, j, and

k. Other useful probabilities are

P{5{j=l and 5}; = 1} = O, (k¢ k')

P{ö{;= 1 and ö{j1=l}=0, (j¢j')

P{ö{j =l and öf-V = 1} =
t‘“

(i ¢ i') .

These indicate respectively that two treatments cannot be on the same plot, a treatment occurs only

once per block, and treatments are randomized independently in each block. The relationship of

_

conceptual yield to observed yield is

_
' k _

'll + bl +

tkOnceestimates are written in terms of the y,k, expectations may be taken. Note that randomness

enters via the design random variables only.

Using (2.1), we observe that a treatment sum y_k = Tk is rp. + rtk + il ilögeu. The expec-
l' j'

tation of Tk is thus _ ·

E(Tk) = rp + rzk

f

since E(5{}) = t" for all i, j, k, and Eleu = 0 for all i. Writing the variance of Tk as
r t

E[(Tk — E(Tk))*] we obtain VAR(Tk) which Kempthome shows to be

1·*§U$leg. Similarly it is shown that COV(Tk, Tk,) = — [t(t — 1)]"éÄUäej.

The division of the total sum of squares into portions due to blocks, treatments, a.nd error uses

the identity

r, 1 2 r 2 k 2 1-, 1 2IZ/(ya · Ja.) ·· y..) + lZj(y11. · y1. — 11.1. + y..) - (2-2)
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Noting that Elöfj = l and Ext, = 0, we have y,_ = pi + b, and y__ = u since Eilb, = 0. Substi-

tution into the expression fer block sum ef squares yields

l' f

nz er — mz = IZ bf
:=1 l=l

The treatment sum ef squares are ebtained by rewriting the second term ef (2.2) as

_ 1
r 1 Z TZ — rtyg.

k=l

r, t g

This quantity has expectation r“‘lZjeg + rkXlt§. Similarly the total sum ef squares may be written
I

f , i

_E rät · rw.?
z, k

which has expectatien

1

I, j k=l I=l

The expectatien fer error sum ef squares is ebtained by subtractien and is r"(r — l)Z}eg. Thus we
Hl

have the analysis of variance (Table 1).

The analysis ef vaxiance table suggests using the ratio

Mean Square (Ireatments)
Mean Square (error)

as a test statistic. Under H0: t,, = 0 fer all k, the statistic will be near one, but when the null hy-

pothesis is false the statistic will be substantially larger than one. The test is conducted by enu-

merating all possible values of the test statistic under permutatien ef treatments te plets; setting

aside the largest a(l00) per cent ef the values as a rejectien regen; and observing whether the re-

alized test statistic falls in the rejectien regen.
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Table l. ANOVA for Usual RCBD

Source DF Expected Mean Square

Block r-1

t(rTreatmentt-1 [11: — 1)]**lil élej + r(z — l)"kElz,§

Error (r·l)(t·l) [r(t — 1)]"iäj;lej
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Use of the above ratio is reminiscent of the usual infmite model test when using the normal

distribution. In the iniinite case one would assume that the €U(C0I1St3l’1IS in the iinite model) follow

identical and independent normal distributions with mea.r1 zero and variance 02. The ratio ofmean

squares then follows a central F distribution under the null hypothesis. Since the fmite and infinite

models present similar test statistics, what is their relationship?

Proponents of randomization maintain that the test under randomization theory is more ap-

plicable since fewer assumptions are necessary and since the probability structure more closely fol-

lows the actual conduct of the experiment. Unfortunately, the computations involved in a

randomization test may be considerable; for example, an RCBD with t treatments and r blocks has

(t!)' possible plans for each of which a test statistic must be calculated. Thus the normal theory test

is often presented as an approximation to the randomization test. It has been demonstrated by

Kempthome, et al (1961) that the approximation is quite good in reasonably large experiments;

Now that we have developed the necessary concepts and notation, we are ready to look at the im-

pact of border shifts on the randomized complete block and split plot designs.
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Chapter III

III. Border Shifts

3.1 Eßect on the RCBD

A border shift will be modelled as a constant shift cu where i = 1,2, , r and j = l or t. That

is if treatment k is applied to the end plots of any block, we have conceptual yields

YU, = pt + b, + t,, + e„ + c„ leading to observed yields

I
ytk = §öiiYgk = ll + ba + tk ¢g [{1,;,0)] - (ll)

J J=

where I,,_,,(}) = 1 if j = 1,t and zero otherwise. If we wish c„ to be random, the expectations de-

rived in this section may be regarded as conditional on the set of observed c„ .

We now use (3.1) in all the expressions used in the ordinary RCBD analysis. Thus a treatment

total is

Tk = 'IJ + "k + lzjöiileu + °yT;1,z}(/7}
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with

E[Tk] = rp + rtk + :_lié]l[cü + ci,].

We may substitute these expressious into E[(T,, — E(T,,))*] to obtain the variance of a treatment

total. Upon substituting and squaring, we have

VAR(T,„) = E[ig]6§j gu? + (3.2a)

E {E6; cg !(1,1;(/712 + (3-2b)

_ TEl! 2lä(C11 + ¢:r)]2 + (3-2C)

E [2iZjö§ eväöä cg (3.2d)

_ T

E [2: (3.26)

_ F

Term (3.2a) has expectation t' ‘X_eg
as shown in chapter two. Noting that E(ög) =

:"‘
, we see that'•J

-1 k ' -2
’

E[2: Z50 6v Z (cn + c„)] = 2: Egg; (cn + ci:) = 0
I,] I=1 I,j z=l _

and that

-1 k
’ __ -2

’
2E12! Izjöy Cy l{1,;}(Di§1(€11 "‘ ¢z:)l ‘ ZV [I§l(cll "' C1r)l ·

The derivations of the expectations for (3.2b , 3.2d) are in Appendix A.1. Combining these indi·

vidual expectations, we find that
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_ f _ fVAM,.) = C ‘ {EC5 + lglltcä + C5) - C C„ +

C,.Thusthe variance is a function of experimental error, variability among the border shifts, and a

cross·product of the two. Similarly we find

COV(Tk, Tk-) = — [t(t — l)]”lVAR(Tk).

The derivation of the covariance is contained in Appendix A.2.

Comparing these results to those for the basic RCBD, we see that the shift variability (as ex-

pressed by the second term of (3.3)) a.nd the cross-product terms have been added to the original

formula. The overall change will probably be upward due to the shift variance, but the impact of

the cross·product term clouds the issue somewhat. Of course the variance ofa treatment difference

is

VAR(Tk — Tk,) = VAR(Tk) + VAR(Tk·) — 2COV(Tk , Tk·)

and hence is polluted with the border shift. As we have stated, the net result is probably a higher

variance. The actual difference in treatment means, however, is unbiased as we see by finding

E(Tk — Tk,) = r(tk — tk,) . We expect that an unbiased difference plus higher variability will result

in lower power for t-tests of the hypothesis that two treatment means are the same.

Turning our attention to the expectations of the sums ofsquares, we again use equation (2.2)

to subdivide the total sum of squares. We will make use of the sums

Y:. = [ l·* + [bz "’ (Q1 + Q;) (3-%)

and

f
X_ =
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The expectation of the correction factor, CF = (rt)" Y}, is the value itself since ög does not appear

in (3.3b); thus, we have

_ f fum = ¤ 1·’ + vo ‘1_2l<¤„ + «„>1* + 2|*l21(C11 + «=„>- <:··--11
'1"We

now write the sum of squares for blocks as V';} Y} — CF and take its expectation. Looking

back at (3.3a) we see that )Q_ has no random component and its expectation is merely its value ,

leading directly to

_ ’
2 -1

’
2 2 -1

’
2 VC1:) ' V l "' 2l§lbl(cIl + Cu)- (3-5)

Once again we have the original expectation plus variance and cross-product terms due to the

border shifts.

The treatment sum of squares is relatively easy since the VAR(T,,) has already been obtained.
I

Onee the expectation of the first term of r"kZl Y}, — CF is expanded, we find all its random com-

ponents are contained in VAR(T,,). We take the difference in expectations to obtain E(SS,,,) .

Dividing this quantity by (t-1) degrees of freedom, we have the expected treatment mean square

as shown in Table 2. The pattern of contamination seen previously continues for the treatment

sum of squares.

We will take a roundabout route to finding the error sum of squares. Since the sums of

squares are additive, we may take the expectation of the total sum of squares and find the expec-

tation of the error sum of squares by subtracting the block and treatment expectations from the

total. This is considerably less tedious than obtaining the expectation directly. Thus we have

r _ r
5

E [58,,,,,,] = tZlbf + rkElt,} + Fe} +
l' ' vl

Cu) + 2iél(C11 C11 + C1rC1e)·
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Table 2. ANOVA for RCBD with Border Shifts

Source DF Expected Mean Square

Block r-1 z(r — 1)**gb} + 4p,(c„)

Treatment t-1 [r(t — l)]"il + <p,(c„) + r(t — l)"kélt,f
I- j:

-

E¤¤r (r·1)(t-1) W — 1)l"§·U§C3 + <¤z(C„)

where

<v1(C„) = W — 1)l"[§l(C„ + C„)’ — r"(I°§«1(C„ + C„))’l + 2(r — 1)"§!b,(C„ + C3)

<vz(C„) = W — 1)l"§·l{(C3 + C3) — ¢"(C„ + C„)'l + ZW — 1l"§l(C„ cll + C„C„)
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By subtracting the expected block and treatment sums of squares from the expected total sum of

squares, we get the expected error sum of squares. The expected sum of squares is divided by the

appropriate degrees of freedom to obtain the expected error mean square in Table 2.

The usual estimator for experimental error is the mean square error, and it is biased by the shift

variance and the cross-product term. This bias is probably upward in general, a conclusion to be

bolstered by simulation results in Section 3.5. On the positive side we observe that when the null

hypothesis is true, the error and treatment mean squares are identical. This means that the RCBD

is unbiased in Fisher’s sense even when border shifts are present. Of course we must bear in mind

that the increased size of the error mean square may reduce the power of the F-test. This will also

be borne out by the simulation study.

It is worthwhile to examine some special cases of this general result. A reasonable, simplifying

assumption is that cu = c for all i and j; i.e., the shift is the same for both ends of every block. In

this situation the expectation for the block mean square reduces to tlélbf which is identical to the

block expectation when no border effects are present. This sirnplification leads to

-1 2 -1
‘

251581,1] = ]#(1 * 1)] Pfg + <1>(¢) + #(1* 1) [P10,

and

5155.„„„.1 = 1»<¢ — 1>1",5:j«; + «»<«>¢.

where

¢<¤> = 2¢2(1· 2)]1(1· 1>1"

e„>Anotherassumption, that the shifts cü are independent random variables with mean zero and

common variance 6}, results in the loss of the cross products. Then we have

__ __-12+2_2 _-1+ _l—1‘2E(M$„1) — ]#(1 1)] Pfg 2¤c(1 )]1(1 1)] #(1 ) [Pla
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and

E(M$„„„) = W " 1)]-lliljßä 2) [¢(¢ r 1)]-1-

Under the assumption that the shifts are independent random variables as described above, it is

obvious that the estimate of experimental error will be biased upwards.

Comparing equation (3.3) to the expected mean square for error, we see that

VAR(Tk) = r¢(t — 1)-]E(MS„„„).

Our work indicates that this variance is biased upwards in general. This is especially evident under

the further assumptions that the c„ are independent and identically distributed with mean zero and

variance of. The increased variability will cause a loss in power of the t-test to detect treatment

ditferences. Although the RCBD does preserve its unbiasedness in the F-ratio, it sutfers a loss in

power and a generally upward bias in the estimation of experimental error. Both of these conclu-

sions will be supported by simulation studies in Section 3.5.

3.2 The Split-plot Design

3.2.1 Without border shifts

Another popular design which we wish to exarnine is the split plot design. Frequently used

for factorial experirnents, the split plot gets its name from the splitting or subdividing of exper-

imental units, called whole plots, into smaller plots (the split or sub plots). One or more factors

will be assigned at random to the whole plots, and after splitting the whole plots, the remaining

factors are assigned at random to the subplots. A typical agronomic example might be a lime and
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manganese study on a variety of soybeans. Since lime is difficult to apply, each rate of lime is ap-

plied to separate large fields at random. Each field is then subdivided into s plots, where s is the

number of manganese rates to be applied, to which the various rates of manganese are assigned at

random. Each large field thus acts as an experimental unit and as a block for the manganese levels.

In the above example, the use of a split plot seems to arise from experimental convenience and

not statistical considerations. This is often the case, but Steel and Torrie (1980) list other reasons

for its use. Our example corresponds to the situation in which the factor lime requires a larger

amount of experimental material per experimental unit than does the subplot factor. Additionally,

the design may be used whenever another factor needs to be added to the experiment. An impor-

tant case from a design viewpoint is that many times comparisons among one factor's levels need

to be made with greater precision than another factor’s.

The splitting of the E.U.’s, regardless of the reason, is accompanied by a randomization

scheme different from that of the RCBD. Two independent randomizations are done in the split

plot experiment: One at the whole plot level and one for subplots within each whole plot. The

randomizaton analysis reflects this double randomization and provides us with separate error terms

for the whole plot and subplot F-tests. From an intuitive standpoint, we expect the whole plot

variability to be larger than the subplot variability since experimental material usually grows less

homogeneous as its size increases.

Kempthome (1952) extends his treatment of the RCBD to the split plot experiment. For the

split plot we suppose the plots have yields x,„, with i (= 1,...,r) representing replications, u (i = 1,...,t)

whole plots, and v (= l,...,s) subplots. The conceptual yield of plot (iuv) under treatment combi-

nation (jk) is denoted as x,,„,k = x,,„ + gk where j = 1,...,t and k = l,...,s. The conceptual yields

may altematively decomposed as

xz¤v}k=x.....
‘*‘(x1.... ’x.....)+(x..,;k’x.....)+

(xrgk ‘°
xr.... ' x..J1« + x.....) + (xzuvjk

‘
x1.Jk)

which reduces to
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xluvjk = (x.., "' Ä.) + (xa,. “ x...)
"‘

(51:
“ Ä.) + (xluv

“ xa,.) (3-6**)

since by unit-treatment additivity

xa.J1:
‘°

xa....
‘

x..J1:
‘*‘

x.,... = 0-

Now note that

(xmv ’ xa,.) = (xaaa. ' xa.,) + (xauv " xau.)

and that

51: = Ä, + (5. ' Ä.) + (Ä1: “ Ä.) + (51: " 5.
‘

Äk "' Ä.) ·

Substitute the two above expressions into (3.6a) to obtain

xluvjk = (x.., + Ä.) + (xa., " x..,) + (5. " Ä.) + (xau, °' xa.,) +

· (Ä1: ‘ Ä.) + (51:
“ 5. °° Äk + Ä.) + (xluv ' xau.) -

A suitable relabelling of terms leads to an observed yield

yvk = y, + rl + Q + qu + rk + (ts)jk + éyk (3.6b)

where

p = x_„ + t,_ is the overall mean;
(

r, = x,__ — x___ is the difference between a replicate average and the overall average;

_ Q = Q_ - t__ is the difference between a whole plot treatment mean and the overall treatment

mean;
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nu = äög (x,„_ — x,__) where ö{„ is unity when treatment j is applied to whole plot unit u in

replicate i and zero otherwise;

sk = t_k — t__ is the difference between a subplot treatment mean and the overall treatment

mean;

(zs),k = gk - g_ — t_k + t__ represents the interaction of whole and subplot treatments; and

eük = “Z'ö{,f, (x,„, - x,„_) where ö{,f, is unity if treatment combination (jk) is applied to plot

(uv) in replicate i and zero otherwise.

Points worth mentioning are that treatment-plot additivity is assumed for this model and that there

are two random variables corresponding to the independent randornizations of whole and subplot

treatments.

The ANOVA table (see Table 3) for the split plot is obtained in a manner similar to that il-

lustrated in Section 2.3 for the RCBD. We see from the table that the whole plot treatments require

a different error term, sometimes called error (a), from the subplot treatment and interaction terms.

A similar result can be obtained using normal theory which indicates that error (a) should be larger

than residual error. Although one would expect this in general, the whole plot error term is occa-

sionally smaller than the subplot error in practice.

3.2.2 Effect of border shift on the split plot design

As with the RCBD, we wish to examine the impact of a border shift on the usual statistical

analysis. We will examine the basic split plot experiment with t whole plots and s subplots per

whole plot. The model of the observed yields as shown in (3.6b) will be augmented by a border

shift term, and the expectations with respect to the randomization calculated.
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Table 3. ANOVA for Usual Split Plot

Source DF Expected Mean Square

Replication r-l st(r — 1)**läd

Treatment W t-l of + rs(t — 1)"i!@

Rep * W (r-l)(t-1) ci

Treatment S s-1 0} + rt(.r — 1)"§ls,f

W * S (I-1)(S-1) G? + r1(¤ — 1)(¢ ·· 1)l°'§:(¢S)?„
Residual (r- l)t(s- l) of

where

G?. = SW · 1>l"§(x„.. — x,..>'

v? = [¤(—v — 1>l"l§_(x„„„ — x„..)“
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Suppose that a shift, denoted by c,, , occurs in the first and last subplots of each whole plot.

The observed yield may then be written as

where all the terms except YU, are as defined for (3.6b) and YU, = :Yvö{,';, c,, I(,_,,(v). The YU, adds shift

c„ to a.ny observed response in the first subplot of each whole plot in replicate i and shift c,, to any

on the lastsubplot.In

order to calculate the appropriate sums of squares for the analysis, we need the following

totals:

f

Y... = '”—"‘l·* + [Z (C11 + C:;)»
l=l

)Q__ = stp + str, + t(c„ + ck.),

T l'

rsp + rsg + iljlny + ifkegkS

YU. = Sv + sn + :9 + mU (CU + CU).

X_k = rtp + rtsk + Zeük + Zyük, and
lJ ! J

f f f

Yjk = #u + #9 + + mz + #<¤>U„ + {Ellen + -

The correction factor, CF = (rsz)" Y§_, which is not a random variable has the sirnpie expectation

_ F T

EICH = #¤¢ 112 + vw) ‘lI§l(¤11 + ¢1,>l2 + Zlullllfcii + CU)- (3-7)

Similarly we note that
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E {$$„„l = (MV1;] Ü. — CF

does not involve a random variable and simplilies to

E [SSW] = stlélr? + q>(cy) (3.8)

where . ,

-1
’

2 -1
’ .2 ’

ts {tZl(ctt + cts)
— r [lZl(ctt + cts)] } + 2t'Zlrt(ctt + cts).

1 1 l 1*

The pattem seen for the RCBD is continuing; i.e., a term associated with variability among the

border shifts and a cross-product term are added to the unshifted expectation.

All of the remaining sums of squares contain random components and have expectations that

are less easy to obtain. First consider the whole plot treatments which have

-1 ' 2SSW = (rs) Z Xt
— CF.

J=¤

The expectation of the first term of the above expression will be that from the unshifted case plus

t(r.1·)"[éit(c,, + c,,)]' and cross-products involving _ä(c,, + ct,) . Since we know that
t r r

jztg = tXtE(11„) = äE(e„,,) = 0 , the only cross·product term will be 2t ;ilZl(c,, + ct,). Combining

expectations and subtracting the correction factor leaves us with

’
2 -1 2E(SSW) = rs Z 9 + sr Z(xt„_ — xt__) .

/=1 Lu

This is the same expectation as when no shift is present so we conclude that a shift in the subplots

does not affect the whole plot mean square, which is not surprising.

The expectation for the sum of squares of the error (a) term is
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-1 2 -1
’

2 -1
’

25155.} = E1: 2 Ey. · (:0 2 19.. ·— (M) 2 K;. + CF1-
I ,j l= 1 j = 1

Noting that the last three terms have already been obtained, we need only find the expectation of

s"E . The same logic used for the whole plot sum of squares is used to obtain

M 2 nz + M2 92 +:2I
,j I = l j= 1 I , u

Taking the appropriate linear combination of expectations, we get

E($$„) = :(r,
ll

Thus the usual F-ratio for testing whole plot treatments is unbiased, and both mean squares are

individually unbiased by the border shifts.

Derivations of expectations for the subplot sums of squares become quite tedious since the

random variable y„,, is now included in the totals used in the sums of squares. Hence the derivations

are relegated to Appendix A.3 and the completed expectations are displayed in Table 4. We see that

the subplot F-ratios are unbiased and thus the design as a whole is unbiased. However, the indi-

vidual mean squares are biased by the variability among the shifts and the appropriate cross-product

terms. It is reasonable to suspect that although the tests are unbiased, there can be a considerable

loss of power for sizeable shifts. The estimate of experimental error experiences considerable bias

under a large shift, and this estimate is often important to the researcher.

3.2.3 Summary

Generalizing from our examination of the RCBD and split plot experiment, we see that a shift

variability term is added to most sums of squares, the exception being the whole plot term of a split

plot. The shift variability term will bias the variability estimates upward, especially for experimental
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V
Table 4. ANOVA for Split Plot with Border Shifts

Source DF Expected Mean Square

Replication r-1

st(rTreatmentW t~l of, + rs(t —— l)"‘_}Elt}

Rep * W (r·l)(t·l) ci

Treatment S s-10}W

* S (t-1)(S-1) G? + <¤z(@,) + #10 — l)(¢ — l)1"§(¢—¢)?„
Residual (r-l)t(s·l) cf + q>,(c,,)

where

¤£ = Siri! — l)1"§(>@... — x,..)*

G? (xiur
_

xIu.)z

<0,(@.) = ddr — 1)1"{,};l(¤„ + @,)* — r"(§|(@, + @,))*} + srv — 1)"§ln(@, + @,)

= Id: — 1)l"§«lI(¢ä + cä) — V‘(@, + @,)*1 + 2[¤(: — 1)1"E(@„„ @, + @„, @,)
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error, and probablylcause a loss in power. An additional cross-product term is also added, but its

influence is not certain. Fortunately the usual F-ratios are still unbiased although their power may

be reduced. The effect on alpha levels of the randomization test will be checked by simulation for

the RCBD in Section 3.5. Thus if a good estimate of experimental error and increased power are

important to a researcher, alternative designs are required when border shifts are anticipated.

3.3 Alternatives to the RCBD
S i

The first alternative to come to mind when there are systematic environmental effects

orthogonal to blocks is the Latin square. We will demonstrate that the Latin square design copes

best with border shifts when sufficient experimental material is available. Two other bi-directional

blocking designs that require fewer experimental units than the Latin square will also be explored.

These will be shown to be useful intermediate designs when the RCBD is not appropriate and the

Latin square is not feasible.

3.3.1 Latin square design

The Latin square is the classic response to systematic environmental effects in two directions.

If we have t treatments, a Latin square has t rows and t colurnns. Treatments are randornized such

that no treatment occurs twice in the same row or colurrm. Kempthome (l952) fully develops the

randomization analysis of the Latin square, and Wilk and Kempthome (1952) extend the analysis

to non-additivity of treatments and experimental units. Our concem is naturally the impact of

border shifts on the analysis.

Following Kempthome while adding the border shifts, we see that a response apart from the

shift may be expressed as
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yyk = xy '*° Tk

where xu represents the conceptual yield of plot (ij) independent of treatments and 1:,, is the effect

of treatment k. These terms may be further decomposed such that we have conceptual responses

Yyk = P
‘*‘

P1 + Y; "' 'k "' ey ‘*‘
9l(1,1}(D

where i,j,k = l,2, , t and

11 = x__ + r_ is the overall mean;

p, = x,_ — x__ is the difference between a row average and the overall average;

yj = x_/ — x_ is the difference between a column average and the overall average;

tk = 1:,, — r_ is the difference between a treatment average and the overall treatment average;

eu = x,} — x,_ — x_/ + x__ is the residual error under the assumption of no row-column inter-

action; and

q is the border shift in colurnns 1 and t since I(,_,,(j) is unity only for j = 1,t.

Since q is confounded with columns, we expect to find that the colunm sum of squares will remove

the border shift from the treatment and residual sums of squares.

Response totals for rows, columns, and treatments will be needed to compute the sums of

squares. The observed totals are

YZ.

'P1 “" (P11 "‘ ¢11)·
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I{j_ = Ip, + zyj + tg I{l,,}(j), and

Ynk = + + (CH + Ci!) + EU .

The term 65 is one if the random choice of a Latin square results in treatment k being applied to

plot (ij) and is zero otherwise. Before finding the expectations for the sums of squares, we note that

the expectation of a treatment mean is |.i + tk + t"(c„ + c„). Thus the treatment means are bi-

ased, but any difference between two treatment means will be unbiased.

Since IQ , IQ , and XL do not contain any 65, the row and column sums of squares have

no random component. Hence we just substitute the appropriate sums into the usual sums of

squares forrnulae and simplify, obtaining

E[CF] = :21,12 + (cl + c,)2 + 2zp(cl + cl), (3.8)

rE IS$„„„l = {Exp}, and (39)

E[SS—t2+ 2+2-**+2+2 + 310Co;] - G;1Yj !{(C} C;) (C} C;) } t(Yj Cj Y; C;) · ( · )

l
The row sum of squares is not affected by the shifts, but column sum of squares contains the

ubiquitous terms for border variability and cross-products.

The treatment and total sums of squares are a bit more difficult since they contain random

components whose expectations are needed. The derivations of these expectations are sketched in

Appendix A.4 while we merely state that

E _ ’
2 _ -1 2[$5,,,] — rf, tk + (z 1) 265 (3.11)

k=1 I ,j

and that
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1 1 1
El$$1„1a1l = ¢Z P? + fil Y} + ( E 11%+ E8; + @(9) (3-12)

1=1 j=1 k=1 1,;

where

@(9) = Mc? + cf) — (9 + 9)2l + 2¢(Y19 + 11,9) -

Because we have an orthogonal design, the sums of squares are additive and we may obtain the

error sum of squares by subtracting the sum of (3.8), (3.9), (3.10), (3.11) from (3.12). This has

expectation

(1 ‘ 2) 2E SS =l .[ error] (I _ 1) läcy

The expected mean squares are displayed in Table 5.

Again reserving the derivations for Appendix A.4, we find that

VARUÖ.11) = (¢ ‘ 1)-2%%
-

1**__

2 -1 2VARUÖ.11 — 1Ö.11·) — 2ll(¢ ·· 1) l Zeg -(J

Thus the variance of a treatment mean and the variance of the difference of two treatment means

are both estimated with simple functions of the error mean square. These estimated variances are

also unbiased by the border shifts.

The Latin square is now seen to be an unbiased design as was the RCBD but with the error

and treatment mean squares also being unbiased. Since the error mean square is not biased, the t-

and F-tests should not suffer any loss of power due to border shifts. Treatment contrasts are un-

biased even though individual treatment means are biased. The Latin square seems to be the ideal

design when we have border shifts that are constant across the rows of the design and when we have
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Table 5. ANOVA for Latin Square with Border Shifts

Source DF Expected Mean Square

Row t·l

z(zColumnt-1

r(tTreatmentt-1 (z — l)“*Z%ej + :(: — 1)·‘kélz,§
I,]

'

Residual (t~l)(t-2) (t•J

where

<p(c,) = ¤{(¤? + cf) — ¢"(c1 +
¤„>’l

+ 2¢(v„ <=„ + mc,)
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enough experimental material. Unfortunately we often do not have the t' experimental units nec-

essary for the Latin square. We now wish to examine two designs that block in a manner similar

to the Latin square but require fewer experimental units. Although they will not have as many nice

properties as the Latin square, they will provide a compromise between the RCBD and the Latin

square.

3.3.2 Semi—Latin square

The semi·Latin square, also called the modified Latin square, is a generalization of the usual

Latin square. Experimental units are arranged into b rows and b columns where each of the t =

ab treatments occurs once in each row and column. This means that each row-column combina-

tion consists of a experimental units. An example of the design when a= 2 and b= 3 is shown in

Figure 1. Although shown by Yates (1935) to be a biased design, Preece and Freeman (1983) re-

, port its continued use. This use is understandable since the design requires fewer E.U.’s than the

Latin square and still blocks in two directions.

Rojas and White (1957) analyze the semi- l..atin square from a randomization viewpoint. They

characterize a conceptual response by the linear model

}’y1«1= wir + n

where x„,, is the " contribution due to the experimental unit independent of treatment and ·:, is a

contribution due to the treatment. " A further decompostion of terms leads to the linear model

y1jkl= IJ + n + -9 + (r-=)„ + eur + ri (3-13)

where

pt = x___ + r_ is the overall average;
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Columns

l 2 3

1 A B C D E F

. Rows 2 E F A B C D

3 C D E F A B

Note: Capital letters denote treatment levels.

Figure I. Semi-Latin square with a= 2 and b= 3.
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5 = x,__ — x___ is the difference between the average for row i (= 1,2, , b) and the overall av-

erage;

.1} = x_,_ — x___ is the difference between the average for column j (= 1,2, , b) and the overall

average;

(rs)„ = x„_ — x,__ — x_j_ + x___ represents the row·column interaction;

ew, = xu, — x„_ is the difference between the experimental unit k (= 1,2, , a) and the average

of row·column combination (ii); and

t, = r, — r_ is the effect of treatment l(= 1,2, , t=ab).

Using this formulation, they obtain the analysis of varia.nce in Table 6. No row by column inter~

action mean square is computed since it is confounded with treatments.

We see from Table 6 that the design is indeed biased, and further that experimental error is

biased by a function of the row·column interaction. Rojas and White demonstrate that when
2

is fixed, the relative bias ( BIAS / EMS„„„ ) approaches zero as either a or b become large.
C

If column effects are small, the bias in the design, both for the F-test and the experimental error

estimate, is a severe price to pay for marginal reductions in experimental error. However the design

is appealing when border shifts are larger than the incurred bias.

The design is also useful if the row-column interaction can be considered negligble. Unfortu—

nately it is easier to cite examples where this is not true than to specify when it definitely is true.

The absence of row-column interaction depends on the independence of the two blocking factors,

a relationship that may sometimes be questioned beforehand. Consider an industrial experiment »

in which columns are the six days Monday through Saturday and rows are the three shifts per day.

If there are six treatments, a semi-Latin square could be imposed; however, an assumption that shift

differences remain constant over days might not be valid. Of course the Latin square would be

subject to the same problem in this situation.
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Table 6. ANOVA for the Semi-Latin Square (1957)

Source DF Expected Mean Square

Row b·1

ab(bColurrmb-l ‘ ab(b — 1)**/äs}

Treatment t~1 [b(t — 1)]**%%,, + a[(b — 1)(t - 1)]**§(rs)@ + b(t - 1)**é]lzf

Residual (t-2)(b·l) [b(t — 2)]*%%,, + a(b — 2)](t - 2)(b — l)]**§(rs)g
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Large experiments may also call the assumption of negligble interactions into question. The

larger the amount of experimental material, the greater is the chance of long term trends and non-

additive design regions to appear. Since the serni·Latin square uses fewer E.U.’s than the Latin

square, it is possibly less prone to this problem for a given number of treatments. A final concem

arises if the row and/or column factors include levels at the extremes of their possible values. In-

tuitively, one would expect that additivity might break down when factor levels occur near the

endpoints of their feasible ranges. Although linear relationships may be reasonable approximations

for moderate ranges of the factor levels, the approximations may fail over the full spectrum of val-

ues. Thus a decision as to whether the interaction may be negligble rests on the experience a re~

searcher brings to the experiment and on the size of the experiment.

We will now examine this design when border shifts are present. A simplifying assumption is

necessary to make this design work for the border shift case. We must assume that the shift is the

same for both borders of the design; if the assumption is untenable, we must use a Latin square

design. Thus suppose we have a common shift in the two borders and have one column of the

design containing the E.U.’s in the borders, as shown in Figure 2. The basic idea of blocking is to

have homogeneous E.U.’s and not particularly that the E.U.’s be adjacent. We will then have a

column corresponding to the border E.U.’s . The border column will contain each treatment an

equal number of times; and under the usual case when a= 2 and b = t/2, each treatment occurs

exactly once in the border column. Typically the remaining columns would be formed as ir1 Figure

2 with the restriction that each treatment occurs exactly once in each row and each colurrm.

Using the same definitions as in model (3.13) , a conceptual response is

19;.1 = u + n + 9 + (rw + ew. + tl + clmw

where c is the border shift and 1,,,0) is unity if j = 1 and is zero otherwise. The shift is arbitrarily

placed in column one with no loss of generality. The observed totals needed for the analysis are

abc,

= abu + ac + abrl,
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Colurrms

l 2 3 l

A AAAAAE
' Rows 2 E A B C D F

A CCCAAE
Note: Capital letters denote treatment levels.

Figure 2. Semi-Latin square with a= 2, b = 3 and altered for border shift.
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1{j__ = abp + abclm(}) + abg, and

K..1= bv

CwhereSg, is unity if treatment Ioccurs on plot (ijk) and is zero otherwise. We note that a treatment

total is biased by the shift but a treatment contrast is not.

The correction factor, row, and column sums of squares contain no random variables and their

expectations are found through simple algebra. Derivation of the treatment and error sums of

squares are found in Appendix A.5 and the results shown in Table 7. We see in Table 7 that the

border shift is confined to the colunm mean square. Referring back to the RCBD with a border

shift, we remember that it is an unbiased design with a biased estimate of experimental error. The

Latin square is unbiased in both senses whereas the semi-Latin square is a biased design with a

biased estimate of error. Under what conditions will the bias incurred by the serni·Latin square

be less than the border shift bias in the RCBD? When this happens, we will want to use the

semi-Latin square.

We will restrict our attention to the bias in estimating experimental error. Ignoring the

cross-product term in the expected mean square error for the RCBD, we find the bias in estimating

0} to be approximately 2c}(t — 2)[t(t —· 1)]** . The bias shown by Rojas and White for a= 2 ex-

perimental units per row-column combination is (b — 2)(b — 1)**0}, . Thus we want to switch

to the semi-Latin square when

2c2(z — 2) 2 (b — 2)¤},
:(z — 1) (b - 1) °

Under the assumption that we have two borders and a= 2, we also must have have b = é
rows.

Substituting into the above expression a.nd simplifying, we obtain

iz !(¢·1)(¢—4) 2 :-4 _
CE. zu — 2)* 2
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Table 7. ANOVA for the Semi-Latin Square Design with Border Shifts

Source DF Expected Mean Square

Row b-1 ab(b —
1)**;};*

Column b-1 ab(b — l)"]äs} + <p(c)

Treatment t-1 [b(t — l)]"äe§,, + a[(b — l)(t — l)]"§(r.s)g + b(t — l)"lélzf
I]

‘

Residual (t-2)(b-1) [b(t —· 2)]“‘gÄke§,, + a(b — 2)[(t — 2)(b — l)]"§(rs)g

where

<p(c) = ac' + 2ab(b — l)"c.s,
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Columns

1 2 1

1 ABCEFE
Rows 2

¤
A C D F E

3 c A B D B B

Note: Capital letters denote treatment levels.

Figure 3. Two-column design with b= 3 and t= 6
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As the number of treatments increases, the border shift must be quite large in relation to the row-

column interaction. This is understandable as the relative impact of the shifts decreases as the size

of the experiment increases.

The relative eliicacy of the semi-Latin square design will be examined again in Section 3.5.

At that point, we will compare the RCBD with the semi-Latin square and our next alternative, the

two·column design, on the basis of mean square error and power.

3.3.3 Two-column Design

An assumption for the semi-Latin square is that the experimental units should be grouped into

b columns which correspond to b levels of some environmental source of variability. Suppose

however that the only source of variability orthogonal to rows is the border shift. The semi-Latin

square then consists of some unnecessary columns which decrease the error degrees of freedom. lf

we have a situation for which the E.U.'s within a block are homogeneous except for the end plots,

a possible design is what we shall call a two·column design.

The two·column design consists of b rows but only two columns. One column consists of

all the end plots and must have a multiple of t E.U.’s, so that each treatment occurs equally often

in the border. The remaining column contains all the remaining units. As in the Latin and semi-

Latin squares, each treatment occurs only once per row. Figure 3 illustrates that for b = t/2 each

treatment occurs once in the border column and (b- l) times in the interior column. Of course we

can expect problems similar to those for the semi-Latin square, but we have saved a few degrees

of freedom for the error mean square.

As for the statistical model, it is quite similar to that for the semi·Latin square except for the

variable numbers of observations per column. We denote the various sample sizes as:

nu is the number of observations ir1 row i (= l,2,...,b) and column j (= 1,2);
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n_, = 2bforj= l and b(t·2) forj=2; and

n__ = bt where t is the number of treatments.

A conceptual response is written as

I
ygkz = xyz:

‘*‘
*1

I

where x„,, is the contribution of the experimental unit independent of treatments and 1, is the

treatment effect. Further decompositon leads to the model

ygk, = ir + rg + 5} + (r.r)y + ew, + t, (3.14)

where

u = x__ + 1_ is the overall mean;

q = x,__ — x___ is the difference between the i’th row average and the overall average;

s, = x_,_ - x_„ is the difference between the
j’th

column average and the overall average;

(rs)„ = x„_ — x,__ — x_,_ + x___ represents the interaction between rows and columns;

cu, = x„,, — x„_ is the difference between an individual plot value and the average of the (i,j)

row-column combination; and

t, = 1, — 1_ is the effect of the treatment I (= l,2,...,t).

Denoting sums by capital letters and averages by small letters, it is seen that
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_ 6 6 6 _, _]
E 11= E (X1. · X.) = E (1 X- — (b1) X..)1=1 1=1 1=1

= ="X.. — ·"X.. = 0

and that

fl 5 = fl X ' X = fl X "X flä ä < 1 i iJ:} .1 1 j:] .1 .1. j:l .1 .1. ..):1.1

= (X1. + X2.) ‘ (b¢)_l ((>¢)X.. = ‘ = 0 ·

It is obvious that [ät, = [$10:, — ·1:_) = 0 . Looking at the interaction terms, we have

6 63;*1111 (rs)11 = EI111 (X1. — X1. · X.1. + X.)

b
1 11111X.. — (11.1) 1111X1. + (11..) 11111 X.,)

-1 b -1= X1. — 1 X1. + (11.) 11.1X..

u -1 b -1= -1 (11.) 11.1X.. -

This expression is

—21”‘X.. + 21"X.. = 0 1 i=1

and

4.iX =(),j=2_
t

„•
t

•••

Tuming to the sum over the subscript j, we have

i
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2 2
x1., ‘ PQ;. + x...)

2 -1 -1 -1ng X;. + ("..) 'lg X,.)

2 - -= PQ.. — PQ. 1)
‘~g=

· <—:;%—P(1. + %X2.> + b—‘X..

= —b"»<.. + b"¤<.. = 0-

Thus the terms of the model obey the following relationships:

6 2
E ng (wg = E ng (wg = 0

1=1 }=1

b 2 r

l=l j=l I=l

We now have enough machinery to calculate the row and column sums of squares.

Once a suitable plan is chosen at random, the computation of sums of squares involves the

calculation of several observed response totals, these being

PC- = bw,

PG... = tu + tm

[ju = n_j|.1 + rtl;} , and

Y =b+Zö' --+Zö' +bz,...1 ¤ Uk Uk (V~l)g
Uk Uk ßgk 1
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Table 8. ANOVA for the Two-Column Design
l

Source DF Expected Mean Square
b

Row b-1 t(b2

Column 1 j§ln_jy}

Treatment t-1 A [b(t — 1)}"iäeg, + :[b(t — 1)(z — 2)]"§n„(rs)g + b(1 — 1)**;:}

Residual b(t·l)-t (b — l)[b(b(! ·· l) — t)]"äeg„ + q1(b,t)En„ (rs)g

where

¤v(b„!) = [bu — 2) — ¢l[b(¢ — 2){b(¢ — 1) — ¤}l"
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where ößk is unity if treatment I is on plot (ijk) and is zero otherwise. The row and column sums

of squares are functions of the first three totals and hence have no random components. It is then

easily determined that

b 2

and

2 2E [$82011 = E am -J=1

The sums of squares corresponding to treatments and error require considerably more effort, and

their derivations are found in Appendix A.6. Since the structure of the two-column design is similar

to that of the semi-Latin square, we fmd that the ANOVA in Table 8 resembles that for the semi-

Latin square. _

Thus the general guidelines for using the semi-Latin square also apply to the two-column de-

sign. We may expect that the potential of a row-colurnn interaction is greater for the two~colurnn

design due to the large amount of experimental material in the interior colunm. If we do truly have

homogeneous E.U.’s except for the end plots, then we should be able to accomplish the same result

as the semi-Latin square with fewer degrees of freedom lost to columns.

We look next at the effect of an equal shift in the end plots of a two·colu1nn design. The

statistical model is

yukl = p, + rl + 5) + (r.r)U + cyk + tl + cl{l}(j)

where all terms also in (3.14) retain their original meaning, a.nd Im(;) is unity when j = 1 and is zero

otherwise. The shift c is regarded as a constant for the analysis. The response totals are now

= btp + 2bc ,

= tp + tr, + 2c ,
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, and

Läkögk C .

The treatment mean now has a bias of t"c, but any treatment contrast will be unbiased.

Once again it is easy to show that

Elssrowl = tlgvlrl

and

2 2 2E[SS„,] = Z rrjrj + 4bc.rl + 2(b - l)c .
J=¤

The treatment and error sums of squares are not appreciably more difficult to obtain than in the

original analysis, but the derivation is contained in Appendix A.7. The expected mean squares for

the ANOVA are displayed in Table 9. We see from Table 9 that the border shift effects are re-

stricted to the column mean square as expected. As in the case of the semi-Latin square, we want

to use the design only when the border shift bias is larger than the bias incurred by the design. The

similarity of expected mean squares in the two designs indicates that similar conclusions apply.

3.3.4 Summary of RCBD Altematives

We have seen that the ideal altemative to the RCBD when border shifts are present is the

Latin square. The Latin square is an unbiased design with an unbiased estimate of experimental

error as long as the border shifts are constant among rows. If the Latin square is not practical and

the end plots have a common shift, a compromise design is the semi-Latin square which is a biased .

design with a biased estimate of experimental error. The general guideline is to use the semi-Latin
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Table 9. ANOVA for the Two-Column Design with Border Shifts

Source DF Expected Mean Square

Row b-l t(b — 1)**1äp}

Column 1 jérrjy} + <p(c)

Treatment t·1 [b(z — 1)]**%% + z[b(r — 1)(z — 2)]**§n„(rr)g + b(z - 1)**;}}

Residual b(t·l)-t (b — 1)[b(b(t - 1) - :)]**1}%% + xy(b,t)än„(rs)g

where

<p(c) = 2(b — l)c} + 4bcy,

w<b„0 = 1b<r — 2) — 0 lb(1 — 2){b(¢ — 1) — 01**
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square when the border shift is expected to be large in relation to the row-column interaction. This

seems to be more likely for small designs with few treatments. If we have few treatments and oth-

erwise homogeneous E.U.’s within the blocks, a third altemative is the two-column design. This

design is quite similar to the semi-Latin square in its characteristics, but can reserve more degees

of freedom for error. This is a nice property when dealing with small designs.

3.4 Split Plot Alternatives

In Section 3.2.2, the split plot design was examined for robustness to border shifts in the

subplots. The analysis revealed that the whole plot test was unaffected by the shifts although the

subplot tests were affected. The F·ratios were unbiased, but the estimate of experimental error was

biased. Following the line of logic established for the RCBD, a blocking scheme among the sub-

plots seems reasonable as a means of combatting the shift effects. The lack of treatment replication

among the subplots dictate that the blocking among subplots must be done across the whole plots.

We shall consider only the case in wlnich each replication of the split plot experiment has s

whole plots and s subplots per whole plot. Each whole plot is considered to be a row, or block.

The s subplots of each whole plot will constitute the individual E.U.’s in s columns which run

orthogonal to the whole plots (i.e., across the whole plots). Thus we can assign subplot treatments

as in a Latin square with rows being whole plots and columns being position of the subplots within

each whole plot. See Figure 4 for an example.

As in the development of formulae ( 3.6a, 3.6b ), the conceptual response of plot (iuj) is re-

presented as

Yykz = xzu} ‘*‘ Wa
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l Sub Plots ’

l 2 3 4

l A B C D

Whole 2 D A B C

Plots 3 C D A B

4 B C D A

Note: Capital letters denote sub plot treatment levels.

Figure 4. Split plot design with sub plots arranged in a Latin square.
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where xyy is the response of E. U. (iuj) apart from treatments and 1:,,, is the treatment effect. A

decompostion of x,„, and 1,,, slightly different from 3.6a, 3.6b plus the addition of a border shift re-

sults in the linear model

Yuqkz = P· + rz "' tk + nik "‘ by + $1 + (Ü)kl + eluj "‘ Cy l(1,;}(/7

where

p = x___ + r__ is the overall average;

r; = x,__ — x__ if the difference between the average of replication i (i= l,...,r) and the overall

mean;

t,, = r,,_ - ·:__ if the difference between the average of whole plot treatment k (= 1,...,s) and the

overall treatment average;

I

11,,, = Xlöfj, (x,„_ - x,__) where öfj, = 1 if treatment k is applied to whole plot u and is zero

otherwise;

by = x,y — x,_ is the difference between the j’th column average in the i’th replication and the

i’th replication average;

s, = 1:_, - r__ is the difference between the average of subplot treatment I (= 1,...,s) and the

overall treatment average;

(ts),,, = r,„, — ‘IIk_ — 1:_, + r__ represents the interaction between whole plot and subplot treat-

ment factors.

eyy = x,,y - x,_, — x,„_ + x,__ represents the interaction between rows and columns for each

replication; and
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cg l,,_,,(j) = c„ when j = l, c,, when j = s, and zero otherwise.

This design is closely related to the Latin square, with the primary distinction being that the row

effects are now randornly assigned when treatments are assigned to whole plots.

Analysis of this desigr will require use of the observed totals

2 T
*2.. = f4 14 + 4E<<¤11+ C1.) •

l=1

Y,___ = srp. + szrl + s(cH + cg.) ,

lQj__ = sp. + sr} + sbg + scg I(l_,}(j) ,

I'l{_k_ = rsp + rszk + sz ng, ,
l=1

zu
’

X", = rsp + rss, + Z Z', öhg eng + E (cg + cb.) ,
l , k u ,j l= l

_ 1*1,1.. — 414 + 4n + 441. + nik +(C11f

K11 = *1-* + **1; "' **1 + *(**)k1 + Ejöäßby + em; + ¢y l{1,;}(D) 1 <***d

Y1.1 = *1* + **2 + *“(-11) + (C11 + cts) + käjöä eiuj ·

where öff] is unity if treatment combination (kl) is applied to plot (iuj) and is zero otherwise. We

see that the whole plot treatments remain unbiased by the shifts, and that the subplot treatments

remain biased. The derivations of the sums of squares expectations are similar to those of the usual

split plot and are relegated to Appendix A.8.

The resulting expected mean squares for the design, as shown in Table 10, do not include the

usual residual mean square. This is a result of the confounding of the column and treatment

interaction effects. However, proper F-ratios for testing main effects may be obtained from the
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Table 10. ANOVA for Split Plot with Subplots in a Latin Square

Source DF Expected Mean Square

Replication r-1 s*(r — 1)**;}} + ¢p(c,,)

Treatment W s-1 01 + rs(s - 1)**/;}}

Rep * W (r-l)(s-l) cr}

Treatment S s-1 cr} + r.s(s — 1)**;}}

Rep * S (r·1)(s-1) 0}

where

<s>(¤„„> = (r — 1)*‘l§i(¤„ + ¤„)’ — r*‘(lä(¤„ + ¢„)>“l + Mr — 1)*‘§ln(¤„ + C,.)

G3, = std: — 1)|*‘§(x„.. · x„.„)“

6%
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mean squares in the table. The whole plot treatments are tested as with the usual split plot analysis,

but the subplot treatments use the mean square for the replicate by subplot treatment interaction

as the denominator of the F—ratio. There will be some loss of degrees of freedom to offset the

elimination of the border effect. A matter of some concem is that the whole plot by subplot

treatment interaction is lost and must remain untested. The trouble is that the interaction is con-

founded with columns. lf this interaction is of small concem, this design is useful as a main effects

plan when border shifts are present.

What is to be done if s whole plots are not available in each replicate? Possible alternatives

_ are the semi-Latin square and two·column designs presented earlier. Although the analyses will

not be derived here, the work should be relatively straight-forward but tedious. Results similar to

those for the RCBD are likely, and the design will probably be restricted to testing main effects

only.

3.5 Simulation Studies

At this point some questions regarding the previous theoretical work remain. Does the normal

theory test closely approximate the randomization test for the semi-Latin square and two·column

designs? If the responses are generated from a normal distribution, just how large is the contrib-

ution of border shifts to estimates of the experimental error? Answers to these questions will pro-

vide insight into the choice of designs, and computer simulation is a natural approach to the

problem.

The simulation study concems itself strictly with the RCBD and its altematives. Two main

sections comprise the study with one section following a normal theory methodology and the other

following randomization theory. The normal theory section looks at the impact of border shifts

on the estimation of experimental error and the power of F-tests lll the randornized complete block,

semi-Latin square, and two-column designs. In contrast the randomization part checks to see if

¥
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the critical F-value for the normal test is approximately equal to the critical F for the randomization

test.

Programs for both simulation studies are Statistical Analysis System (SAS) programs using the

matrix procedure. The random number generators are those provided by SAS and the subsequent

analyses of the results were conducted with SAS. For each combination of border shift and treat-

ment effect examined, two simulation runs were made for the normal theory test; three runs were

made for the randomization tests. Each simulation run consisted of 5000 randomizations of treat-

ments to experimental units. Copies of the programs and attendent documentation are found in

Appendix B.

3.5.1 Normal Theory

The data for this part of the simulation are generated from the normal distribution with mean

zero and variance one. Border shifts of 0,1,2, and 3 standard deviations and block effects are added

to the basic distribution. For treatment effects, consider a t x 1 vector 1 containing the treatment

effects to be randomly assigned to units. The effects are assigned such that

7L = 1 '1 = 0, 1, 4, or, 9 . Each nonzero 1. is examined in four runs (two runs otherwise) of 5000

iterations each. Two runs have 1 defined with the initial entry as «/X- and all other entries zero.

The other two runs have 1 defined with the first two entries as and all other entries zero.
These two situations will be referred to as Case I and Case II respectively. For each combination

of block a.nd treatment effects considered, a replicate or run consists of 5000iterations for which a

new set of random variates is generated at each iteration. Thus we look at 5000 different data sets

for each replication. The RCBD, semi-Latin square, and two-column design are randomized onto

the data at each iteration, analyzed, and the results tabulated.

Due to computer time and costs, it is prohibitive to examine all 16 factorial points. Therefore

we use pseudo-factors to take a one-half fraction of the factorial. Letting factor A represent shift

i
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effects and B represent treatment effects, pseudo-factors A, ,A, , B, ,B, are formed in the manner

below.

A B A, A2 B, B,

0 0 0 O 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 l

0 2 0 0 1 0

0 3 0 0 l 1

g l 0 0 1 0 0
1 l 0 l 0 1

l 2 0 1 1 0

l 3 0 1 1 l

2 0 1 0 0 0

2 1 1 0 0 l _

2 2 l 0 1 0

2 3 1 0 l l

3 0 1 l 0 0

3 1 1 1 0 l

3 2 1 1 1 0

3 3 1 1 l 1

A half fraction is taken by using only those treatment combinations such that

A, + A, + B, + B, = 0 , modulo 2. We now have eight combinations of border and treatment

effects superimposed on data which are analyzed with three designs. Each of the eight combinations

are run in replications of 5000 iterations. Considexing this as one experiment done with t treat-

ments, we repeat the experiment for t = 4,6, and 8. The experirnents will be analyzed separately for

each value of t. A minor discrepancy is that the semi-Latin and two-column designs are equivalent

for t= 4, and as a result, only two designs are analyzed for that experiment.
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Table 11. Simulation Results on Power and MSE for Four Treatments, Case I

Treatment Power MSE

Shift Effect RCBD 2-COL RCBD 2-COL

0 0 5.330 5.310 1.004 1.010

0 3 36.180 24.010 1.000 1.004

1 1 7.400 7.470 1.347 1.003

l 2 15.740 14.020 1.334 1.011

2 1 7.250 7.740 2.324 0.985

2 2 11.130 13.140 2.341 1.004

3 0 7.990 5.090 3.952 1.008

3 3 13.540 24.510 3.951 0.995

Notes:

2-COL is the two-column design.

1: = («/T , 0, , 0)’ is the vector of treatment effects.

The values are percentages based on 5000 observations.
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Table 12. Simulation Results on Power and MSE for Four Treatments, Case II

Treatment Power MSE

Shift Effect RCBD 2-COL RCBD 2-COL

0 3 25.450 18.050 1.005 1.002

1 1 7.120 6.460 1.329 1.004

1 2 11.960 10.510 1.337 1.000

2 1 6.780 6.320 2.348 1.018

2 2 9.700 10.860 2.329 1.008

3 3 12.290 18.190 3.970 0.994

Notes:

2·COL is the two·co1umn design.
l

1 = ( , , 0, ,0)’ is the vector of treatment effects.

The values are percentages based on 5000 observations.
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Table 13. Simulation Results on Power and MSE for Six Treatments, Case I

Treatment Power
l

MSE

Shift Effect RCBD SLS 2-COL RCBD SLS 2-COL

0 0 5.160 5.220 5.190 1.008 1.006 1.003

0 3 81.140 76.220 79.370 0.992 0.992 0.993

1 1 11.460 12.180 12.070 1.267 0.996 1.008

1 2 33.720 38.290 40.840 1.270 1.000 1.003

2 1 8.560 11.830 12.410 2.063 0.994 0.996

2 2 21.360 39.590 41.050 2.049 0.997 1.003

3 0 5.320 4.850 5.360 3.405 0.998 1.001

3 3 27.090 75.860 79.720 3.386 1.004 1.004

Notes:

2-COL is the two-column design.

1 = («/{ , 0, , 0)' is the vector of treatment effects.

The values are percentages based on 5000 observations.
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Table 14. Simulation Results on Power and MSE for Six Treatments, Case II

Treatment Power MSE

Shift Effect RCBD SLS 2-COL RCBD SLS 2-COL

0 3 71.100 65.560 68.420 0.999 1.004 0.999

1 1 9.970 10.930 11.400 1.263 1.001 1.004

1 2 28.010 32.190 33.780 1.264 0.998 0.998

2 1 8.270 10.280 1 1.290 2.068 1.004 1.002

2 2 17.870 31.930 33.480 2.054 0.995 0.996

3 3 21.800 65.470 68.450 3.405 1.002 1.002

Notes:

2-COL is the two-column design.

1: = ( , , 0, ,0)' is the vector of treatment effects.

The values are percentages based on 5000 observations.
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Table 15. Simulation Results on Power and MSE for Eight Treatments, Case 1

Treatment Power MSE

Shift Effect RCBD SLS 2~COL RCBD SLS 2-COL

0 0 5.190 5.590 5.220 1.004 0.999 1.003

0 3 96.060 95.280 95.630 1.003 1.003 1.007

1 1 15.350 16.200 17.020 1.209 1.000 0.997

1 2 52.580 59.800 61.740 1.219 1.002 1.002

2 1 10.750 15.980 16.250 1.849 1.001 1.002

2 2 34.490 60.520 62.040 1.850 0.996 1.002

3 0 5.030 4.850 5.170 2.933 0.998 0.996

3 3 48.550 94.900 95.870 2.936 0.998 1.003

2-COL is the two-column design.

1 = (1/I , 0, , 0)’ is the vector of treatment effects.
l

The values are percentages based on 5000 observations.
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Table 16. Simulation Results on Power and MSE for Eight Treatments, Case 11

Treatment Power MSE

Shift Effect RCBD SLS 2-COL RCBD SLS 2-COL

0 3 92.290 91.090 92.000 1.002 1.002 0.999

1 1 12.100 14.000 14.190 1.221 1.000 1.002

1 2 45.570 53.170 53.880 1.217 0.996 1.000

2 1 9.740 14.260 14.810 1.861 1.002 1.000

2 2 29.390 52.010 _ 53.880 1.860 0.999 1.001

3 3 40.920 90.760 91.950 2.942 0.999 1.000

2-COL is the two~co1unm design.

1 = ( , , 0, ,0)' is the vector of treatment effects.

The values are percentages based on 5000 observations.
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Averages for the power of the F-test at a = .05 and for the estirnate of experimental error are

shown in Tables ll-I6 for t= 4,6, and 8 respectively. Noting that only minor differences separate

Cases I and II, we observe that the mean square error for the RCBD rises in direct proportion to

the size of the shift, whereas the mean square error for the other designs merely fluctuates about the

true experimental error. When no shift is present, the RCBD has somewhat higher power although

the advantage seems to decrease as we look at larger designs. The semi-Latin square and two-

column designs present consistently higher power levels for the larger border shifts while appearing

to hold the alpha level at .05. The two-column and semi-Latin square designs are largely indistin·

guishable in practical terms.

Even though it seems clear that the RCBD does not perform as well as the other designs under

border shifts, we should be cautious in generalizing. This simulation study did not add row-colurnn

interactions to the data, and as we recall, these interactions are the source of bias in the semi-Latin

square and two-column designs. Perhaps further simulations using uniforrnity trials should be done

in the future to see if our conclusions hold under actual experimental conditions.

3.5.2 Randomization Theory

In this part of the simulation study, we are concemed with the accuracy of the normal ap-

proxirnation to the randomization test. Our particular concem is the correspondence between the

a = .05 critical point from the F distribution and the same five percent critical point from the dis-

tribution of randomization F-ratios. Rather than attempt the herculean task of completely enu-

merating all possible assignments of treatments to plots and obtaining the exact critical F-ratio

under randomization, we will sample the finite population of treatment assignments and estimate

the critical F-ratio of the randomization set of each design.

The simulation design is similar to that of the normal theory study, but there are some im-

portant differences. In the normal theory study, each of the two replications looked at 5000 dif-

ferent data sets generated from the normal distribution. This time we will run three replications
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which will each sample 5000 treatment assignments with replacement, but only one data set will

be generated from the normal distribution for each replication. Thus for each shift value we will

be sampling the finite population of conceptual responses for three sets of data. No treatment ef-

fects will be added in this study so that we may estimate the critical F value at a = .05 . The same
l

border shift values and designs as before will be used; however, only six and eight treatment designs

will be studied.
i

The average critical F values for the designs and the appropriate normal theory value are

shown in Tables 17 and 18 for t= 6 and 8 respectively. For t= 6, an ANOVA nm on the data did

not reveal any sigrificant differences among shifts. Thus it would appear that border shifts have no

eHect on the critical values of any of the designs. We note however that the small sample size in

this study coupled with substantial variability may be hiding actual differences among the

randomization F values. When we have eight treatments, shift differences do appear and they in-

dicate that the critical value tends to get larger as the border shift increases. This may indicate that

large border shifts in bigger experiments tend to skew the distribution of randomization F~ratios.

Results of this simulation study are interesting and indicate that further research is useful at

some later date. lf the randomization F does increase with sizeable border shifts, the normal theory

F will tend to provide a relatively poor approximation under these circumstances. This poor ap-

proximation will occur regardless of the design utilized.

3.6 Chapter Summary

We have seen that an awareness of possible border shifts is desirable as we iterate between

planning and analyzirrg experiments. The myriad of detection techniques for response shifts are

necessary to warn us of border problems in a current experiment. With this warning we use alter-

native designs for the future experiment. The loss of power and the biased mean square error in

the RCBD, for example, is ameliorated to varying extents by the Latin square, semi—Lati11 square,
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Table 17. Empirical 95th Percentile of the Randomization F for T = 6

V
Shift

Design
_

F 0 1 2 3

RCBD 3.33 · 3.070 2.984 3.357 3.707
SLS 3.69 4.121 3.075 3.328 3.072
2-COL 3.48 3.304 2.950 3.611 3.282

where q

F stands for the 95th percentile of the F distribution with the appropriate degrees of freedom

SLS is the semi-Latin square

2~COL is the two-colurrm design.
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Table 18. Empirica.1 95th Percentile of the Randomization F for T = 8

Shift
Design F 0 1 2 3

RCBD 2.49 2.264 2.384 2.398 2.473
SLS 2.58 2.066 2.448 2.504 2.778
2-COL 2.51 2.191 2.462 2.319 2.598

where

F stands for the 95th percentile of the F distribution with the appropriate degrees of freedom

SLS is the semi-Latin square

2-COL is the two·co1urm1 design.

i
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and two-column designs. The Latin square is the ideal choice although lack of experimental ma-

terial may necessitate use of the other altematives. We have seen that the split plot design responds

to shifts in ways similar to the RCBD and that similar design alternatives are useful.

The problem of border shifts and response shifts in general can be viewed as the discrete ver-

sion of more gradual changes. Suppose that instead of having a sudden response shift in some area

of our design, there is a gradual shift or trend as we move into an area of the design. This trend

problem is possibly as damagirng to the analysis and is much less obvious than a sudden slnift in

response. We will see that a trend may often be modelled as correlated experimental units, the topic

of the next chapter.
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Chapter IV

IV. Correlated Experimental Units

Concem with gradual response shifts begins early in the statistical literature. Although the

references to be cited are mostly concemed with fertility trends in field experiments, the problem

certainly is present in other disciplines. Suppose for example that t treatments are to be applied r

times each in an experiment concerning a chemical process. If the treatments are applied i.n a se-

quence over a narrow time span, it might be reasonable to assume that the adjacent observations

are correlated or that some time trend might exist in the data.

As noted before with the border shifts, there are two approaches to this problem. Either a

design can be constructed to deal with the possibility of a trend in the data, or alternative analyses

can be developed to account for the trend after the experiment is conducted. Both viewpoints are

valid and serve to complement each other in the balancing act between planning and analyzing

experiments. Our concem will be the properties of a specific altemative analysis when a design for

correlated data is implemented; i.e., our concem is the overlap of the two viewpoints.
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4.I History

Any history scholar will probably point out that the past informs us of the present and future.

Therefore before beginning any theoretical work on the subject of correlated observations, a peek

at the evolution of thought on the subject is advisable. Trends in agronomic data were objects of

scrutiny quite early in agricultural statistics. The typical concems were fertility trends that increased

experimental variability and could make the analyses suspect. Wiancko (1914) suggests the use of

check (control) plots to adjust the responses of the treated plots, but his worry is that the check

variety could be resistant to trends affecting the test va.rieties.

Wiancko’s misgivings about check plots and the increase in experimental size that they pre-

cipitate were not fatal blows to the concept. McClelland (1926) discusses different methods ofusing

control plots and lists the following assumptions necessary for using control plots:

1. The yields of both the control and the test plots are correct;

2. The changes in the plots are gradual;

3. Seasonal conditions affect the control and test plots equally; and

4. Correlation between check and test plots must exist.

Yates (1936) forrnalizes the use of systematic check plots in an analysis of covaxiance, and demon-

strates that it is less efficient than using a lattice design.

Despite Yates’ conclusions which were supported theoretically by Atiqullah and Cox (1962)

for incomplete block designs, the use of control plots receives continued interest. For example,

Lin (1983) presents a method of including systematic check plots in the subplots of a split plot

_ design. The use of check plots is generally restricted today to large variety selection programs where

replication is restricted or nonexistant.

j
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An altemative approach to adjusting for fertility trends by using check plots was first advanced

by Papadakis (1937). The basic idea is to adjust the yield of each plot by using the information

from adjacent plots. Bartlett (1938) comments on the method, but the Papadakis analysis was

generally ignored until Atkinson (1969) showed its similarity to maximum likelihood estimators.

Interest in the area, now called nearest neighbours models, picked up considerably after Bartlett

(1978) presented a thorough review of the then current state of the field. There are now a bevy of

competing models and analytic techniques.

4.2 Comparing Modals

The diversity of approaches to the basic problem of fertility trends can be traced to several

sources. One possible cause is that Papadakis did not assume an explicit probability model in

forming his adjusted estimates, and he thus left the area open to cornpeting probability models.

A more likely reason is the diversity of applications to which the idea of nearest neighbours has

been extended. Besag and Kempton (1986) cite four distinct applications of the use ofneighbouring

plots. The traditional check plot methodology and the Papadakis analysis constitute the first two

applications which are generally concemed with fertility trends. Interplot competition between

different varieties or plants necessitates a different model from fertility trends. Besag and Kempton

recommend "an autoregressive formulation of a competition model, where plot values are directly

related, usually negatively related, to the values of neighbouring plots. " The final application is

that in which plot values are affected by the actual treatment applied to neighbouiing plots.

Another source of model diversity comes from Ord (1975) who postulates an autoregressive

model of the form

Y,=a+p E wÜl9+si
JEJU)
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where

‘ p is a parameter of the correlation matrix which reflects the dependence on the i'th location

on the other locations;

J(i) is the set of locations whose variates interact with Y] ;

wu is a set of nonnegative weights; and

6, ~ N(0, 0*) in general.

The choice of weights wu , restricted only so that Zw„ = 1 , permits great flexibility in model for-
J

mulation. Aside from simple weighting schemes based on square lattices or time series principles,

a researcher can create weights from information on distance between locations, length of common

boundaries, direction, item size, or whatever seems pertinent.

From the plentitude of viable models, we shall discuss only three. These three methods will

serve to illustrate the basic concepts of nearest neighbour analyses. We shall examine the original

Papadakis analysis, least squares smoothing, and the method of first differencing.

4.2.1 Papadakis

The original analysis proposed by Papadakis is a non-iterative procedure for plots in a one-

dimensional sequence. Following the notation of Atkinson (1969), an experiment consists of N

= mt experimental units where t is the number of treatments, each of which occur m times. The

yield of the i'th plot is first corrected by the mean of the other plots receiving the same treatment;

i.e., the corrected yield yi of plot i receiving treatment s is

yf=y1·m" Ey]-
V1 = ¤
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The [jl = .1* notation represents the set of plots j receiving treatment s. A concomitarnt variable,

xtisthen calculated from the adjacent corrected plot values.

Analysis of covariarnce on the corrected yields with x, as covariate will provide us with esti-

mates of the treatment effects. Denoting the effect of treatment s as 1:, , the Papadakis estimator is

8
=. = m°‘1

2 y. — B2-1 2 mr. — m" 2 ym
[z']=s [I]=s [H:l]=s

where

A N c . N 2ß=(Ex.y1)—·(‘Z.xr)-
l= 1 l=l

Atkinson proceeds to simplify this expression upon the assumption that a Williams Type II(a) de-

sign is used and derives expectations and variances of the estimates.

Comparing the Papadakis method to the maximum likelihood estimator for a first-order

autoregressive model, Atkinson finds that "the Papadakis estimator is a first approximation to the

maximum likelihood estimator, regardless of the design." The Papadakis estimator is found to be

"readily calculable and yields estirnators of greater precision than those obtained by averaging over

the relevant treatments " for designs in which the maximum likelihood estimator is difficult to ob-

rain.

Draper and Faraggi (1985) provide a matrix formulation of the Papadakis estimator and

demonstrate that it is appropriate for at least one covariance assumption. Using the same exper-

iment as described by Atkinson, they assume the model to be

where

·:, is the effect of treatment s (= 1,2, ..., t) and
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6, are the correlated errors with VAR(6,) = Voz .

Let X be the n x t design matrix for the experiment and N be the n x n neighbour matrix whose

i’th row contains l in positions j for which plot j is adjaeent to plot i and zeros elsewhere.

The Papadakis estimator is then

¥, =
m°‘[x'

Y —rpxwvuwhere

°

Q):

Y·(1Y'(1Draperand Faraggi demonstrate that this estimator is appropriate for V" = I - YN where

7 = p(l + p*)“‘ and p is a parameter of the correlation structure. They conclude that the maxi·

mum likelihood estimator is preferred in this situation.

The correspondence of the Papadakis estimator to the maximum likelihood estimator is

noteworthy, especially since Ripley (1978) shows the equivalence of the maximum likelihood esti-

mator to generalized least squares by using the model

I = XI + 6

where

jf is the n x 1 vector of observations;

X is the n x t design matrix;

1 is a vector of treatment means (no overall mean); and

5 is random error with mean zero and variance structure o' B" where oz is the variability as-

sociated with an individual unit.
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The variance matrix B is defined to be I — BN where N is the neighbour matrix and B is the

covariance between neighbouring units. Thus the maximum likelihood estimate is

WL = (X'BX)_
‘x'ßY

with variance matrix (X’BX)" . It is shown that the Papadakis estimator is a first approximation

to the maximum likelihood estimator.
Since the Papadakis estimator can be considered a first approximation to the maximum like-

lihood estimator, it is perhaps inevitable that an iterative Papadakis estimator has appeared. Ex-

tensions to two-dimensional situations have also been done, and Papadakis has considered making

his estimator robust to abnormal plot values. However we will confine our attention to the one-

dimensional case which is a first approximation to maximum likelihood.

4.2.2 Least Squares Smoothing

An alternative to the models used by Papadakis and to the autoregressive models comes from

Green, Jennison, and Seheult (1985). They use a " smooth trend plus independent error " model

under which plot values are additively decomposed as

Y = Xr + F + 6where ~
Y is an n x 1 vector of responses;

X is an n x t design matrix;

r is an t x 1 vector of treatment effects;
F is an n x 1 vector representing trend effects; and

i
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6 is an n x 1 vector of residual errors.

Although the method has been extended to the two-dimensional situation, we will be concemed

~ only with the one·dimensional.

A diiferencing matrix A is chosen such that AFE 0 for every plot i. lfF is locally nea.rly linear,

then for every plot i which is not an end plot, we have constants l, -2, l in respectively the (i-1),

i, (i+ 1) colunms of A . The observed values of AF indicate how far from linear the trend effects

are, and hence Green, et al. iit 1, R 6 by minimizing

)t(AF)'AF +
8,8

where X is a tuning constant used to vary the smootlmess in the ütted F . In general, a larger X

will result in a smoother iitted F . There is a side condition that l'X1 = 0 where 1 = (1,1, ...,l)'

is an n x l vector.

The fitted values of 1 and F may also be viewed as solutions to the sirnultaneous equations

(I + 7tA'A)F= Y — X1

X'X1 = X'(Y — F)

l'X1 = 0 .

Altemative A matrices, such as first-differences, may be used in this forrnulation. A first differencing

matrix would have entries 1, -1 for colurrms i, (i+ 1) for each row of A and would be invariant to

the addition of a separate constant to each column.

Green, et al. note that the least squares smoothing treatment estirnate may also be obtained

by a generalized least squares analysis on AY , assuming E(AY) = AX1 and

VAR(AY) = o“(A." I + AA') . This is true for a random F , independent of 6 , with elements of

AF independent with mean zero and variance o2?t" . Whether seen as generalized least squares or

least squares smoothing, the rub is in determining a value for Ä. . The authors note " that the var-
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iances of treatment estimates decrease with increasing 1. but on ’average’ bias increases. " A sub-

jective, graphics oriented approach is suggested by the authors to determine 1. .

4.2.3 First Differencing

A third approach to trend elimination is quite similar to least squares smoothing and is called

the first differencing model by Besag and Kempton (1986). They assume that the plot response can

be modelled by a combination of treatment effects and a stochastic fertility process

F = (F], ...,
I·j,)’

. Thus they write

Y
Y = pl + Xt + F

where

Y is an n x 1 vector of responses;

u is an overall mean and 1 = (l, ...,
1)’

is an n x l vector;

X is the n x (t-1) design matrix;

t is the (t—l) x l vector of treatment effects; and

F is a vector of the stochastic fertility variables.

In this forrnulation there is no separate term for pure error, making it analogous to a conceptual

yield. Besag and Kempton also extend this model to the case with independent pure errors. With

appropriate assumptions and decomposition of F we could have the least squares smoothing model

discussed previously.
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Besag and Kempton assume that the first dilferences E
— Ei, , i = l, ...,(n — 1) , to be un-

correlated random variables with mean zero and variance 1: . Using the first differencing matrix A

as defined for least squares smoothing, we have

U,,-, = AY= A},1l+ AX1: + AF

where Apl = 0 and AF is assumed to have E(AF) = 0 and VAR(AF) = 1:1,,-, . Therefore we have

E(U) = AX: = Dr and

VAR(U) = 1:1,,-, .

The usual least squares estimate is now obtained using the adjusted plot values. This estimate is

tg = (D’D)—‘D'U

with variance-covariance matrix 1:(D ’D)" .

The authors note that " apart from possible end-plot assumptions, :5 is equivalent to the

intra-NN (nearest neighbour) estimate of Wilkinson et al (1983) and to the iterated Papadakis

(1970) estimate with b = 1. " Since the first differencing approach seems to agree with several other

approaches, it will be a target of our scrutiny. We have also seen that several models can be re-

expressed as special cases of generalized least squares.

It seems reasonable to think of gradual trends in the data as a manifestation of correlated ex-

perimental units. Specifically, we wish to exarnine correlation between adjacent experimental units

only. Thus far we have looked only at analyses meant to recover information after the experiment

has been conducted and correlation discovered. Once again a valid alternative is to design in ad-

vance to account for suspected correlation. Some work has been done in this area and merits dis-

· cussion.

i
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4.3 Designs for Correlated Observations

Williams (1952) provides a class of designs to be used for serially correlated observations. The

observations are assumed to be in a long sequence or line and " the errors are correlated in a sta-

tionary linear autoregressive process (without trend). " Three types of designs are considered. The

Type I designs are systematic and hence will not be considered here. Two examples given by

Williams are

I(a) (1,2,3, ..., t)(1,2,3, ..., t) (1,2,3, ..., t)

and

I(b) (1,2,3, ..., t)(t,t—l,t-2, ...,1)(1,2,3, ...,

t)wheret is the number of treatments. Designs with which we will be concerned are the Type II

designs, specifically the Type II(a). Type II(a) and lI(b) designs require respectively

II(a) "that each treatment shall occur equally often (say c times) adjacent to every other
3

treatment," and

I1(b) "that each treatment shall occur equally often adjacent to every treatment including

itself."

The final group of Williams designs, designated Type Ill, require that each treatment occurs equally

often adjacent to every other treatment and each treatment occurs equally often adjacent but one

to every other treatment. A problem with the Type II and III designs is that no algebraic means

of construction has been offered, nor have they been completely enumerated. This will present

problems in the next chapter when expectations under randomization are needed.
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Other designs and specific criteria have been developed since Williams' paper. Finney and

Outhwaite (1956) slightly modify Wil1iarns’ designs such that each ordered pair of treatments occurs

c times. Extensions to two-dimensional designs are considered by Freeman (1979) and Martin

(1982). A design criterion for the construction of optimal neighbour designs is advanced by

Williams (1985).

4.4 Randomization Analysis

The object of this investigation is to exarnine the effect of correlated observations on the ex-

pected mean squares, treatment estimates, and treatment variances by using randomization theory.

The model will focus on the variance·covariance matrix which reflects correlation between adjacent

experimental units. As a way of introduction to the problem, we first consider the RCBD with

independent blocks. Kempthome (1952) considers the responses of the experimental units to be

fixed quantities with all distributional properties provided by the randomization process. The ad-

ditional assumption of distributional properties for the experimental units indicates that an alternate

analytical technique might be advisable. Aastveit (1983) provides an excellent methodology.

Using Aastveit’s approach, the model for an RCBD is

)QU)=p,+ßI+1j+eU (4.1)

where

110, is the observed response for the unit receiving treatment j (= 1,2, ..., t) in block i (= 1,2,

..., b);

u is the overall mean;
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B, is the effect of the i’th block; and

TJ is the effect of the j’th treatment;

6,, has mean zero and variance-covariance matrix V.

Model (4.1) may be written in matrix notation as

Y = Xy + e

where

Y is an n x 1 vector of responses ;

X = ( X, :)Q ) where AQ is the design matrix for the B and X, corresponds to the 1 ;

y = (u, B,, ..., B,,, 1,, ...,
1,)’

is the vector of block and treatment effects; and

e = (e,,, e,,, ..., e,,,)' is the vector of residuals.

The Y,,,, are considered to be in the original order of the plots which are assumed to be in a

sequence. This must be the case in order to construct the proper variance~cova.riance structure of

the observations. Of course the treatments are randomly assigned to the plots and we do not know

in advance what specific values the entries of X will have. This is the point at which a

, randomization matrix is used to comrect the Y,,,, which are in the natural order to a new set of

random variables Z,] which have a specified arrangement of the design matrix. This randornization

matrix is denoted by P,„„ = {öfj} where

55 = 1 if treatment j is placed in plot k of block i, and

5; = 0 otherwise.
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The matrix P is a block diagonal matrix whose b blocks consist of t x t submatrices denoted by

P} . For example, consider t = 4 with the randomization in block l given by

l 0 0 0
‘ 0 0 0 1
Pl = .

0 I 0 0

O 0 1 0

Note that P',P, = P,P’, = I and hence that P’P = PP' = I. We can think of P as an orthogonal _

random mapping from the IQ, in the natural sequence to the ZU in the specified order; conversely,

P' randomly reorders the design matrix for the ZU as it maps to the natural sequence of the KU, .

Thus the P matrix is used to define

Z = PY = PXy + Pe

U which we write as

Z = x6y + es .

I
Wecanwriteaswellthat Y= P'ZandthatX= P'X6.

Aastveit partitions the X6 matrix into 2 parts, X6 = (L6 : L6) , corresponding to block and

treatment effects. We define the two parts as
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l 1 0 0

I l 0 0

l 0 1 0

1 0 1 0

l 0 0 l

I 0 0 l
‘

l — 1 — 1 — l

l · 1 — l — l

and

D

X? = °

D

where

}
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1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1
— 1 — 1 — I

Thus the randomization matrix P connects the known matzices ofX
‘

to the unknown matrices of

X. Expectations of the usual analysis of variance, conditional on P, may be taken with the X
‘

,

and then expectations taken with respect to the randomization P.

Suppose that the Y}! have variance-covariance structure

oo 6, 0 0 0

Öl UO Öl „„ 0 0

0 0 0 .„ UO O']

0 0 0 ol oo

Then we have

E(ZlP) = Xöy = PXY

and »

VAR(ZlP) = VAR(PY) = PVP' .

The least squares estimate of y is

§ = (X'X>‘ Wr
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which has
l

E(;IP) = (Xö'Xö)_ ]Xö'PP'Xöy = Y

and

VAR(:y I P) = (XSIXÖ)
‘

‘x"PVP'x‘(x"'xö) " .

The relevant sums of squares are · -

$5,,, = Y'X2(X'2X2)"
‘X'2Y U

and

$5,,,0, = Y'[I — X(X'X)“‘X'] Y

with

EISS„,| P1= »rIx§<X§'X§)"X§'PVP'I + v'2<X;"X§>v„

and

EIss,,,„,,I P} = ¤r[

V}Aastveithas derived the unconditional expectations of these sums of squares. The expected mean

squares are shown in Table 19. We now have the analytic tools to derive the expectations under

randomization, a design for correlated observations, and several available analyscs for correlated

data.
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Table 19. ANOVA for RCBD with Correlated Errors

Source DF Expected Mean Square

Treatment t-l [1 ·· 2t"p]o„ + (I — l)"y'2(X§'X§)y,

Error (r-l)(t-1) [1 — 2t"‘p]o„

L
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Chapter V

V. Results for Correlated Experimental Units

Our intent is to model a trend in the data with the variance-covariance structure of (4.2).

Aastveit has shown its effect on the RCBD, but we intend to exarnine the efficacy of the Type

Il(a)design.The data arising from the Type II(a) design will be analyzed with the usual ANOVA as

well as the method of first differencing, and the expectations under randomization computed.

The final investigation will examine a combination of gradual trends and border shifts. Border

shifts will be added to Aastveit’s treatment of the RCBD. We will also look at border shifts for the

Type ll(a) design under both the usual ANOVA and first differencing. Thus we will have examined

response shifts as abrupt changes in a specific design region, the effect of correlated responses, and

a combination of the two.

l
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5.] Type II(a) Design with the Usual Analysis

5.1.1 Five Treatments

First consider the Type ll(a) design for t= 5 treatments and c= 1. The design may be char-

acterized by the complete graph shown below.
V (

,n @”
D C

The nodes of the graph correspond to the five treatments and the cormecting lines can be considered

as paths between the treatments. As treatments are randomly placed in the experimental sequence,

the lines between adjacerntly placed treatments are removed from the graph. For example, suppose

that the first three treatments are A,C,E; the new graph follows.

^ .‘®‘
D C

Typically the treatments are chosen for the Type II(a) design in "blocks " such that each treatment

occurs exactly once per block; in graph theory these blocks are called Euler circuits. A complete

gaph with an odd number of nodes has e = (Z — l) + 2 Euler circuits. When the e Euler circuits

(or blocks) are constructed, all the connecting lines have been removed and a Hamilton circuit has

been cornstructed. Thus the Type Il(a) design is a Hamilton circuit composed of e = ft — 1) + 2

Euler circuits.

Suppose for t= 5 that the first Euler circuit is ABCDE, leaving the following graph.
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A

E B
D c

Graph theory indicates that this circuit is isomorphic, essentially equal to, the other S! Euler circuits

that could be obtained by interchangng the treatment labels. Thus for each valid design completed

from this particular graph there are S! other valid designs, and tl1is set of designs will constitute all

possible t= S, c= 1 Type II(a) designs. The six ways to get another Euler circuit from the above

graph are shown below.

ABCDE ACEBD

ABCDE ADBEC

ABCDE BDACE

ABCDE BDAEC

ABCDE CADBE

ABCDE CAEBD

Thus there are 6(S!) possible Type II(a) designs for t= 5 and c= l.

Assume that the experimental units lie in a sequence and have a variance-covariance structure

of the type in (4.2). The linear model of the observations is written

Y = X1: + e (5.])

where

i
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Y is the n x 1 vector of observations in their observed sequence;

X is the design matrix which is different for each distinct randomization;

1 = (p, 1,, ..., 1,-
,)’

which reflects the imposition of the restriction that jélif = 0 upon

E = (,1, i,, ..., §,)' . md ‘

· e is the residua.1 error with E(e) = 0 and VAR(e) = V where V is defined by (4.2).

We now define

_ Z = PY = XÖ1 + es .

where P is the randomization matrix as defined by the Type II(a) design and

1 1 0 .. 0

1 1 0 .. 0

1 0 1 .. 0

1 0 1 .. 0

1 0 0 .. 1

1 0 0 .. 1
V

1 — 1 — 1 .. — 1

1 — 1 — 1 .. — 1
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The new vector Z has expectation XB1 and variance PVP’.

The usual analysis of variance will have

SS„„„, = Y’[I — X(X'X)_ ‘X']Y

and

SsmwhereAQ consists of all the X matrix except the first column. Expectations conditional on the

randomization are known from linear model theory to be

EISSETFOVI =

_whichupon substituting X =
P’X‘

is

E1ss,,,„,,| P] = um — zr{(XöIXö)"Xö'PVP'Xö} (5.2)

and

El$$„„| Pl = ¢r{Xi(«\’iIX§$)—‘A’i'PVP’} + «='„<X§'X§>=, 661

where 1, = (1,, ..., 1,-,)'.

Unconditional expectations rely on the expectation under randomization of PVP’. For a sin-

gle replication of a design for t= 5 and c= l, the randomization matrix P consists of elements 6},,

with

5}, = 1 ifapplication k (= 1,2) of treatment] (= 1, ..., t) falls on unit l(= 1, ..., 10) and

5},, = 0 otherwise.
‘
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Multiple independently randomized replications could be accommodated by an appropriate exten-

sion of P. Rellecting that a sequence of Euler circuits is used in constructing the design, there is a

restriction that

5}k=0y'k=landI>5 (5.4a)

and

Some simple properties of the 5},, which meet this restriction are

P{5},, = 1} = fl

P{öj,, = 1,5}, = 1} = 0

P{5j,, = 1,5}.,, = 1} = 0 and

P{ö},, = l,5j€,, = 1} = [t(t — l)]“‘ forj
¢j’

, l¢ I'.

It is now possibile to examine E(PVP’). First consider

6}, 6}, 6}} 6,, 6, 0 0

öiz ö¥2 „„ Öl O-0 „• O 0

: : : : 0 o', 0 0
PV =

0 0 6,, o,

öéz ögz „. 0 0 .„ Ö, Ö0

whose (jk)’th row, denoted by (P V)j,, , is
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öjzßo + öikö1
6},,6, + 6},,6,, + 6},,6,
5}kO‘l + ö;kO°o + ö;tkÖj

(PVlßk = ¥ -

6jkO-1 + ö;€Ö°o + Ö1

öjlgöo

We now use

öl, öl; öl, öl,
P, _ öl, öl, öl, öl,

öl? öll öl? öll

to look at elements of PVP'. A diagonal element of PVP’ is the (jk)’th row of PV multiplied by

the (jk)’th column of P'. Thus a diagonal element is

9 -öl,,<ö},,¤,, + öl,¤,> + ,;Pöl,,<öl,,
‘¤,

+ ölkö, + öl,;" ¤,> + ö},?<ö?,,¤, +

öl?lll
Because treatment j cannot occur on adjacent units, (5.5) simpliiies to El(ö},,)' Oo which has ex-

pectation t(t)"o„ = 6,, . Off-diagonal elements of PVP’ involve (PV),,, and the (j’k’)’th column

of P'; at least one of k =* k' andj ¢ j' must be true. Thus an off·diagonal element of PVP’ is

9 -ö},,<ö}',,«¤, + ö}·,,·¤,> + P;Pö},,<ö}·,,‘·¤, + ö}·,,·<=,, +
ölZ,‘·¤,>

+ ö},i’<ö?·,,·<=, + ö}?,,·¤,,> -

Entries of PVP’ involving the same treatment have the form
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9 [ _
5}„<5}}¤6 + + vr + 5}}¤6 + 5}}* 50 + 5}£<5}’}<n + 5}}*56) —

Since treatment j cannot occur in adjacent units, the expectation of the above expression is zero.

The off-diagonals involving different treatments will also have two types of entries. Entries

will have different treatments from either the same or different blocks where k indexes blocks as

per (5.4a,b). These blocks are not used in the analysis but merely serve as a convenient way to

generate the design. First consider two different treatments in the same block. The entry in PVP’

is

6},,(6},,, 6,, + 6},,, 6,) + 1;,26},, (6}
,,,‘

6, + 6},,, Go + 6};* 6,) + 6},$(6§·,, 6, + 6}%, 6,,) .(s.6)

We know that E(öj,, 6},,) = 0 . For convenience and with no loss of generality, assume that k= 1

such that 5},, = 0 for I > 5. Thus (5.6) is now

4 -°« *5% Ö?) + ,§,öi·<öf«‘ + 5}% + 5ir 53‘«l

where E(öj, öji,) = [t(t — 1)]** for I ¢ I
’

and I < 6. There are 2(t-1) non-zero terms in the ex-

pression, leaving us with the expectation of (5.6) being 2t"0‘, .

Remaining entries of PVP’ consist of different treatments in separate blocks. The form of an

entry is

9 -
'k ' UO Igzöjk *k ' UO U1) U1 UOXS.7)

Recall that ifk= 1 and l> 5 then 5},, = 0 , and that ifk’= 2 and I < 6then 5},,, = 0. Suppose k=l

and k' = 2; then (5.7) reduces to öf, 6},, 6, . This expression represents the probability that treatment

j is on unit 5 and treatment j' is on unit 6. This is equivalent to

s
ZI P(j is on unit 5, j' is on unit 6, j' is on unit i)
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s
= I;lP(j’isonunit6|jisonunit 5,j’isonuniti)P(jisonunit 5,j’isonuniti)

s
=l;lP(j’isonunit6|jisonunit 5,j’isonuniti) P(jisonunit5|j’isonuniti) P(j’

is on unit i )

= [t(t - l)]"_E}l P( j' is on unit 6 | j is on unit 5, j' is on unit i ).

We find the final probability by observing the six designs at the beginning of the section. The ex-

pectation of (5.7) is seen to be 0, [:(: — l)]" .

Rows and coluxnns of PVP’ are indexed by (j,k) in the sequence (11,12,21,22, ,51,52). The

expectation of PVP’ may then be characterized by entry as

0,, f0rj=j', k=k'

0forj=j',k¢k'
j

2t"0, for j¢j', k = k'

l¢(¢—1)l"¤l für f¢f'„
k=‘= k'-

Unconditional expectations for the sums of squares may now be taken.

Looking first at the sum of squares for error in (5.2), we see immediately that tr(V) = 2:0,, .

The second term of the expression involves some extra algebra. We know that

2: 0 0 0 0 .

0 2b b b bx*"x‘
= 0 6 2b 6 6

0 b b 2b b

0 b b b 2b
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The inverse of the (1,1) element is (2t)" and the remaining (t-1) (t- 1) matrix is a pattemed matrix

of form (a, I + B, E) where a, = B, = b and E is a matrix of all ones. It is well known that

(a,l + B, E)" = (azl + B,E) where az = afl , B, = —· B,[a,(a, + rB,)]" , and r is the rank of

the matrix. The inverse is then

1 0 0 0 0

0 (r — 1) -1 -1 -1
(Xö'Xö)°‘ = (bz)“‘ 0 -1 (z- 1) -1 -1

0 -1 -1 (z — 1) -1

0 -1 -1 -1 (r - 1)
A

Multiplying as required by (5.2), we have

IXSIE [1>V1>· 11:*} = bt[(bz)— H 6,,} = :6,,

and hence

E ISS„„„„l = ¢<b — l>¤o -

The expectation of the treatment sum of squares shown in (5.3) requires the inverse of

_ (X§'X§) . This is also a pattemed matrix of form (bl + bE) which has inverse (bz)" (tl - E). We

again multiply the matrices to {ind

rr{«\'§(A’§'X§>"A’€”E<PVP'>} = bvtlr — 1)(b¢)_‘l¤o — ¤,¢"<2 + tr · 1)_‘)l}

and thus

2 — 1 , ·E1SS„„1 = <¤ — im — 1%-%, + = xx? X§>=„ -

This shows that the treatment sum of squares is biased by the correlation between adjacent units.

We finish the live treatment design with a look at the variance~covariance matrix of the treat-

ment estimates. The expression for this matrix is
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VAR(iI P) = (XÖIXS)
‘ IXÖIPVP’Xö(Xö'Xö)

‘ ‘

from which we get

VAR()i) = (bz)-l[o‘o + o1t—l(2t — 1))

COV(|ii , ij) = O for j = 1,2, ...,(t — l)

VAR(ij) = (bt)”‘[o0(t - 1) — o*l¢_‘(2t — 1)]

COV(;j , if) = (bt)°‘[ — Go + o,(2t — 1)(z(z — I))”‘] for j
¢j’

.

The treatment variances and covariances are also alfected by the correlation.

The expected mean squares are shown in Table 20, and we immediately note that the Type

I1(a) design is biased. That is, the expectation of the treatment mean square does not equal that

of the error mean square under the null hypothesis. Although the estimate of experimental error

is unbiased, the treatment mean square will be biased downwards for a positive correlation. This

will cause a loss of power for the F-test.

5.1.2 Seven Treatments

The live treatment design is the simplest non~txivial design and serves to illustrate the block

abuttal terms. We next look at the seven treatment design in order to generalize the pattem of

abuttal terms for all Type II(a) designs. The primary concem will be with this pattem in E(PVP’).

When there are seven treatments, three blocks are required for the Type II(a) design with c = 1.

The analysis is quite similar to that for live treatments and two blocks. Since the matrix repres-

entations, except for E(PVP’), are easily extended to the general case, we will limit our attention

to E(PVP’). The rows and columns of
PVP’

are still indexed by (jk), but the sequence is now
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Table 20. ANOVA for Type II(a), T= 5, with Correlated Errors

Source DF Expected Mean Square

TICZIIIICIII t·l 5o[1 (I

..Error(r- l)(t- 1) ¤„
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(11,12,13, ,71,72,73). The entries of PVP’ still have the same form as (5.5 - 5.7) with the obvicus

change that I = 1,2, , 21 now. Aside from the size of PVP’, the main difference is in the ex-

pectation of (5.7) which is the expectation of

20 _
(6} .,,1 6, 6%

6,)Recallthat for five treatments there was only one non-zero term in this expression, and this term

arose at the abuttal of two blocks. Now there are abuttal terms where blocks one and two meet

and also where the second and third blocks meet. The expectations of these abuttal terms are still

o,[t(t - l)]" for each term. All other entries have the same expression for their expectation as

before.

Using this new E(PVP’), we use the same algebra as for five treatments and find that

E[SS,,„,,,] = z(b — 1)o‘0 .

The treatment sum of squares may now be generalized for the Type II(a) design with t treatments.

lf we have b blocks, there will be 2(b-1) entries in E(PVP’) with abuttal terms since there will be

two entries from each of the (b~l) abuttals. Combining the terms and doing the necessary algebra,

it follows that

2 bz — 1 , ·E]ss,,,} = (z 6 ,(x§ x;")6, .

This agrees with the five treatment expectation when b= 2. The expected mean squares are shown

in Table 21. The variance·covariance matrix of the treatment estimates has entries

VAR(|i) = :[bo‘O + 2z_Io‘,(bz — 1)] ,

COV(fi , ij) = 0 for j = 1,2, ...,(z — 1) ,

VAR(i:j) = 2(t — l)2[bo,, — 2z—‘o,] , and
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Table 21. ANOVA for Type II(a), T= 7, Coxrelated Errors

Source DF Expected Mean Square

T¢=¤*¤¤=¤* *-1 voll (* — l)"Y’o(X?'X¥)Yo
Error t(b·1) 0,,
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COV(ij , = — [bzco + 2:"(z — 2)6,] .

5.1.3 Summary

The analysis of variance for the Type II(a) design indicates that the design is biased in the

presenoe of correlation among adjacent experimental units. The error mean square is an unbiased

estimator of experimental error, but the treatment sum of squares is biased by the correlation be-

tween units. The bias will be downward for a positive correlation which is the usual situation; i.e.,

power will be reduced for a positive correlation. The amount of bias in the mean square is the

correlation multiplied by

2 bt- 1 2(r- 1)(
b:

)S
:-1

which goes to zero as the number oftreatments increase. We conclude from this that the Type II(a)

design may be suitable when there are many treatments and low correlation.

5.2 First Dwerencirtg

The method of first differencing, as discussed previously, will now be applied to the model

developed for the Type II(a) design. Model (5.1), variance-covariance matrix (4.2), and Type II(a)

randomization will again form the basis of the development. Suppose then that the experimental

units are in a one·dimensional sequence and follow model (5.1). The first differencing method uses

a differencing matrix A , defined such that row i (= 1, ,n) has value zero in all columns but i,

(i+ 1) which have value 1, -1 respectively. A problem arises when the fmal row of the matrix is
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reached and there is no unit (i+ l). This is rectiiied by assuming that for five treatments there are

eleven units with unit eleven receiving the same treatment as unit one; for seven treatments, there

would be a unit twenty-two.

5.2.1 Five Treatments

There are eleven units with unit eleven having the same treatment as unit one. The differ-

encing matrix is applied to model (5.1), resulting in

U„ = AY = AX: + Ac = XA: + eA (5.9)

where the intercept term has been removed from the parameter vector and its corresponding col-

umn removed from X . Recalling that VAR(Y) = V, we have

E(U) = AX:

and

VAR(U) = AVA' = VA

where
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a b c .. 0 0 0

b a b .. 0 0 0

c b a .. 0 O 0

, 0 c b .. 0 0 0

0 O 0 .. b c 0

0 0 0 .. a b c

0 0 0 .. b a b

0 0 0 .. c b a

with

¤ = 2(¤„ — ¤„> „

b = 201 = 01, , and

c = — 01 .

The design matrix X has been transforrned by the differencing matrix and now consists of differ-

ences of treatments. This will necessitate a new definition of the randomization matrix P.

Once again the randomization matrix P' is used to take a known arrangement of treatments

and to assign them randomly to the actual experimental units in their natural sequence. In this case

_ however, treatment differences instead of treatments are being randomly assigned. The model for

the known arrangement of treatment differences is written

Z = PU ,

which upon substituting the model for U, is
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_ Z=PXAr+PeA=X8r+eö.

The rows of X° are obtained from the rows of X,} , consisting of all pairwise differences of rows in

X such that the differences of treatments are always of the form

(Treatment i) - (Treatment j), i< j .

For example when t= 5, we have

1 — 1 0 0 0

l 0 — l 0 0

l 0 0 — l 0

l 0 0 0 — l
V

0 1 — l 0 0
X3 2;

‘ 0 l 0 — 1 0

0 l 0 0 — 1

0 0 1 —· l 0
' 0 0 l 0 — l

0 0 0 l — 1

which consists of all pairwise differences such that i< j. Of course in the actual randomization, a

treatment difference may be the negative of that recorded in X,} . Unfortunately X,} is not of full

rank, a condition corrected by subtracting the final column from the first (t- 1) columns. The result

is
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1 - 1 0 0

1 0 4 -1 0

1 0 0 -1

2 1 1 1

0 1 - 1 0xi = .
0 1 0 — 1

1 2 1 1

0 0 1 -1

1 1 2 1

1 1 1 2

Keeping these difficulties in mind, we define the randomization matrix P such that the entry

in row (i,j) (=(l,l), .. ,(l,t),(2,3), .. , (2,t), ,(t-l,t) ) and column I(= 1, ,bt) is ög . Each entry

takes on values in the following manner

-1 if treatment difference (j-i) appears in difference unit I ;

l if treatment difference (i-j) appears in difference unit I ; and

0 otherwise.

· The matrix P is still orthogonal, but E(ög) = 0 now. Some other properties of the design random

variables are

P {5} = 1} = im — 1}}*.

P {öb = “1}=l1(1—1)1"„

P{ög = 0} = l —2[t(t — 1)]** ,and

}
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E [(öL)’] = 21*0 '
l)]“‘

·

The joint distribution of the design random variables can be quite difficult to obtain, especially

if they reflect units that are in different blocks of the design. Since there is no known algebraic way

to represent the design so as to obtain the probabilities analytically, they were obtained empirically

from a complete list of designs as needed. Obviously this will prevent the generalization of these

results to the case of the general design with t treatments.

We may now look at

ss„„„, = U' [1 U

and

with

E[ss,„„,| P} = er VA (5.11)

and

E[S.S‘„,I P1 (5.12)

where 1, = (1,, ..., 1,-,)'. Once again we must determine E(PVAP') in order to compute the un-

conditional expectations. A similar process to that in section 5.1.1 shows that a diagonal entry of

PVAP’ is

·ag(age + age + 53c)+ aguag + ög)b + öge + öge] +

8 _
-I§,3ög[(ög

‘
+ ög+‘)b + age + (ag 2 + ag+2)e} +

agjrag ag e + ag e} + ag°(agb + ag° e + ag e)
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where a, b, c are as defined for (5.10). Since each treatment difference occurs only once, this ex-

pression reduces to

bt 4bz(o — o' ) 4b(o — o )E öl 2 2 _
= 0 1 = 0 1 _5) l (50 51) l} [U _ I) ,_ 1

This is 2(o„ - 6,) for t= 5.

The off-diagonal entries can be separated into four groups of which one group has zero ex-

pectation and the other groups have identical expectations apart from the sign. Expectation zero

arises when no subscripts in the products match; i.e., the entry is

6;,,,(6;.1 + 5;b + 6; C) + 5?,,„[(5; + 5;)b + öäa + 6; .1 +

6;.1 + (6; 2 + 6;+2).1 +

5?,,,,[(5; + Öbo)b + öäa + 5;c] + 5;?,,(5;b + 6;° .1 + 6; .1 .

All products involving 5;,,, 5; will be zero since only one difference occurs per difference unit. Any

remaining term of the form 5;,,, 5;** or 5;,,, 5;* must be zero since four distinct treatments cannot

fit on three original units. Remaining terms 5;,,, 5;,;,2 and 5;,,, 5;‘2 are equally likely to be positive

or negative and hence have expectation zero.

All the remaining entries have products involving one common subscript whose position de-

termines whether the expectation is positive or negative. These relationships are summarized as

616565;*1 = 616565;*1 = — 6165 65;*1 = - 011 — 110 — 2)l—‘ .

A major difliculty arises when expectations regarding terms involving difference units I and (I + 2)

are needed. As long as both land (I + 2) involve only original units from the same block, the ex-

pectation is zero; each treatment occurs only once per block. However when land (I + 2) involve

original units that come from different blocks, the expectations are non-zero, and the derivation of

probabilities is non-trivial. The probabilities used here are obtained empirically by enumerating all
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the five- and seven-treatment designs. The empirically derived expectations for entries with one

cornrnon subscript are functions of

6ÖO ' 110, . (5.13)

Thus we have the expectation for all entries of PV,,P' . Rows and columns of the matrix are in-

dexed by (i,j) in the manner ( (1,1), , (l,t),(2,3), , (2,t), , (t-l,t) ). The diagonals have value

2(0,, — Ui) „ entries with no common subscript are zero, and all other entries are (5.13) which is

positive if the matching subscripts are in the same position, negative otherwise.

Now it is possible to obtain the unconditional expectations of (5.11) and (5.12). Note that

(X"X‘) = tl + tE which has inverse t"(tI — E) . This implies that

E[SS,,„0,] = 2bz(0,, — 0,) — t—1[8t(0,, — 0,) + 12z(60,, — l10,)(.05)]

or equivalently

42 — 27 0E[SS,,„0,] = [$0,, where p =
é

.

From (5.12) it is seen that

58 — 73 , ·E1SS„,1 = l··—1¤o + = M5 X">=. -

Expected mean squares are found in Table 22.

The variance-covariance matrix for is

V.41z(€) = E [(Xö'Xö)
‘

‘x"'1>V,,P·xö(x"'x‘)" 1 .

1 The diagonal elements of this matrix are 4(2d + 3a) and the off-diagonals are -(2d + 3a) where d

= (0,, — 0,) anda = (60,, —· 110,) + 20.

The analysis results in a biased estimate of error and a biased test for treatments. If V

60,, — 110, is zero, then all the off-diagonals of E [PVAP1 vanish and we would have an unbiased
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Table 22. ANOVA for Type lI(a), T= 5, with First Dilferencing

Source DF Expected Mean Square
i

Treatment t-l o„[2.90 — 3.65p] + (t — l)"y'(X"X*)y

Error t(b·I) o„[1.68 — 1.08p]

N
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estimate of error. This is true for p = 6 + ll = .5454... . Looking back at VA , the correlation

between adjacent difference units is 26, — 6,, which is zero for p = 0.50 . Thus this design and

analysis should work well when the correlation between adjacent units is approximately a half.

5.2.2 Seven Treatments

Extension of first differencing to seven treatments is straight-forward with the exception of

determining the expectations of Sg öfr}? . In particular this is a problem when one subscript matches

and l,(I + 2) involve units across block boundaries. A complete enurneration of the seven treat-

ment designs provided empirical probabilities for these quantities.

The design matrix X
‘

now is of dimension 21 x 6, consisting of the 21 possible treatment dif-

ferences, and although the size of P increases, the definition of its entries is similar to that for t = 5.

Diagonal entries still have expectation , entries with no common subscript have ex-

pectation zero, and the equivalent expression to (5.13) for entries with one common subscript is

406,, — (5218 + 68)6,
210 '

There are now three blocks and two block boundaries to worry about, but otherwise the entries

of PVAP’ have the same form as before.

The sums of squares are found to have

- 170 9062Elsscrrorland

44 4 , 'EiSS„.17
476

The expected mean squares given are in Table 23.
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Table 23. ANOVA for Type II(a), T= 7, with First Differencing

Source DF Expected Mean Square

Treatment t-1 o‘„[1.05 — 0.17p] + (I — 1)"y’(X"X‘)y

Error t(b-1)
T

0‘„[l.73 — 1.36p]
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The variance·covariance matrix of has diagonal entries 6ct‘* and off~diagonal — ct" where

40 — +

CThistime the off-diagonal elements of E [PVAP’] will be zero if 400,, — (5218 + 68)o‘, is zero. The

solution to this equation is p = .5212 . Thus again this combination of a Type II(a) design and

first differencing works best when the correlation is approximately 0.5.

5.2.3 Summary

A combination of a Type II(a) design and first differencing does not provide either an unbiased

design or an unbiased estirnate of error in general. lt would appear that the design provides an

approximately unbiased test and error estirnate when the correlation between adjacent units is about

0.5. A statement about the general case with t treatments is not possible until some method of

obtaining the joint distribution of the design random variables for all t is discovered. Otherwise an

empirical determination must be made for each t, a daunting task considering the large number of

possible designs for t > 7.

5.3 The Addition ofBorder Shüs

Thus far in Chapter V we have looked only at correlated observations which might have re-

sulted from trends in the data and some techniques recommended to cope with this situation. As

a further complicating factor, now suppose that border shifts as well as correlated observations are

present. What effect will this have on the expected mean squares for the designs and analyses pre-

viously considered in this chapter? The next three sections will deal in turn with the RCBD as
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discussed in Section 4.4, the Type II(a) design from Section 5.1, and the first differencing procedure

from Section 5.2. The expected mean squares will be obtained for the ANOVA in each case. We
3

first look at the RCBD.

5.3.1 Randomized Complete Block Design

From Section 4.4 model (4.1) for the RCBD and its matrix equivalent is now written as

Y = Xy + e + 6

where 6 = (6,,,0, ...,0, 6,,, ...,6,,,, 0, ...,0,6„)' . The variance-covariance structure is again (4.2) and P

is as described by Aastveit (1983). Multiplication by the randomization matrix P results in

Z=PY=PXy+Pe+Pc

which is rewritten as
Z = Xöy + eö + 65 .

We now look at the expectation of the sums of squares and the variance of the treatment estimate

vector. ·

Beginning with error, we know that

E[SS„„„l P] = zr{V} — tr{X5(Xö'Xö)_'XöIPVP'} + (Xy + c)’(I — X(X'X)_‘X')(Xy + 6) .

Since the first two terms were obtained by Aastveit, we look only at

(Xy + c)’(I - X(X'X)_lX’)(Xy + c) =
c’6 — C'P’Xö(Xö’X5)_lX6'PC .

i
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b
The first term is /;Z(c§! + cg) and the second term is a quadratic form , Q’AQ, where Q = Pc.

From linear model theory we know that E [Q’AQ] = tr(A VQ) + E(Q)'AE(Q) where

VQ = E l(Q — E(Q))(Q — E(Q>)’l - Noto that

"' Cu)

E<Q> = Z
¢"<«„„ + ¤„.>

»"<¤„. + ¤„,>

isabtx1vector,asis Z

¢11(öi1 ‘ *-1) + Cnföii ‘ *-1)

¢11(öi1 ‘ *-1)+ ct1(öi1 ‘ *—l)

Q-¤m= Z
clb(öIll " *-1) + c!b(ö?l ‘

*—])

wö'?. — t"> + ¤,„<ö?r — t">

Thus VQ = E [(Q — E(Q))(Q — E(Q))'] is a block diagonal matrix
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V1 0 .. 0

0 V2 .. 0VQ ‘ 2 2 2 2
0 0 .. Vbi

where is a t x t matrix with diagonal elements

I—l(C?/ + C5) “
!—2(Clj

+and

off-diagonal elements

[zi: — 1)}“‘2c,jc„ — PRC,] +
c„)“

.

Thus we have

and

Combining terms, we have

El$$„„„l = (b ‘ l)(¢ —

U11where

The treatment sum of squares has conditional expectation
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Pl «1

for which the additional terms are

2c'P'X§y, + c·P·x§(x§'x'§)"x*§'Pc .

Restrictions on the colurnns of X, force the first term from above to be zero. Using the same

quadratic form as for the error .sum of squares, we see that

I
_

I
_

b
_

¤'Px§<X§ X§> W? Pc = b 16.161

and that

EI$$1„l = 11 — 2¢"pl¤o + wg) +
v’2<«\’€'X€>v2

where <p(c„) is defined by (5.15).

The expected mean squares are shown in Table 24. We see that the border shift further biases the

estimate of experimental error, but does not bias the F-ratio. As with the original RCBD, we can

expect a loss of power in the detection of treatment differences.

5.3.2 Type II(a) Designs

Model (5.1) from Section 5.1 will have shifts added to the first and last units of the design.

The new model is

Y = Xt + e + 6

where c = (6,,0, ...,0,c,„)’ . This is transforrned by the randomization matrix P to

Z=P„Yr+Pc+Pc=X5r+e8+cö.
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Table 24. ANOVA for RCBD with Correlation and Border Shifts

Source DF Expected Mean Square
l

Tr=a¢m¤¤¢ t-1 ll — 2¢"pl¤„ + <1>(c„) + 0 · 1)"v'}(X§’X9>v„
Error (r·l)(t·l) [I — 2t"p]o‘„ + cp(cU)

b
where <p(c„) = [b=(z ·- l)]"j§l[(cg + cg) — t"(cU + c„)*] .
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The observations Y have variance·covariance structure (4.2) and VAR(Z) = PVP’.

Once again we have

Elssmrl Pl = VW} — ¢r{Xö(XöI?(ö)_lXö'PVP'} + E(Y)'(l — X(X'X)_lX')E(Y)

for which we know the unconditional expectation of the first two terms. The final term is

E(Y)’(l — X(X’X)_‘X')E(Y) = (X1: + c)’[l — X(X'X)_lX'](X·c + c)

which reduces to

ac — c’P'Xö(XölXö)- 1XöIPc .

Note that
c’c

= (cf + cg,) and that the second term has quadratic form QAQ’ where Q = Pc is a

bt x 1 vector. The expectation of Q is

C] C}

C10 0

C1 C21

E(Q) = s"
‘

or 7" °

C10 C1

Cl 0

C10 c2l

for t= 5 or t= 7 respectively. Random vector Q has vaiiance VQ = E [(Q — E(Q))(Q — E(Q))']

where
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C1(ö11 " 5-1) C1(öi1 ' 7-1)

cl0(ölg " 5-1) 0

_ ; c2,(6f§ — 7*)

Q ·· E(Q) =
1

<>r ·

0

for t= 5 or t= 7 respectively.

The variance matrices for Q have the general form

A B .. B B

B A .. B B

VQ = : : : : : .

B B .. A B

B B .. B A

For t= 5 1

c2(5 — 1) —c cA = 5,2 1 1 IO
'C1 C10 C7o(5 — 1)

and

1
B: 5,2 '°C7 C1 C10(5°° 1)-l

C1 cl0(5 ‘ 1)-1 “Ci0

For t= 7
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0
_Cl

C2]

,4 = 7* 0 0 0

and

2 -1"C1 0 c1%1(7 ‘ 1)

B = 7* 0 0 0 .
clc21(7 -

1)-1 0 —C§l

Letting A = X*(X"X*)·*X*,

ElQ'AQlwhich

is

E[Q,4Q) = 6*146} + 6,},) — 6"(6, + 6,,,)}) 6,,,)} .

Combining with the previous work in Section 5.1, we have

E[ss„,,,,} = 1(b - 1)o0 6,},) .

Thus the estimate of experimental error will biased upwards by the shifts.

Tuming next to treatments, we have

E1SS„„l

Plforwhich we know the unconditional expectation of the first term. The unconditional expectation

of the last term is obtained in the same way as for the error sum of squares, except that A is now

X§(X§'X§)"‘X§' . We find that

ElQ'AQ1=
b_‘l(¢i

+ C3,) — ·°‘<¤, + 4,,)*1 15-161
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and that

2 bl —· l , ·E [SSW} = U — 011 — (‘ä)Pl°o + = AX? X?>r2 + <¤(<:y>

where <p(c„) is defined by (5.16). The expected mean squares are found in Table 25. For the Type

II(a) design, the table indicates that border shifts increase the bias in the F-ratio.

5.3.3 First Differencing

Model (5.9) from Section 5.2 will be augmented such that

U„=XA1:+eA+A6

where c = (6,,0, ...,0,c,,,+,)' and we denote Ac as 6, = (c,,O, ...,0, — c,,,+,)' which is an bt x 1 vector.

Other than the additional shift vector, everything in the model has its original meaning. The

randomization matrix P maps the observed difference units to

Z=PU=Xör+eö+68

whereX‘ = PX,,,e‘ = Pe,,,and 6* = Pc} .

The error sum of squares has

1s1ss„,,,,| 1 = tr{VA} —- zr{Xö(XölX8)_‘XölPVAP'} + Ew)11 — P’Xö(X?’Xö)_lX8’P]E(U)

where we already know the unconditional expectation of the initial term from Section 5.2. The

second term is

616,, C, — c·,,1>'x"(x*"„x'*‘)"x"'1>«,,1 .

Note that c', 6, = (c} + 6},+,) and that we again have a quadratic form in
Q’AQ

where Q = Pc, .

The expectation of O is the null vector. Thus the variance·covariance matrix of Q is merely
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Table 25. ANOVA for Type II(a) with Correlation and Border Shifts

' Source DF Expected Mean Square

Treatment t·l 0'0[1 — + gp(cU) + (r — 1)·1y'z(Xg'Xg)y2

Error t(b-1) 0,, + (bt)"(c{ + cg,)

wh•=r¤ <¢>(<=„> = {bv — 1)l"l(¢? + C3.) ··
¢“‘(¢r

+ 0,.)*1-

k
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VQ = El(Q ·· E(Q))(Q — E(Q))'] = E lQQ'l -

If we index the rows and columns of V9 by (i,j) in the sequence ( (1,2), ,(l,t),(2,3),,(2,t),,(t-l,t)

), the entries (i,j) x (i’,j’) of V9 may be characterized as follows

2Ir(¢ —1)l"(c?”+ c§„+„) for f= VJ =j' ;

2I¢(¢— 1)I"¢1¢1„+1 fvr (f= VJ ri') I (fr VJ=j') ;

-2[!(t — 1)]**6, 6,,+, for (i ¢ i',j' = i) ; and

0 for i¢i',j¢j' .

It is now possible to obtain unconditional expectations such as

ElQ'/IQ] =
‘_ll2(¢?

+ ¢gr+1) + ZU ' 2)€1 cbt+l] ·

Combining terms we have

Elsssrrorlfor

t= 7. We see that if 6, = 6,,+, , then the estimate of experimental error suffers no additional

bias due to border shifts.

We also find that

E1ss,,,I

P1wherethe first two terms have been examined previously. The unconditional expectation of the

third expression was obtained for the error sum of squares and is

E[c'AP’Xö(XöIXö)_lX'S'PcA] = 2t_l(c, — c,,+,)2 + 26, 6,,+, .
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Table 26. ANOVA for Type II(a), T= 5, First Differencing, Both Violations Shifts Are Present

Source DF Expected Mean Square

Treatment t-1 o'„[2.90 — 3.65p] + <p2(c,) + (t — 1)"y'(X"X‘)y

Error t(b-1) o,,[l.68 — 1.08p] + «p,(c,)

where

(pl(cI) = ’ €6«+1)2
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Table 27. ANOVA for Type II(a), T= 7, First Differencing, Both Violations
4

Source DF Expected Mean Square

Treatment t·l 6„[1.05 - 0.17p] + «p,(c,) + (z — 1)"y'(X"X°)y

Error t(b·l) o,,[1.73 - 1.36p] + «p,(c,)

wherei
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lf the two shifts are equal, the term is merely 26* . The expected mean squares are found in Tables

26 and 27 for five and seven treatments respectively. Comparing mean squares, we see that the

F-ratio is further biased by the border shifts. The estimate of experimental error will be unbiased

for equal border shifts, but the treatment mean square will remain biased upwards in this situation

by 2(t — l)"6* . As discussed in Section 5.2, a statement about the general experiment with t

treatments must await a general determination of the joint distribution of the design random vari-

ables.

5.4 Chapter Summary

Following the analytic lead of Aastveit, it has been demonstrated that the Type II(a) design

is a biased design when adjacent observations are correlated. The estimate of experimental error is

unbiased, but the treatment mean square is biased by the correlation of the units. For a positive

correlation, a downward bias will result in a loss of power for the testing of treatment differences.

This bias decreases as the number of treatments increases.

The method of first differencing does not help the situation in general. A first differencing

analysis in conjunction with a Type Il(a) design provides a biased test and a biased estimate of er-

ror. If the correlation between units is approximately a half, the method will provide both an ap-

proximately unbiased test and an approximately unbiased error estimate.

Border shifts bias the F-ratios for both analytic procedures. The usual analysis using the Type

II(a) design has a biased estimate of error as well. If the border shifts are identical, the first differ-

encing procedure will provide an estimate of error without extra bias; however, the treatment mean

square is biased upwards.
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Chapter VI

VI. Summary and Future Research

Violations of the analysis of variance assumptions have been a concem of statisticians ever

since the analysis of variance was conceived. In many respects the growth of experimental desigi

has been driven by the need to insure the validity of experiments in the face of assumption vio-

lations. The irnterplay between statistical analysis and design corresponds to the interactive nature

of the scientific method. That is, the scientist designs an experiment so as to test hypotheses with

a minimum of environmental vaniability, and then once the experiment is finished, the scientist re-

designs on the basis of the new knowledge.
C

Our concem has been with systematic response shifts in the borders of the randomized com-

plete block and the split plot designs as well as the problem of correlated experimental urnits. Both

of these problems constitute a violation of the assumptions of the analysis or a mis-specification

of the statistical model. The statistical literature is replete with altemative analyses to detect the

occasional response shift and to adjust for the presence of correlation. However not much has been

done to design from the beginning with these problems in mind. The emphasis in this research has

been the examination of altemative designs which can provide reasonable results in the presence

of border shifts arnd/or correlation.

i
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Randomization theory was the analytic tool used to compare designs. This approach was

chosen for several reasons. First, randomization theory requires a minimum number of assump-

tions about the nature of the data. Second, the nature of each design is more fully revealed by ex-

ploring the effects of its unique randomization scheme on the expectations of estimates. In some

sense, the concern here is with the ability of altemative randomization schemes to cope with as-

sumption violations. As a final point, the near universal use of randornization in the agricultural

sciences demands that its impact be explored.

6.1 Summary of Border Shüs

The effects of border shifts on the randomized complete block design (RCBD)and the split

plot design generally were a decrease in power and bias in estimation. Turning first to the RCBD,

the shift adds an extra variance term and a cross-product term to all the mean squares of the analysis

of variance. Although the F·test for treatments remains unbiased in the sense that the expected

mean squares for treatments and error are identical when the null hypothesis is true, the estimate

of experimental error is biased upwards. The estimate of treatment contrasts is unbiased. Com-

bining unbiased treatment contrasts with an upwardly biased error estimate results in a loss of

power.

Similar results appear in a split plot experiment with border shifts in the first and last subplots

of each whole plot. The whole plot treatment and whole plot error mean squares are unbiased, and

the whole plot F-test is unbiased. This conclusion holds as long as the border shifts are equivalent

for each whole plot in a replicate. Despite the lack of bias in the whole plots, the subplot treatment

and interaction mean squares, as well as residual error mean squares are biased. Once again the

F-tests are unbiased but a loss in power is expected. This is unfortunate since better precision is

generally expected for the subplot comparisons.
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Results irndicate that if power and unbiased estimates of experimental error are important, the

RCBD and split plot do not perform well when border shifts are present; and of course power and

error estimates are always important. What are some altematives? The obvious tactic with border

shifts is to try altemative blocking schemes that will block out the shifts. The Latin square, semi-

Latin square, and two-column designs were examined as altematives to the RCBD. A Latin square

type arrangement was tried as an alternative to the split plot.

The Latin square is the ideal altemative to the RCBD when border shifts are present. Error

is estimated unbiasedly and the F-test for treatments is unbiased even if the shifts are different in

the two borders. Unfortunately the Latin square requires t' experimental urnits which may be un-

available. If it is possible to assume that the shift is identical in the two borders, there are two al-

temative designs which require fewer experimental units.

One altemative is the semi·Lati1n square which also has each treatment occurrirng only once

per row and column. However for this design, the number of treatments is a multiple of the

number of rows and hence each row-column combination has more than one experimental unit.

For our purposes the border will constitute one column of the design. This is a biased design, but

for a large border effect, it provides an improved error estimate and higher power.

The two-column design has only two columns of course. One column contains the border

effect where each treatment occurs once. An irnterior column contains each treatment an equal

number of times. This also a biased design, and like the semi-Latin square, it can provide a better

error estimate and higher power when large border effects are present. Since some degrees of free-

dom are saved for error with this design, there is a marginal irncrease in power over the semi-Latirn

square.

An altemative to the split plot is a Latirn square type arrangement. The whole plot treatments

are assigned as usual to the whole plots, but the subplot treatments are rarndomized as in a Latin

square. Rows of the Latin square are the whole plots and columns are subplot positions within the

whole plots. This provides an unbiased design for main effects, but the whole plot by subplot

treatment interaction is confounded with columns. Extension of the semi-Latin and two-column

designs to this case should be straight·forward and should encounter similar difficulties as before.
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6.2 Summary of Correlated Observations

Border shifts can be viewed as an abrupt manifestation of gradual response shifts or trends.

Trends can be modelled as correlation, the final topic discussed here. The impact of adjacent cor-

related experimental units was examined from a design randomization perspective. Since the effect

on the RCBD had been previously explored, the efficacy of the Type II(a) design was investigated.

The Type II(a) design randomizes such that each treatment occurs next to every other treatment,

except itself, exactly c times. We took c to be one. Two types of analyses were used in conjunction

with the Type II(a) design, the usual analysis of variance and first differencing.

The usual analysis of variance used with the Type II(a) design provides an unbiased estirnate

of error, but the treatment mean square is biased. For a positive correlation the bias is downward,

leading to lower power for the F-test. The impact of this bias decreases with an increased number

of treatments. First differencing, on the other hand, results in a biased test and a biased estimate

of error. The bias will be when correlation between adjacent units is approximately a half.

Border shifts were added to the correlated data case, and it was seen that the shifts further bias

both analyses used with the Type II(a) design. Should the shifts be identical in the two borders,

the estimate of error with first differencing is not biased any further by the shifts; however, the

treatment mean square is biased upwards.
L

6.3 Further Research 1

It has been demonstrated here that border shifts and correlation do adversely atfect many of

the designs and analyses which are normally used. This is not surprising since shifts and correlation

reflect model and assumption violations. Other than the Latin square for border shifts, the alter·

natives examined here are not encouraging. What can and should be done at this point?
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In terms of border effects, additional work needs to be done with the serni-Latin square and

two-colurrm designs. The simulation work done here did not add row~column interactions to the

random variates. This caused the semi-Latin and two-colurnn designs to look better than they ac-
A

tually are. Solutions would be to run additional simulations with the interaction, or possibly better,

to run simulations on uniformity trial data.

Only the usual analysis of variance procedures were used on the border shifts, but altemative

analyses suggest themselves. Randomization analyses using medians or other robust measures

might provide better results than the usual analysis. Use of the median would be quite resistant to

the shifts. Another possibility is the use of rank statistics rather than the actual data values.

A possibility in terms of alternate designs might be the use of incomplete block structures.

Perhaps information on some treatments could be sacrificed in order to obtain some treatment

comparisons and estimates free of an outlier effect. This might be a possibility for forming the

columns of a bi-directional blocking scheme.

Turning to the correlated experimental units, it has been demonstrated that the Type II(a)

design is a biased design under the usual analysis of variance. A look at the Type lll designs might

be useful for a couple of reasons. One reason is that the Type III design might result in lower bias

in the treatment mean square. The other possibility is that the Type III design should be able to

cope with a more complicated error structure than that examined here.

On a more theoretical level, the problem of counting and describing the geometry of the Type

ll(a) design is generally unexplored. Graph theory provides a concise explanation of the Type II(a)

design, but some basic probabilities for the design random variables seem to be unsolved for the

general case.

A final, broad area of future research is a systematic examination of the remaining nearest

neighbour analyses. The correlation model appears to be reasonable although the formulation

provided here is probably too simplistic. Lack of a randomization theory, generally cited as a
i

problem in the field of nearest neighbours, can be partially addressed by this general approach.
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Appendix A

A. Derivations from Chapter Three

A.1 RCBD with Border Shüs

A.1.1 Expectation of squared shift term

E { [E56 C1, !(1,„(D P} = E { @(55 ¤„ + öt¤„) P} V

Note that

E[(6§j)’} =
¢°‘

, (/1.1.1)

E[(öä 6;)} = 0 , and (/1.1.2)
A

E[(öäö;°·]·)] = F2 for 1== r . (/1.1.3)
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Consider a (2r) x (2r) matrix whose entries are c„ c,,/, 5} 5}/, which has expectation t‘2c„ c,,/, for

i ¢ i' . If this were the case for all entries, the sum of all the entries would be

F2 r
+ 2 A 14

This not the case, so subtract the terms with expectation zero in (A. 1.2) to get

V2,
+ 2- ‘2'2

A15ll§l(C11 C11)] Z El C11 C11 · ( · · )

Since the diagonal terms of the matrix are t"cg and the corresponding terms of (A.1.4) are t‘2cg ,

we correct by subtracting

Fzcä · Ülcä = — cä (t — l)t_2

from (A.1.5) to obtain

__ I' _ f __ f1 1 2/;]:4, 4, — 11 —

111whichsimpliües to

- 1 - 1 -1 21/;l14, + C11)l2 + 1 ¤ä1 — 1

4,121A.l.2Cross-product with residual terms

E {Z55}eyäöfj=

E 125111 <1„,§llöä cll + 61 4,}}
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= E 6,, + zäög 652155 6,,} .

The two terms of the above expression will have identical expectations as far as the 55 are con-

cerned. Thus consider only E {22_55 e5_2l55 6,,} Since the same treatment cannot occur twice in the
I,] I'

same block, all terms except 2E {_2i(5,,)'e,, 6,,} vanish. From (A.l.l) we see that these terms have

expectation 2t"_äe,, 6,, . Combirring the two halves of the above expression, we have

Zt I§ll¢11¢'11 + ¢1r¢1rl ·

A.2 Derivation of Covariance of Two Treatment Totals

A.2.1 Expanded Expression of the Covariance

El l T1. " E(T1.l{T1.· ‘ E(T1.·)l}

= E cu c«)l éq C1; 'l' call}

which equals _

{
E[Zö5 #255,65] + (11.2.1)

1 .1 1./

r 1 11;%65 e5I;l(6{§ c,, + 65 c,,)} + (A.2.2)
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E[Zök,e é(ökc +6" — A23U u gl:] ll ll 11C11)] ( -·)

-1 11
’

E[t_]Z5k'e é(c +6)]+ A25My y,=l ll ll (··)

C11 *7 C11 + 55,%)] ‘ (/*26)

E -1
’

511 611
’ _l' ,§,( Il C11 "' "‘ C11)1 (/*-2-7)

E
_l T ök:

+
ökz T

+ —ll C11 It C11),§,(C11 C11)1 (/*-2-8)

-2
’

2E[1 6,,)) ] . (A.2.9)

Term (A.2.1) is shown by Kempthome (1952) to be — [1(1 — l)]"Z5e; .

A.2.2 Terms (A.2.2) and (A.2.3)

These terms will have identical expectations and we will use the same simplification used ir1 Ap-

pendix A.1 . We will also need the following expectations from Kempthome:

616; 6; '1 = 0 ,

E[ö§öä;]=[1(1—1)]_lforj¢j'k¢k', and

E[ö§5f·}·] = 1-2 for i¢ i'.
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Thuswheni¢ i',thesumwillbe

[Kt "" 1)]-,1 Z CU Cu = " “
1)]-len CH ;

P1

f

otherwise the sum will be t"c,·,_Zle„ = 0 Thus we have

l' k 1 _
1 I'Eläöy eyläöu ¢11l = " l‘(' ' 1)] l§Iell cu ·

Combining (A.2.2) and (A.2.3) we have

_ 7' 2l‘(‘ " 1)] ll§l(¢11¢11 + Q1 611) · (/4-2-10)

A.2.3 Terms A.2.4 and A.2.5

We observe that these two terms have identical expectations. Since E(ö{j) = E(ö{;') = V1 , we have

-1 k
’ _ -2

’ _
E[2t (Cu + Cgt)] - 2t C") - 0 .

1,} 1=1 1,} z=1

A.2.4 Term A.2.6

Consider the (2r) x (2r) matrix with entries 85 öf/I. cv cw. (j = l,t) representing the product (A.2.6).

If all entries had expectation t'“c„
6,.}. , we would have the sum

-2
’

21 I_Zl(¢n + ¢z.)l - (A-2·11)
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Since two treatments cannot occur on the same plot, we know the diagonals of the matrix must

be zero. Thus we subtract t°*cß from (A.2.l 1) to obtain

_ I' _ I'
1 *11§1(a,, + a„)1* - 1 *1§11aß + aß) . 1.4.2.12)

The off-diagonals have expectation {t(t — l)]"c„ c„1 rather than :‘*c„ cu) . Thus we subtract the

difference

-2 -1
’ _ -2 -1

’
lf * {¢(¢ ‘ U} ]1§12Cg C11 — ‘¢ 11- 1) 1§12C11C11

from (A.2.l2). The result is

_ T _ _ f1 *11;11111 + 111)1* - 1 *11- 1) ‘1;1111ä + 1ä)11 — 1) - 21111111

which equals

_ f __ f _ f1 *11;):11111 + 111)1* -1111- 111 ‘11;111ä + 11%) — 1 ‘1>g11111 + 111)*1

A.2.5 Remaining terms

•
Terms (A.2.7, A.2.8) have identical expectations of t‘*[éÄ1(c,, + 6,,)]* .

•
Term (A.2.9) is a constant with respect to randomization.

Combining the expectations derived for terms (A.2.l - A.2.9), we have the covariance of two

treatment totals to be

-111- 2é1 + )+ £11 * + *) - 1"11 + 1 )2ll
1 J y 1:1 C11 C11 C11 C11 1:1 C11 C11 ll 11 ·
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A.3 Subplot Expectatiorzsfor Split Plot with Border Shüs

A.3.l Expectation of subplot treatment sum of squares

E {SS,} = E l(¤)"§] Y1;. · CF}

We consider only the frrst term above which we write as

(rt)—lE[é (rtp. + rtsk + Zeü + ZyUk)2] .
1-1 I,] i,]

Squaring and summing this, we have

rts},12 + rt ij sg +
k=1

<r¢>"k§lE1<lg—«„.>21 + (A-¤.2>

S

E[; eykßyük] . (A.3.4)
k=1 1,] I,]

We know from Kempthome (1952) that (A.3.1) is (rt)"§'(x,,„ — x,„_)* .

Term (A.3.2) can be expanded to
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_ S .1111 ‘
2k=l Ij u

We will need the following expectations:

E1<ö§,’§„>’ ¤ä1 = <¤>"«ä 101 1- 1,1 .

Elö/1Ü1öIÜ1·C11C11·l= 0 fvr

0 101 1

c„· for j ¢j' , u ¢ 1/

for 11* 1'-

Using these expectations we have E [(Ry„,,)°] as

-1
·‘

2 ' -1 2 2 _ -1 _ -2(VZ) kgltr ,§l[(Z~‘) C11 + (Z·1‘ (Z 1)) C11 I(Z C1 '.1·)(Z~') I} +

-1
’

2
’

-1 2 2 _ -1 _ -2(rv) kélü lgllw) C11 + (M (1 1)) C11l(1 1)(C11 + C11)! C1 ·.1)(¢¤) 1}

where tz is a result of summing over t treatments and t whole plots per replicate. Some tedious

algebra will simplify this expression so that (A.3.2) is

-1 Z 2 2 2
’

cis) +

(Cwhichfurther simplifies to

° -1
’

2 2 _ -1 2 -1
’

2r IEIKC11 + C11) 1 (C11 + C11) ll + ¢(¤) [l§l(cll + C11)! · (A-3-6)
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A.3.I.1 Term A.3.3

We expand the expression to get

S .Zu 2: E1>:<ö$L‘1 C11 + ö{L‘.¤„>1
Iz=l l,j

= 2¤(¢—v)_] E (C11 "' C19
U k .

which equals i

T2¤lj3l<¤11 + C1.) - (A-3-7)

A.3.I.2 Term A.3.4

We expand the expression to obtain

__ S
2(f¢) I E C11 C19] -Ic=l 1,; 1,;

We may think of the terms of this sum as comprising a matrix whose rows are defined by ew, and

whose columns are defined by öff, cf, where v = 1,s. Applying the expectations shown in the der-

ivation of (A.3.2), we see that the sum must be

- r -2(VÜ I E (xllll ' **111.) + C1: (X111: ’ *111.)]
k=l I; u

which equals

2(rt)_ Ilz (CuÜiul,
Il
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where e,„, = x,„, —- x,„_ . Combining (A.3.5 - A.3.8) and subtracting the correction factor, the ex-

pectation of the sum of squares for subplot treatments is

-1 2
’

2(rr) E rt E Jr,
lu v k = l

where <p(c,,) is

- r ,1r<J — 111 *l.;l1<¤ä + «§.> — J *<¤„ + «r.>’1 -

A.3.2 Expectation of whole plot by subplot interaction sum of squares

The sum of squares is the linear combination of sums below:

- - r -Elr *2 riß,. - mr *2 riß. — <¤> *2 riß. + CF1-
j ,k j=l k=l

All expectations, except for the first temi, have been obtained previously so we will restrict our at-

tention to that first term. Substituting the linear model, squaring, and summing yields

2
‘

2
‘

2 2mtp + mfg + rtf sk + rf(tr)jk +
;=1 1«=1 y ,1«

-1
’

2r Z E[( E ny) l + (A-3-9)
},1¢ z=1

Fl
2E[(j
, k l=1

__ I'
r IZ E[( E Yqk)2l + (A-3-11)

;,k 1=1

_ f
r 1 f 2rp E(·f yvk) + (,4.3.12)

j , k 1 = I
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_ f
2* IZ E( E Ygk) + (A~3·l3)

j ,k l=1 l=1

_ f
· 2* IE E( E Yuq) · (A~3·l4)

j ,k l=1 l=1

From Kempthome (1952) we know that (A.3.9) is

rs- ‘I>Zu<><1„. · xr.)2 (A-3-15)

and that (A.3.l0) is

r" E eg, . (,4.3.16)
lu v

A.3.2.I Term A.3.I1

We expand the expression to obtain

P
‘_2

Eu 2 (1% ¤„ + S45.
¤„>>’1

J , k I , u

whose square is

- r - -r ‘{¢¤z;,El1i(¢¤>
‘¤Ä

+ (M2) lcl1Iäl(cl1 + ¢;;>l} +

r"(z;é;lz((z;)°‘cf, + (z;2)°‘c,,Il(c,, + c,_,))} .

We combiue the two halves to obtain

-1
’

2 2 -1
’

2 -1
’

2[V
l§l[(Q1 + Q;) Q;) i
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which is

:<¤>"1,2l<¤„ + ¤„>1* + :r"l2l1<¤ä + ci) — 1"l;El<¢„ + 4,121 — (Aw)

A.3.2.2 Term A.3.I2

We expand to get

61 + 6'„£‘.¤„>1

which equals l

2: 11i)§l(Q, + Q,) . (,4.3. 18)

A.3.2.3 Term A.3.I3

Obscrving that

E10’„,ö’„’i„1 = <:¤)" .

Elöf, 055:.1 = 0 . and

E 1%.. 06%.1 = (:*1)"

we look at (A.3.l3) in two parts. We first consider those products involving two different replicates

and we have

2:* 2 (dä. 41 + #:5, ¤„> 2 2 0i·„ 04 — ¤=1·..>
I , u I '¢ l H = l
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which has expectation

2(rS¢2)" 211611 + Q.) E (x1·„. ·· x1·..)l = 0 -l , u 1
’
#1

The remaining portion of (A.3.l3) is

_ I2r ‘El2u<ö1L‘1¤„ + ö4„’i,«„> ;: ]ö’1„·(x1„·. — »=„..> „
• ll =

whose terms are non-zero only when u = u ' . The sum is then

2(rt.r)—l[lZu(c„ + cl_,)(x,„_ — x,__)] = 0 .

Thus (A.3.l3) has zero expectation.

A.3.2.4 Term A.3.14

We follow the same logic for deriving (A.3.14) as in obtaining (A.3.8) from (A.3.4). It tums out

that (A.3.14) is

em "’ 61; em:) ·

Combining these expectations and those derived elsewhere, the expectation of the whole plot by

subplot interaction sum of squares is

where

-1
’

2 2 -1 2 -1<p(<=1.) = r I§l[(¢11 + ¤1„> · S (C11 + C1,) 1 + ZM) ,2u(¤11¢1„1 + ct, @1„.)
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A.3.3 Expectation of the total sum of squares

El-$'·$'kl = Eliäfäk — CF}

We will restrict our attention to the first term. Substituting the linear model , we have

E n + 9+ ny + sk + (twk + wk + wk?} ·

Squaring and summing yields

2
’

2 ' 2
‘

2rtsp +tsZq +rsZg +rtZsk+
z=1 j=1 1¢=1

2 2

E(y§k) + (A .3.19)
1jk

211 E E(Yg1k) + 2 Z E(V1Yg1k) + (A-3-20)
ijk 1jk

2 X E(‘ly1k Ygk) + (A3-21)
Uk

.zjk

We know from Kempthome (1952) that

E E(n§> = E (xkk. — xk)2 . Md
Ij k I , u

I k k I u v
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4
A.3.3.1 Terms A.3.19 and A.3.20

Term (A.3.19) is expanded to get

E E [(5iäi Cll '*' Gigs- C1;02]
U11

which is in turn

I _ r

E E (rs) ‘<¢Ä + cf.) = 12 tcä + CE)
1']ku=l I=I

since E [5{,';„ ö{{;·,»] = 0 . It is easily seen that (A.3.20) is

T TZ! lJ·l§l(cll + C11) + 2tl§lÜ(cll "' C1:) ·

A.3.3.2 Term A.3.2I

We rewrite (A.3.2l) as

1 1
l

E El E öiu W111 E (öiih C11 1
Ijk u=l u=l

considering only

1 öl 1 kXEl E 111w111 E ill] C11]
ijk u=I u=l

where w,„ = x,„_ — x,__ . The only non-zero terms of this product are those terms from the same

whole plot u. Summing over u, we have

([5) E E Cu Wm = 0 .
ij Ic u = 1
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A.3.3.3 Term A.3.22

The final term of (A.3.22) is expanded to the form

:22 El 2 ö4L‘„¢„„ 2 @15. «„ + dä, ¤„>1
l] k V

·
V u = 1

_ 1
= 22 W) l Z (611 elul + 61: 6116)

lj k u = l

= 2lZ“(611 elul + 61; eiu.:) ·

Combining the previously derived expectations, the expectation of the total sum of squares is

’
2 ' 2 2

’
2 2 2:2 rl + rs2g + s2w,„ + rs 2 sk + r2 (z.:)}k + 2 em + <p(ci,,)

l=l j=l l,u k=I j,k luv

where <p(c,,) is

’
2 2 -1 ' 2‘ll§l(611 + 61;) J" 61;)) l ·

The sum of squaxes for error and its expectation is computed from the difference between the total

sum of squares ar1d all other sources of variability previously computed. This difference, divided

by degrees of freedom, is in Table 4 .
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A.4 The Latin square with Border Eßects

A.4.l Expectation of Treatment Sum of Squares

· EISSMI = E1';} YZ1 ‘ CF]

We already have the expectation of the correction factor so we confme our attention to the first

term. Substitution of the linear model followed by squaring and summing leads to

1211 + 1 é 1,f +
11=1

-1
’

2I E El(Zö1„¢g) 1+ (A-4-1)
k=l I ,j

-1 ' k 2t
k§lE[(i%öU

cj I{l_,}(}')) ] + (A.4.2)

1' [21

pljööfj__I
1 eüäöfj (,4.4.43)

We have from Kempthome (1952) that (A.4.1) is

(1 - 1)°‘};e§ .
(J
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A.4.1.I Terms A.4.2 and A.-1.3

This expression may be written as

_ I[ 1 E E [(2 (öii C11 + öii C11))2l · (A-4-5)k=1 1,j

We note that

E1<6§;>’1 = :" .

El(ö§ 61, ·>1 = 1:1: - 1>1"

,for i ¢ i' andj ¢ j' with all other expectations being zero.

Using these relationships we have that (A.4.5) is

cf) + (1 — 1){1(1 — l)}_‘(2c1c2)]

= (C? + cf + ZC1 C1) = (C1 + cf ·
Passing the expectation through the summation, we see that (A.4.3) has expectation 2: 1,t(c, + c,) .

A.4.1.2 Term A.4.4

The cross-product (A.4.4) is first simplified as was (A.4.2) to obtain

-1
’

11 ' 11 1:
‘

11[ E Elxöy Cu E öll C11 + Zöy eg Z 511 C11] (A·4~6)
I¢=l 1,1 1=1 1,; 1=1

Looking at only the first half of the expression and using the probability structure of the design,

we find its expectation to be
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r
1) ll

1=l 1"¢1

which equals

_ 1
(**1) l¢1Z¢11=0

1=1

* .since llleü = 0 . Combining the above derivations and subtracting the correction factor, we have

-1 2
’

2E[SS„,] = (t -1) Ze, +1;] 1,, .
1,; 1«=1

A.4.2 Expectation of Total Sum of Squares

El$$¤l = El,äY31 * CFI

We consider only the first term which is expanded to

I
li;‘,k[p + p, + Yk +

kélöfjzk
+ CU + C,1,,,,,(})}2 _

Squaring and summing, we have

119+11%%+ révf + 2eä+ »<c?+ ¤?> +
1=1 j=1 1,} C

2t p.(c, + c,) + 2t(y, cl + 7,1:,) +

‘
' 11 2}]E[( Z öytk) ] . (A.4.7)

1,; 1«=1
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The expectation for (A.4.7) is relatively simple since E [Ö}; öff] is nonzero only for k = k' in which

case its expectation is !" . Thus (A.4.7) is lität} . Combining the expectations and subtracting the

correction factor leaves us with

’
2

’
2

’
2 2

z=1 j=1 k=1 1,;

where

<v(Cq) = (C? + C?) — (C, + C,)2 + 2¢(Y1C1 + v,C,) .

The expectation of the error sum of squares is obtained by difference.

A.4.3 Variance of a Treatment Total

VARUÖJ,) = E l(lÖ.). — E(K„,))’l

= El(§ö!; C„ + (C, + C,) — (C, + C,))’l

= E

.. 1)-iäeä

as shown in Kempthome (1952).
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A.4.4 Covariance of Two Treatment Totals

€OV(lÖ„«• Kw) = El(}Ö.r — E(YJ„))(Y.k· ‘ E(}Ö.t«))]

We see from the previous work on the treatment that this is just

Ewhichis shown by Kempthome to be

— (1- 1)-2Zeä .
L!

A.5 Semi-Latin Square with Shw

A.5.1 Expectation of Treatment Sum of Squares

CF]

We consider only the initial term which can be written

E [b" é (bu + br, + Z 65,., ew, + E ößk (¤)g + ¢)2]
1=1 1jk 1jk

Square and sum this expression to obtain
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ab 1.12 + bi tf
1=1

-1 ' 1 2 (,4.5.1)

n
-1 ' 1 2E lb E (Z öqk(¤)y) l + (A-52)

l= l 1j Ic

E16"l{ C2} + E1b",{ zbpq + (,4.6.3)
=l =l

E[b_‘ { 2ac1"{(r.«)„} . (,4.6.4)
1=1 1,;

Rojas and White (1957) show (A.5.l) and (A.5.2) to be b"Zkeg,, and a(b — l)"Z_(rs)g respectively.
U '•J

Simple algebra reduces (A.5.3) to acz + Zabcu . Expression (A.5.4) is zero since Z3(r.r)„ = 0 .

Combining terms and subtracting the correction factor yields

’
2 -1 2 -1 2E[SSm] = b2 tl + b Zeük + a(b -1) Z(rs)Ü.

1=1 1,; 1,;

A.5.2 Expectation of the Total Sum of Squares

El$$11l = El§lK§11 — CF]
U

We consider only the initial term which may be written

T}

lélögkSquareand sum this expression to obtain
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2 2 " 2
" 2 2 2abp +abZq + abZ„y + aZ(rs)U+ Ze„k+

1=1 j=1 1,j 1jk

abcz + 2abc.s{ + Zabcp +

' 1 2BIZ ( Z ögk F1) ] + (A55)
Ij k l= 1

' 1E t{] . (A.5.6)

[

Noting that E [ögk SQ,] is nonzero only for I = I' , we find (A.5.5) to be blzlzf . Expression (A.5.6)

has expectation

E 2CI{l}(]‘)f_I é ll = 0 .
1jk 1=1

Thus after combining terms and subtracting the correction factor, the expectation of the total sum

of squares is

abä r2 + ab " 2 2 2 ' 2 _ 2{ Z sj + aZ(rx)U + Zeük + bf] t{ + a(b 1)c + 2abc.r{ .
1=1 j=1 1,j jk 1=1

The expectation for the error sum of squares is obtained by difference.
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A.6 Two Column Design without Border Shüs

A.6.l Expectation for Treatment Sum of Squares

E I$$1„I = E Ib"'; H1 * GFI

We consider only the initial term which may be written as

_ I
E [b lI§l(bp1 + gjkößk (rs); + Liköbk ew, + bt,)2] .

Square and sum to obtain

bz;12 + bi rf
1=1

5
-1

’
1 2E Ib E (E ögk(¤)y) I + (A-6·l)

1-1 1jk

-1 ' 1 2Elb E (E ögk eyk) I + (A·6-2)
1-1 1;:1

_ I
15[zb (/1.6.3)

To obtain the expectations of A.6.l - A.6.3, we need the probability structure of the 5;,, . The re-

quired probabilities are:

1¤{6;,, = 1} = 1*,

P16;1=1.6L„·=1}= 0 fw 11«==1«·>„
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1} = 0 fo, (;¢;·},

P{öflk= F,ö1·11,·= F} = 0 fvr (F=* F'),

P{5§2k = 1,öf·„· = 1} = (r - 4)[t(t — 2)}“‘ for (i # i'), and

Pföbk = l·ö17'1¢' = 1} = ]F(¢ " 2)]-1 for (F =* F') , (i ¢f')-

Tuming first to (A.6.1), we find it has expectation

b‘ ‘g:i0·,, 00,, 0‘ *00,, + 00 —
l~,·, 00,011 +

(F(F(FA

healthy dose of intricate algebra leads us from the above expression to

F1b(F — 2)l- ‘z‘Z}¤,;(¤)§ -

A.6.2 Terms A.6.2 and A.6.3 °

"U
We use the fact that Eleuk = 0 to see that all non-zero cross-product expectations sum to zero for

expression (A.6.2). Thus its expectation is b"[;Zkeg,( .

The term (A.6.3) has expectation zero. For each (ij) combination in which E [53.] öf-H,] > 0 , the

(rs)„ term is a constant. We then have a multiple of (rs)„ Eeük which is zero. When faced with

E [öl,.} ög,,,} , we have non-zero expectation only for k = k' . The (rs)„ is again a constant and we

will have §(rs)„ gew, = 0 .
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Combining terms we get

- -1 2 ' 2 -1 2.E[SS„.,] — b z e3, + bz tl + t[b(t — 2)] zn3(r;)3
zjk 1=1 1,j

A.6.3 Expectation of Total Sum of Squares

E[$·$'¤l = El?-EYÖ1 ' CF}

We consider only the f1rst term which can be written

1
1) + rl + (rs)3 + ew, +

lzlÖ3k
t,)2] .

Square and sum to obtain

2
"

2 2 2 2 2+12 Tl + E ]1_]S] + 2]lU(Y°S)U + +
I=l _/=l I,j ük

1
;E[( 2 53,,1,12} . (,4.6.4)
yk I=l

1

The E [Ö3, Ö3,] = t"' for I = I ' and is zero otherwise; thus (A.6.4) is bg:} .

Combining terms a.nd subtracting the correction factor, we have

EISS _
" 2 2 2 2 2 ' 2

1=1 j=1 1,] 1jk 1=1

The expectation of the error sum of squares is obtained by subtraction.
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A.7 Two Column Design with Border Shü

A.7.l Expectation of Treatment Sum of Squares

E{$$„„l = E|b"I}j·ll’EJ · CF}

We will consider only the initial term which wc write as

_ zElb b¢1+ ¢)2l ·

Square and sum to obtain

btp,2 + bi tf + 2c2 + 4bcp +
1=1

_ 1
llglgäkög/k (Y°J°)U +

Läkögk

2c i 52% (rs)U] + (A.7.2)
1=1 1jk

E[b_‘

i Zci ögk ew] . (A.7.3)
l -1 ljk

We know from Appendix that (A.7.1) has expectation

b" ; egk.
I ,j ljk
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Since E [51,,,] = t" and Z5(rs)„ = Illew, = 0, expressions (A.7.2) and (A.7.3) have expectation zero.'• J

Collecting terms and subtracting the correction factor gives us the expectation of treatment sum of

squares as

b°‘ie2 + 1]b(1— 2)]"i„ (rs)2 + bi 12
Uk . U U ! ·Ij k r ,j I= 1

A.7.2 Expectation of Total Sum of Squares

El$S¤l = Eläßt · CF1-

We consider only the initial term which we write as

1
E[I;k(],r + r, + 4) + (rs)U + e,,,, + Iglöbk 1, + cI,,,(j))2] .

Square and sum to obtain

btpz + 1;} rf + ä 11,.:,2 + Zr1,,(rs)ä + Zeäk +
1=1 }=1 ' z,} 1jk

2bc2 + 4bcp. + 4bcsl +

E I öl 2 + A 7 4[E(Z üktl)] (··)
Ij k l= 1

1
E[Zc Z 6],,1,} . (A.7.5)

gk 1=1

' .
We saw in Appcndix 6 that (A.7.4) has expectation blétf . Since E [öw,] = 1" , expression (A.7.5)

is
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_ r
E[Zct1Ztl]=0. e

zjk 1=1

Combining terms and subtracting the correction factor results in

" 2 2 2 2 2
’

2
I= 1 j = l I ,j Ij k l= 1

where „

<p(c) = 2(b — l)c2 + 4bcsl .

The expectation for the error sum of squares is obtained by difference.

A.8 Split Plot with Subplots in a Latin Square

The new randomization scheme does not affect the application of whole plot treatments to the

whole plot units. As a result, the whole plot expected mean squares are unchanged and we will look

at only the subplot sums of squares, particularly the subplot treatment and the subplot treatment

by replication interaction. The column and whole plot by subplot treatment interaction are con-

founded and will not be examined.
i

E ISS.} = E l(r—v)",ÄY3.„ — CF}

The correction factor has expectation

2 2
’

2
’

rs u + r[l§l(cH + c,_„)} + 2.x·ul§1(cn + cl;) .
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A.8.1 Expectation of Subplot Treatment Sum of Squares _

Now we need the expectation of the initial term of the treatment sum of squares. We write this

term as

-1
‘ ’

kl 2El(rC) E (rw + rC(C1) + Z (C11 + C11) + E ö1„;C1„1) I -l=l l=l ikuj

Square and sum to obtain
l

2 2
‘

2 -1 ' 2
’

rs IJ + rCl§lC1 + 1 Il§l<C11 + C11)! + 2C1¤!§l<C11 + C11) +

-1
’

kl 2El(V·*) 2 (}:_ö111jC111j) l + (A~8·1)
l=l lku;

-1
‘ ’

kl ·E l2("~*) Z ( E (C11 + C1,1·))(_Z öiuj eiuj)l · (A·8-2)
l=\ l=1 akuj

Expression (A.8.2) will have expectation zero since E(ö{$/) = V2 , leaving us with s‘*%e,„j = 0 .

The probability structure for the öfjj is necessary to obtain the expectation in (A.8.1). This structure

is that for a Latin square; i.e.,
E

P{öä = 1,ö,„j· = 1} = 0 for j¢j',

P{öI§L= 1,ölgy·= 1} = 0 for u' ¢ 11,

1} = V2 1*111 1- 1*,

1} = 0 for 11¢11· 111111 1-1*,

P{ö%= l,ö§‘l§= 1} = 0 for k¢ k' and u=¢ u',
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1} = po- 1}}* for k ¢ k' ,„¢ ru, and jay.

Thus terms of the form E [öfjj e,„jE/ö{'!„j e,·„j] = 0 and terms of the form _

E1<ö5;$>*e§.,1 = f’eä„,

have non-zero expectations within a whole plot. The remaining terms sum to

um — 1>1";»:_eä, -lll]

Combining terms and subtracting the correction factor yields

E[SS,] = rs;] sg + r(s — l)Zeäl/.
I=l luj

A.8.2 Ex ectation of Re lication b Sub lot Treatment Sum of S uaresP P Y P

E l¤"§YäJ — V'; — (¤)",äYZ., + CF l

A11 the terms but the first are available elsewhere so we look only at this term. It may be written

as

E
käjjöäé

eI„j)2] .

Square and sum to obtain

z=1 1=1
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f' T 7 .

‘
;( z 6% e,„))2} . (,4.8.3)

1 ,l kuj

The expectation of (A.8.3) involves the probabilities listed previously for this design. This expec-

tation is nearly identical to that for (A.8.l) since the cross-product terms involving i and i' summed

to zero before. Therefore we find (A.8.3) to be

1: — 1>"2·=E,, „
fu}

and by combining terms, we have E [V llä Yi..l*] as

rszpz + széqz + rsésf +(s-I=
I l= 1 luj

Subtracting the remaining terms of E [$8,,] gives us

El$$„l = (r — l)[v(—¢ — 1)l_'}Z
ei.; ·lu]
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Appendix B

B. SIMULATION PROGRAMS

B.] Simulation to Compare Power and MSE when T= 4

* T=4 B=2 (2 TRTS/(ROW*COL) FOR SLS ) ;

* ;

* DAVID D. MORRIS MAY 1986 ;

lr .

OPTIONS NOSOURCE;

DATA ONE; /* DATA FOR RCBD AND 2-COL*/

DO I = .1 TO 2;

DO J = 1 TO 4;
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IFJ = IORJ = ZTHENK =1;ELSEK = 2;

OUTPUT;

END; '

END;

DATA COL2;

INPUT START;

CNT = _N_;

CARD&

1

2

3

4

3

4

l

2

PROC MATRIX;

FETCH BASE DATA=COL2 (KEEP = CNT);

FETCH TT DATA= ONE (KEEP = J);

FETCH START DATA=COL2 (KEEP = START);

FETCH BK DATA=ONE (KEEP = I);

FETCH CL DATA=ONE (KEEP = K);

CRIT = 9.28 19.16;

BFI = 0; BF2 = I;
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SHIFT = 3; /* < = CHANGE SHIFT */

TF1 = 3; /* < = CHANGE TRT EFFECT */

N = 8;

B = 2;

T = 4;

STR = 1 / 2 ;
L

BULGE = J(N,1,0) + (BK=2)#2;

BULGE2 = J(N,1,0) + (CL=1)#((BK=1)#2 + (BK=2)#6) +

(CL= 2)#((BK = l)#4 + (BK = 2)#8);

BLK = DESIGN(BK);

COL2 = DESIGN(CL);

TTL = J(N,1,0);

BINV = 1(B) #/ T;

TINV = HT) #/ B;

CZINV = INV(COL2’*COL2);

QB = BLK*BINV*BLK';

QC = COL2*C2INV*COL2’;

INT = J(N,1,1); „

DE = (B+1)*T;

FO = J(50,2,0); /* < = CHANGE WITH BOUND */

_ MO = .|(50,2,0);
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DO O = 1 TO 50;
'

F = J(l00,2,0);

ME = J(l00,2,0);

DO Z = 1 TO 100;

R = J(DE,2,0); .

DO M = 1 TO DE; /* GENERATE RANDOM NOS */

R(M,l) = NORMAL(0);

R(M,2) = UNIFORM(0);

END;

Y0 = R(1:N,1) + (BK=2)#BF2 + (CL= l)#SHIFT;

·•·•·•--•-•··•·•·••·•·••-•·•n··•··•-·•·•·•••-nn-•n•-•··•·•«•·•-·•··•-•-nn-•-·•··•··•-•-·•·•··•--•·•··n-·•·••·•··•··•··•-•··•-•·•·•·-•-·•·;

* TRY RCBD ;
·••·•-••·•·-•-•··•-•··•·-•·-••·•·••-••·•-·•--•·-•·-•-•-•·••·•-••·•·•--u·•·-•-·•-•·•••-•-»•--•-·•··•··•··••·-•·•·-••·•-·•·-•··•·«··•-•--•·•-•-•·»•-;

INDEX = RANK(BULGE + R(1:N,2)); /* PERMUTE TRTMNTS */

TR = TI';

TT(INDEX,) = TR;

TRT = DESIGN(TT);
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Y = Y0 + (TT=l)#TF1;

CF = ((Y’*INT)#(Y’*iNT)) #/ N;
SST = Y’*TRT*TINV*TRT’*Y - CF;

SSB = Y’*QB*Y - CF; /* COMPUTE F RATIO */

SSE = Y'*Y - CF - SST · SSB;

MST = SST #/ (T-1);

MSE = SSE #/ (N-B-T+ 1);
F(Z,l) = MST #/ MSE;

ME(Z,1) = MSE;

·•-••·•-•··•-•-•-·•--•-•·•-·•--•••-·•--•·•-•·•·une-•--•-4--•··•·-nmn-•-•-++•-•--n-1-•·-•••·•-•·•-•--•--•-·••-•·+-•»•··»-•--•·-•·•--•-4--•·-••;

* TRY 2 COLUMN ;
«•-·••·•-·•-•-«·•-·•-·•••--•·-•·-•-•-·•-·•·-•-·•-•·•··•--•-u-•-•--n-•-n-·•-•--•ne-·•--•-•--•-M--•-••-•••++++•+-•+«•+•++•••«•+;

TRT = J(N,l,0);

INDEX2 = RANK(R(5:l2,2) + BULGE2); _/* PERMUTE TRTS IN */

TMP1 = START; /* THE BLOCKS */

START(INDEX2,) = TMP1;

IN1 = RANK(R(5:6,2)); /* PERMUTE ROWS */

CHG = (STR · INl)#(-4);

CHANGE = BI.,K*CHG;

SORT = BASE + CHANGE:
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TRT(SORT,) = START;

TRTS = DESIGN(TRT); /* ADD TRT EFFECTS */

Y = Y0 + (TRT=1)#TFl ;

CF = ((Y""INT)#(Y’*INT)) #/ N; /* COMPUTE SUMS OF SQS */

SST = Y’*TRTS*TINV*TRTS’*Y · CF;

SSB = Y’*QB*Y · CF;

SSC = Y’*QC*Y - CF;

SSE = Y’*Y ~ CF · SST - SSB - SSC;

MST = SST #/ (T·1); /* COMPUTE F RATIO */

MSE = SSE #/ (N-B·T);

F(Z,2) = MST #/ MSE;

ME(Z,2) = MSE;

F(Z,) = F(Z,) > CRIT;

END;

FO(0„) = F(+„);

MO(0„) = ME(-„):

END;

MALPHA = FO(.,);

ALPHA2 = FO(##,);
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MMSE = MO(.,);

MSE2 = MO(##,);

NOTE COLUMNN = > RCBD, COLUMN 2 = > 2COL, T=4, SHIFT=3, TE = 3;

PRINT FO MALPHA ALPHA2 MMSE MSE2;

B.2 Simulation to Compare Power und MSE when T= 6

* T=6 B= 3 (2 TRTS/(ROW*COL) FOR SLS ) ;

* ;

* DAVID D. MORRIS MAY 1986 ;

* ;

OPTIONS NOSOURCE;

DATA ONE; /* DATA FOR RCBD AND 2-COL*/
DO I = l TO 3;

DO J = 1 TO 6;

IFJ =1ORJ = ZTHENK =1;ELSEK = 2;

OUTPUT;

END;

END;

DATA COL2;

INPUT START;

N
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CARDS;

2

3

4

5 Ä

3
u I

4

1

2

5

6

5

6

1

2

3

4

DATA PLANS; /* THE TWO SET OF SQUARES */

INPUT D1 D2; /* FROM ROJAS AND WHITE */

CNT = _N_;

CARD&

l I

2 4

3 2

4 6 _

5 3

i
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6 5

5 3
-

6 6

1 1

2 5

3 2

4 4

3 2

4 5

5 3

6 4

l 1

2 6

DATA TWO (KEEP = Cl-C3); /* CREATE A MATRIX TO */
U
ARRAY CC (K) C1-C3; /* EXPAND COLUMNS LATER */
DOI = ITO 3;

DO J = 1 TO 6;

IN = CEIL(J/2);

DO K = 1 TO 3;

CC=&

IF K = IN THEN CC = I;

END;

OUTPUT;

END;

END;

DATA THREE (KEEP = B1-B3); /* CREATE A MATRIX TO */

ARRAY BB (J) B1-B3; /* EXPAND ROWS LATER */

i
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DO I = 1TO 18;

IN = CEIL(I/6);

DO J = 1 TO 3; '

BB = 0;

IFJ = IN THEN BB = 1;

END;

OUTPUT;

END;

DATA FOUR (KEEP = C1-C9);

ARRAY CC (K) C1-C9;

DO I = 1 TO 9;

DO J = 1 TO 2;

DO K = l TO 9;

CC = 0;

IF K = ITHEN CC = (J=1) - (J=2);

END;

OUTPUT;

END;

END;

PROC MATRIX;

FETCH D DATA= PLANS (DROP = CNT); /* GET EXISTING WORK */

FETCH BASE DATA= PLANS (KEEP = CNT);

FETCH TB DATA=THREE;

FETCH TC DATA=TWO;
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FETCH TBC DATA= FOUR;

FETCH TT DATA=ONE (KEEP = J);

FETCH START DATA= COL2;

FETCH BK DATA=ONE (KEEP = I); ‘

FETCH CL DATA=ONE (KEEP = K);

CRIT = 3.33 3.48 3.69;

BFI = 0; BF2 = I; BF3 = 2;

SHIFT = 3; /* < = CHANGE SHIFT */

TF1 = 3; /* < = CHANGE TRT EFFECT */

N = 18;

B = 3;

T = 6;

STR = 1 / 2/ 3;

BULGE = J(N,I,0) + (BK=2)#2 + (BK=3)#4; _

BULGE2 = J(N,l,0) + (CL= l)#((BK= l)#2 + (BK=2)#6 + (BK=3)#10) +

(CL=2)#((BK=1)#4 + (BK=2)#8 + (BK=3)#l2);

BLK = DESIGN(BK);

COL2 = DESIGN(CL);

TTL = J(N,l,0);

BINV = I(B) #/ T;
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TINV = KT) #/ B;

CINV = I(B) #/ T;

CZINV = INV(COL2’*COL2);

QB = BLK*BINV*BLK’;

QC = COL2*C2INV*COL2’;

INT = J(N,l,1);

DE = (B+ 1)*T;

FO = .I(50,3,0); /* < = CHANGE WITH BOUND */

MO = J(50,3,0);

DO O = 1 TO 50;

F = J(100,3,0);

ME = .I(100,3,0);

DO Z = 1TO 100;

R = J(DE,2,0);

DO M = 1 TO DE; /* GENERATE RANDOM NOS "'/

R(M,l) = NORMAL(0);

R(M,2) = UNIFORM(0);

END;

Y0 = R(1:N,1) + (BK=2)#BF2 + (BK=3)#BF3 + (CL= l)#SHIFT;
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·•·•··•··•··•-·••·•··•·•·•·•·•·•·•·•-·•··•·n-•·•·•··•·•··•··•·ne•·-nn-·•··•··•··•··•··•·-•··•-·•··•·•·—•·•·•·•·•··•·•·•·•·•·•··•··•··•··•··•·•-·•··•·•··•-·•·;

* TRT RCBD ;
·•--•··•·•-••·•··•·-•·•··•·•·-•··••-n·•·•·-•··•··•·¢·•·—•··•··•··•··•··•··•··•··•--•·•··•--n-n·-•-+·•--•-•»-·•·-•··•·•·-•-•--•·•·•-u•··•·n·-•--•--•-·•·-•-;

INDEX = RANK(BULGE + R(l:N,2)); /* PERMUTE TRTMNTS "'/

TR = TT;

”IT(INDEX,) = TR;

TRT = DESIGN(TT);

Y = Y0 + (TT=l)#TFl;

CF = ((Y’*INT)#(Y’*INT)) #/ N;

SST = Y'*TRT*TINV*TRT'*Y - CF;

SSB = Y’*QB*Y - CF; /* COMPUTE F RATIO */

SSE = Y’*Y - CF - SST - SSB;

MST = SST #/ (T-1);

MSE = SSE #/ (N-B-T+1);

F(Z,1) = MST #/ MSE;

ME(Z,l) = MSE;

·•··•··••·•··n·•··•··•·•··•··•··•··•··•·•-•-»•-«•·1-++1-•-•-·••·•·•··•··•-·•·-•-·•-•··•·•··•·-•«-•-•-·•-·•··•·-•··•··•··•--•·•·-•-·•··•-·u·•-·•·n·•··•··••·•··•··•-·•·-•··•·;

* TRY 2 COLUMN ;
-•·•··•-·•··•·•·•··•··•··•··•·•··•·•-n··•·n·•-•··•·•··•··•··•··•··•··•··•-n-•··•··1·¢+·•··•··•·•··•··•··•··•··•·•··•··•··•·u··•-n·•··•··¤··•··•··•·•·-•·-•··••·•·•·-•··•-·>·•·;

L
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TRT = J(N,l,0);

INDEX2 = RANK(R(7:24,2) + BULGE2); /* PERMUTE TRTS IN */

TMPI = START; /* THE BLOCKS */

START(INDEX2,) = TMPI;

IN1 = RANK(R(5:7,2)); /* PERMUTE ROWS */

CHG = (STR - INl)#(·6);

CHANGE = BLK*CHG ;

SORT = BASE + CHANGE;

TRT(SORT,) = START;

TRTS = DESIGN(TRT); /* ADD TRT EFFECTS */

Y = Y0 + (TRT=1)#TFl ;

CF = ((Y’*INT)#(Y’*INT)) #/ N;
/‘°‘

COMPUTE SUMS OF SOS */

SST = Y’*TRTS*TINV*TRTS’*Y - CF;

SSB = Y’*QB*Y · CF;

SSC = Y’*QC*Y - CF;

SSE = Y’*Y - CF · SST - SSB · SSC;

MST = SST #/ (T-1); /* COMPUTE F RATIO */

MSE = SSE #/ (N-B-T);

F(Z,2) = MST #/ MSE;

ME(Z,2) = MSE;
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* TRY SLS ;
·•··•·•·•·•··•··••·•••··v•=·•··••··•·•·-•··•-·•·un-u·•··•·•·n-•-•mn•·•··•-·•·»•-•-•-»•·-•·4-an-•--•++4-en--•-444--•-4-4-+4-4-•-•«;

U0 = UNIFORM(0); /* PICK A PLAN AT RANDOM */
IF U0 LE 0.5 THEN TTI = D(,1);

ELSE TF1 = D(,2);

IN1 = RANK(R(1=B„2)); /* PERMUTE TRTS BY Rows •/

CHG = (STR - IN1)#(-6);

CHANGE = TB*CHG;

SORT = BASE + CHANGE;

TMPI = TF1;

TTL(SORT,) = TMPI;

IN1 = RANK(R(22:24,2)); /* PERMUTE TRTS BY COLS */

CHG = (STR - INl)#(-2);

CHANGE = TC*CHG;

SORT = BASE + CHANGE;
TMP = TTL;

TTL(SORT,) = TMP;

BIGC = TC*INl;
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IN2 = R(1:9,2) > 0-5; /* PERMUTE TREATMENTS */

CHANGE = TBC*IN2; /* WITHIN ROW-COL COMBO */

SORT = BASE + CHANGE;

TMP = TTL;

TTL(SORT,) = TMP;

l
Y = Y0 +

(TTL= 1)*TFl ;

/* FORM DESIGN MATRICES
‘°'/ l

COL = DESIGN(BIGC);

TRT = DESIGN(TTL);

CF = ((Y’*INT)#(Y’*INT))#/N; /* COMPUTE SUMS OF SQUARES */

SST = Y’*TRT*TINV*TRT’*Y - CF;

SSB = Y’*BLK*BINV*BLK’*Y · CF;

SSC = Y’*COL*CINV*COL’*Y - CF;

SSE = (Y’*Y - CF) - SST - SSC - SSB;

MST = SST #/ (TJ); /* COMPUTE F RATIO */

MSE = SSE #/ (N-2*B - T + 2);

F(Z,3) = MST #/ MSE;
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I
ME(Z,3) = MSE;

F(Z,) = F(Z,) > CRIT;

END;

FO(0„) = F(+.);

MO(O„) = ME(-„):

END; .

MALPHA = FO(.,);

ALPHA2 = FO(##,);

MMSE = MO(.,);

MSE2 = MO(##,);

NOTE COL 1 = > RCBD, COL 2 = > ZCOL, COL 3 = > SLS. T=6, SHIFT=3, TE=3;

PRINT FO MALPHA ALPHA2 MMSE MSE2;

B.3 Simulation to Obtain the Empirical 95th Percentile

when T= 6

* ;

* T=6 B=3 (2 TRTS/(ROW*COL) FOR SLS ) ;

* ;

* DAVID D. MORRIS MAY 1986 ; .

# .
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DATA ONE; /* DATA FOR RCBD AND 2-COL"'/

DO I = 1 TO 3;

DO J = 1 TO 6;

IFJ = IORJ = ZTHENK = l;ELSEK = 2;

OUTPUT;

END;

END;

DATA COL2;

INPUT START;

CARD&

I

2

3

4

5

6 „

3

4

1

2

S

6

5

*
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6

1

2

3

4

DATA PLANS; /* THE TWO SET OF SQUARES */

INPUT D1 D2; /* FROM ROJAS AND WHITE */

CNT = _N_;

CARDS;

I 1

2 4

3 2

4 6

5 3

6 5

5 3

6 6

1 1

2 5

3 2

4 4

3 2

4 5

5 3

6 4

l l

2 6

DATA TWO (KEEP = C1-C3); /* CREATE A MATRIX TO */
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ARRAY CC (K) C1-C3; /* EXPAND COLUMNS LATER */

DOI = ITO 3;

DO J = 1 TO 6;

IN = CEIL(J/2);

DO K = 1 TO 3;

CC = 0;

IF K = IN THEN CC =1;

END;

OUTPUT;

END; .

END;

DATA THREE (KEEP = Bl-B3); /* CREATE A MATRIX TO */

ARRAY BB (J) B1-B3; /* EXPAND ROWS LATER */

DOI = 1 TO 18;

IN = CEIL(I/6);

DO J = 1 TO 3;

BB=0;

IFJ = IN THEN BB = 1;

END;

OUTPUT;

END;

DATA FOUR (KEEP = C1—C9);

ARRAY CC (K) C1-C9;

DO I = 1 TO 9;

DO J = 1 TO 2;

DO K = 1 TO 9;
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CC = 0;

IF K = ITHEN CC = (J=1)-(.I=2);

END;

OUTPUT;

END;

END;

PROC MATRIX;

FETCH D DATA= PLANS (DROP = CNT); /* GET EXISTING WORK */

FETCH BASE DATA= PLANS (KEEP = CNT);

FETCH TB DATA=THREE;

FETCH TC DATA=TWO;

FETCH TBC DATA= FOUR;

FETCH TT DATA= ONE (KEEP = J);

FETCH START DATA= COL2;

FETCH BK DATA=ONE (KEEP = I);

FETCH CL DATA= ONE (KEEP = K);

SHIFT = 2; /* < = SET SHIFT */

TF1 = 0; /* < = SET TRT EFFECT */

BFI = 0; BF2 = I; BF3 = 2; .

N = 18;

B_ = 3;

T = 6;
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STR = 1 / 2/ 3;

BULGE = J(N,l,0) + (BK=2)#2 + (BK=3)#4;

4 BULGE2 = J(N,1,0) + (CL=1)#((BK=1)#2 + (BK=2)#6 + (BK=3)#l0) +

(CL=2)#((BK= 1)#4 + (BK=2)#8 + (BK=3)#l2);

BLK = DESIGN(BK);

COL2 = DESIGN(CL);

TTL = J(N,l,0);

BINV = I(B) #/ T;

Tmv = IO') #/ B;

CINV = I(B) #/ T;

CZINV = INV(COL2'*COL2);

QB = BLK*BINV*BLK';

QC = COL2*C2INV*COL2’;

INT = J(N,1,l);

DE = (B+1)*T;

FO = J(50,3,0); /* < = CHANGE WITH BOUND */

· MO = J(50,3,0);

R = J(DE,2,0);

DO M = 1 TO DE; /* GENERATE RANDOM NOS */

R(M,l) = NORMAL(0);

END;
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DO O = 1 TO 50;

F = ”J(100,3,0);

ME = J(l0O,3,0);

DO Z = ITO 100;

DO M = 1 TO DE; /* GENERATE RANDOM NOS */

R(M,2) = UNIFORM(0);

END;

Y0 = R(1:N,1) + (BK=2)#BF2 + (BK=3)#BF3 + (CL=1)#SHIFT;

-•—•·•··•-u••-•·••·•--•·-••-•-•·•·•·•«•-•-·•--•-»-•--•--•-•·-•·•·•--•·•-·•--•·-•·-•-·•·•·•·•··•-·•n-•-·•·-•«·•--•-••·•-••-•·-•«•-·•«-•-·•--•--•·«•·«•·;

* TRY RCBD ;
•·-•·u·•··•-•·••-•·-•-•··•--•--•·•·•·-••n-•--•-·•-•--•••-•·•·-•-•-•--•-•·-•··•-·•··•·•-•··•--•-•·-•··•·••--•-·•-·•-••-•-•·«•·•-•--•-·•-•·-•--•--•-·•·-•«»;

INDEX = RANK(BULGE + R(l:N,2)); /* PERMUTE TRTMNTS */

TR = TT;

TT(1NDEX,) = TR;

TRT = DESIGN(TT);

Y = Y0 + (TT=1)#TFl;
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CF = ((YI’*!NT)#(Y’*INT)) #/ N;
_ SST = Y’*TRT*TINV*TRT’*Y - CF;

SSB = Y’*QB*Y - CF; /* COMPUTE F RATIO */

SSE = Y’*Y - CF · SST - SSB;

MST = SST #/ (T-1);

MSE = SSE #/ (N-B-T+ 1);

F(Z,l) = MST #/ MSE;

ME(Z,1) = MSE;

an-•·•-••••·•••-•··•-+•••••••••·•-••·•--•une--•··•·•--•·-•-•·«·•-·••-•·-•·»•-•·•-nn••••+•••••+•«•••-n;

* TRY 2 COLUMN ;
·•-•+••••••••-na-••«•-•••-•·••·•--•--•-4-+++-•-••-n-•-•--•-++-•••-•-•·••-•·«·•--•-·•·-•--•·••-•-••·+•-•-·•-•+-••·•·+·•-;

TRT = J(N,1,0);

INDEX2 = RANK(R(7:24,2) + BULGE2); /* PERMUTE TRTS IN */

TMPI = START; /* THE BLOCKS */

START(INDEX2,) = TMPI;

IN1 = RANK(R(5:7,2)); /* PERMUTE ROWS
‘°'/

CHG = (STR - INl)#(-6);

CHANGE = BLK*CHG;

SORT = BASE + CHANGE;

TRT(SORT,) = START;
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TRTS = DESIGN(TRT); /* ADD TRT EFFECTS */

Y = Y0 + (TRT=1)#TF1 ;

CF = ((Y'*INT)#(Y'*INT)) #/ N; /* COMPUTE SUMS OF SOS */

SST = Y’*TRTS*TINV*TRTS’*Y - CF;

SSB = Y'*QB*Y - CF;

SSC = Y’*QC*Y - CF;

SSE =
Y’*Y

- CF - SST · SSB - SSC;

MST = SST #/ (T-1); /* COMPUTE F RATIO */

MSE = SSE #/ (N-B-T);

F(Z,2) = MST #/ MSE;

ME(Z,2) = MSE;

4••--•--•·•-•-•··••••-•·•--•·+·•-·•-·•--•«--••·—•-•--•-·•·•••·•-4-·•·•·•·••··•··•··•--••·•·n-•-n-•··•·-•--•-·•·»•-••·•n•-•·-u-•--•-•·•-•--••«;

* TRY SLS ;
«•-•-u-••·•••-•·-•·•-•-·•-·•·n-•-«•-«-•-•-•--•·»•··•·•-+4-+-•·•-•n--•-—•-•·••»•++•++++«·«-+4+-u•+»-4-•u--n·•--•-»•-;

UO = UNIFORM(0); /* PICK A PLAN AT RANDOM */

IF U0 LE 0.5 THEN TT1 = D(,1);

ELSE TT1 = D(,2);
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IN1 = RANK(R(l:B,2)); /* PERMUTE TRTS BY ROWS */

CHG = (STR · INl)#(·6);

CHANGE = TB*CHG;

SORT = BASE + CHANGE;

TMP1 = TF1;

TTL(SORT,) = TMP1; .

INI = RANK(R(22:24,2))2 /* PERMUTE TRTS BY COLS */

CHG = (STR - INl)#(·2);

CHANGE = TC*CHG;

SORT = BASE + CHANGE;

TMP = TTL;

TTL(SORT,) = TMP;

BIGC = TC*INl;

IN2 = R(l:9,2) > 0.5; /* PERMUTE TREATMENTS */

CHANGE = TBC*IN2; /* WITHIN ROW-COL COMBO */

SORT = BASE + CHANGE;

TMP = 'ITL;

TTL(SORT,) = TMP;

Y = Y0 +

(TI”L= 1)*TFl ;
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/* FORM DESIGN MATRICES */

COL = DESIGN(BIGC);

TRT = DESIGN('1'I‘L);

CF = ((Y'*lNT)#(Y’*lNT))#/N; /* COMPUTE sUMs OF SQUARES •;

SST = Y’*TRT*TINV*TRT’*Y - CF;

SSB = Y'*BLK*BINV*BLK’*Y - CF;

SSC = Y’*COL*CINV*COL’*Y - CF;

SSE = (Y’*Y ~ CF) - SST - SSC - SSB;

MST = SST #/ (T-1); /* COMPUTE F RAT10 ·•;

MSE = SSE #/ (N-2*B · T + 2);

F(Z,3) = MST #/ MSE;

ME(Z,3) = MSE;

END;

W1 = F(,l); Il = RANK(F(,l)); F(Il,1) = W1;

W2 = F(,2); I2 = RANK(F(,2))§ F(I2,2) = W2;

W3 = F(,3); I3 = RANK(F(,3)); F(I3,3) = W3;

F0(0„) = F(95„);

M0(0„) = ME(-„);

END;
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CRIT = FO(.,);

CRIT2 = FO(##,);

MMSE = MO(.,);
‘

MSE2 = MO(##,);

NOTE COLI = > RCBD, COL2 = > 2COL, COL3 = > SLS. T=6, SHIFT=2, TE = 0;

PRINT FO CRIT CRIT2 MMSE MSE2;

B.4 Simulation to Compare Power and MSE when T= 8

* T=8 B=4 (2 TRTS/(ROW*COL) FOR SLS ) ;

* ;

* DAVID D. MORRIS MAY 1986 ;

* ;

OPTIONS NOSOURCE;

DATA ONE; /* DATA FOR RCBD AND 2-COL*/

DO I = 1 TO 4;

DO J = 1 TO 8;

IFJ = IORJ = ZTHENK =1;ELSEK = 2;

OUTPUT;

END;

END;
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DATA COL2;

INPUT START;

CARDS;

I

2

4

5

6

7

8

3

4

I

2

5

6

7

8

5

6

1

2

4

7

8

7
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1

2

3

4

5

6

· » DATA PLANS; /* THE 10 SET OF SQUARES */

INPUT D1-D10; /* FROM PREECE&FREEMAN */

CNT=_N_;

CARDS;

1111111111

2222222222

3333333333

4444544444

5555755555

6666466666

7777677777

8888888888

3333733333

4448848846

1111111161

2222226688

7777377727

8884682472

5555455515

6666564254 V

5555555555
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6664686468

7777477717

8886868276

1313113381

2448244844

3131331123

4222722632

7777377777
l

8886464684

5555655525

6668782852

3131531113

4222828238

1313113341

2444246466

DATA TWO (KEEP = C1-C4); /* CREATEAMATRIX TO· */

ARRAY CC (K) C1-C4; /* EXPAND COLUMNS LATER */

DOI=1TO 4;

DOJ=1TO8;

IN = CEIL(.1/2);

DOK= ITO4;

CC=0;

IFK = INTHEN CC =1;

END;

OUTPUT;

END;

END;
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DATA THREE (KEEP = B1-B4); /* CREATE A MATRIX TO */

ARRAY BB (J) BI~B4; /* EXPAND ROWS LATER */
I

DO I = 1 TO 32;

IN = CEIL(I/8);

DO J = 1 TO 4;

BB=0;

IFJ = IN THEN BB = 1;

END;

OUTPUT;

END;

DATA FOUR (KEEP = Cl-C16);

ARRAY CC (K) Cl·C16;

DO I = ITO I6;

DO J = 1 TO 2;
‘

DO K = I TO 16;

CC = 0;

IF K = ITHEN CC = (J= 1) · (J=2);

END;
‘

OUTPUT;

END;

END;
E

PROC MATRIX;

FETCH D DATA= PLANS (DROP = CNT); /* GET EXISTING WORK */
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FETCH BASE DATA= PLANS (KEEP = CNT);

FETCH TB DATA=THREE;

FETCH TC DATA= TWO;

FETCH TBC DATA= FOUR;

FETCH TT DATA= ONE (KEEP = J);

FETCH START DATA= COL2;

FETCH BK DATA=ONE (KEEP = I);

FETCH CL DATA= ONE (KEEP = K);

CRIT = 2.49 2.51 2.58;

BF1= 0; BF2 = 1; BF3 = 2; BF4 = 3;

SHIFT = 3; /* < = CHANGE SHIFT */

TF1 = 3; /* < = CHANGE TRT EFFECT */

N = 32;

B = 4;

T = 8;

STR = 1/2/3/4;

BULGE = J(N,1,0) + (BK=2)#2 + (BK=3)#4 + (BK=4)#6;

BULGE2 = J(N,1,0) +

(CL=1)#((BK=1)#2 + (BK=2)#6 + (BK=3)#10 + (BK=4)#14) +

(CL=2)#((BK=1)#4 + (BK=2)#8 + (BK=3)#12 + (BK=4)#l6);

BLK = DESIGN(BK);
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COL2 = DESIGN(CL);

TTL = .I(N,1,0);

BINV = I(B) #/ T;

TINV = I(T) #/ B;

CINV = I(B) #/ T;

CZINV = INV(COL2""COL2);
U

QB = BLK*BINV*BLK’;
U

OC = COL2*C2INV*COL2’;

INT = .I(N,l,l);

DE = (B+ 1)*T; l

FO = J(50,3,0); /* < = CHANGE WITH BOUND */

MO = .I(50,3,0);
V

DO O = l TO 50;

F = J(l00,3,0);

ME = J(100,3,0);

DO Z = 1TO 100;

R = .I(DE,2,0);

DO M = 1 TO DE; . /* GENERATE RANDOM NOS */ '

R(M,1) = NORMAL(0);

R(M,2) = UNIFORM(0);

END;
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I
Y0 = R(l:N,l) + (BK=2)#BF2 + (BK=3)#BF3 + (BK=4)#BF4

+ (CL= l)#SHIFT;

-•--•·-u--•-•••-•-•-•·•·-•··•«•·•·••••-••--•--•·•--n--•-·••·•-••»·•·-nn--•--•·•-•·•-•-·•·-•·-u-•·n•••••+•«--•+»•••·•»;

* TRY RCBD ;
-•·-•-·•-·••-•-••-•··•-•-•··••·-•-·•-·•--•-·•·•«--•··•--•·•--•·-un--•-•·»•·•·-ne--•--•··•-•--•·»•-•-•-••-•·+-«-•·-•-·•»•··•·-•-·•·•·-•-•--•·•-·•--•--•4·•;

INDEX = RANK(BUIJGE + R(l:N,2)); /* PERMUTE TRTMNTS */

TR = TT;

TI'(INDEX,) = TR;

TRT = DESIGN(TT); /* ADD TRT EFFECTS */

Y = Y0 + (TT=l)#TF1;

CF = ((Y’*!NT)#(Y’*INT)) #/ N;

SST = Y’*TRT*TINV*TRT’*Y - CF;

SSB = Y’*QB*Y - CF; /* COMPUTE F RATIO */

SSE = Y’*Y - CF - SST - SSB;

MST = SST #/ (T-1);

MSE = SSE #/ (N·B-T+1);

F(Z,l) = MST #/ MSE;

ME(Z,l) = MSE;
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•·•·••••••••••·••••-••••••••••••·•·•-•••-•-•·•-••••-+4--•--•-•••-•-••-••••-•++u·••••••+•-•-••;

* TRY 2 COLUMN ;
-•·•«·•·•·«·•••••••••-•-•·••-n••••-+-•-4-4-+4-»«••«-••+«·••«--•«-4«-«--•-+•-•·+•+-«-•-»•--«·•--•--•·•--•-•·•·-•-·••«-•·;

TRT = J(N,l,0);

INDEX2 = RANK(R(7:38,2) + BULGE2); /* PERMUTE TRTS IN */

TMPI = START; /* THE BLOCKS */

START(INDEX2,) = TMPI;

IN1 = RANK(R(5:8,2)); /* PERMUTE ROWS */

CHG = (STR · INl)#(-8);

CHANGE = BLK*CHG;

SORT = BASE + CHANGE;

TRT(SORT,) = START;

TRTS = DESIGN(TRT); /" ADD TRT EFFECTS */

Y = Y0 + (TRT=1)#TFl ;

CF = ((Y'*INT)#(Y'*INT)) #/ N; /* COMPUTE SUMS OF SOS */

SST = Y’*TRTS*TINV*TRTS'*Y · CF;

SSB = Y’*QB*Y - CF;

SSC = Y'*QC*Y · CF;

SSE =
Y’*Y

- CF — SST - SSB · SSC;
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MST = SST #/ (T-1); /* COMPUTE F RATIO */

MSE = SSE #/ (N·B-T);

F(Z,2) = MST #/ MSE;

ME(Z,2) = MSE; _

·•--n-•-•--•·-•-4--•·•-•·•·•·ne-•-•-4-+nn-n·•-•-•·•·»•-4--•--un•-•-•-•--•·-•-u•--•••-•-·n•-•·-•·•--•·•«·•·•-·•-•--n-•--•·—•--•-•--•·;

* TRY SLS ;
+·•·•-·•··•·-•--•-•·•·-••--•-•-•-«-»•·-•--•-·•-•4-•-•··»-n-•·-«•-•-«-u-»-•H--••-•-ne--n·•·-•·-n-•·-•--•-·•·-•+·•-•—•·-•--•«-•-·•·-•--•--•--•·•-·•--•.».;

P = IO; /* < = THE NO. OF PLANS */

UO = UNIFORM(O); /* PICK A PLAN AT RANDOM */

Q = 1#/ P;

UO = (ROUND(UO,Q))#P;

UO = ROUND(U0,1);

IF UO = OTHEN UO = P;

TTI = D(,U0);

IN1 = RANK(R(l:B,2)); /* PERMUTE TRTS BY ROWS */

CHG = (STR - INl)#(·8);

CHANGE = TB*CHG;
l

SORT = BASE + CHANGE;

TMPI = TI"};

TTL(SORT,) = TMPI;
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‘
IN1 = RANK(R(37:40,2)); /* PERMUTE TRTS BY COLS */

CHG = (STR - INl)#(-2);

CHANGE = TC*CHG;

SORT = BASE + CHANGE;

TMP = TTL;

TTL(SORT,) = TMP;

BIGC = TC*INl;

IN2 = R(l1:26,2) > 0.5; /* PERMUTE TREATMENTS */

CHANGE = TBC*IN2; /* WITHIN ROW-COL COMBO */

SORT = BASE + CHANGE;

TMP = TTL;

'I'l"L(SORT,) = TMP;

Y = Y0 +

(”I’I'L= 1)*TFl ;

/* FORM DESIGN MATRICES */

COL = DESIGN(BIGC);

TRT = DESIGN(TI“L);

CF = ((Y’*INT)#(Y’*INT))#/N; /* COMPUTE SUMS OF SQUARES */
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SST = Y’*TRT*TINV*TRT'*Y · CF;

SSB = Y’*BLK*BINV*BLK’*Y - CF;

SSC = Y'*COL*CINV*COL’*Y - CF;
l

SSE = (Y’*Y - CF) - SST · SSC · SSB;

MST = SST #/ (T·l); /* COMPUTE F RATIO */

MSE = SSE #/ (N-2*B - T + 2);

F(Z,3) = MST #/ MSE;

ME(Z,3) = MSE;

F(Z,) = F(Z,) > CRIT;

END;

FO(O„) = F(+„);

MO(0.) = ME(-,);

END;

MALPHA = FO(.,);

ALPHA2 = FO(##,);

MMSE = M0(.,);
’

MSE2 = MO(##,);

NOTE COL 1 = > RCBD, COL 2 = > ZCOL, COL 3 = > SLS, T= 8, SHIFT= 3, TE= 3;

PRINT FO MALPHA ALPHA2 MMSE MSE2;
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B.5 Simulation to Obtain the Empirical 95th Percentile

when T= 8

O ;
'

•
T= 8 B =4 (2 TRTS/(ROW*COL) FOR SLS ) ;

* ;

* DAVID D. MORRIS MAY 1986 ;

* ;

DATA ONE; /* DATA FOR RCBD AND 2-COL*/

DO I = 1 TO 4;

DO J = 1 TO 8;

IFJ = IORJ = ZTHENK = l;ELSEK = 2;

OUTPUT;

END;

END;

DATA COL2;
A

INPUT START;

CARD&

1

2
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3

· 4

5

6

7

8

3

4 - 3

1.

2 3

5

6

7

8

5

6

1

2

3

4

7

8

7

8

1

2

3

4
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5

-

DATA PLANS; /* THE 10 SET OF SQUARES */

INPUT D1·D10; /* FROM PREECE&FREEMAN */

CNT=_N_;

CARDS;

1111111111

2222222222 '

3333333333

4444544444

5555755555

6666466666

7777677777

8888888888

3333733333

4448848846

1111111161

2222226688

7777377727

8884682472

5555455515

6666564254

5555555555

6664686468

7777477717

8886868276

1313113381

2448244844
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3 1 3 1 3 3 1 1 2 3

4 2 2 2 7 2 2 6 3 2

7 7 7 7 3 7 7 7 7 7

8 8 8 6 4 6 4 6 8 4 8

5 5 5 5 6 5 5 5 2 5

6 6 6 8 7 8 2 8 5 2

3 1 3 1 5 3 1 l 1 3

4 2 2 2 8 2 8 2 3 8

1 3 1 3 1 1 3 3 4 1

2 4 4 4 2 4 6 4 6 6

DATA TWO (KEEP = Cl-C4); /* CREATE A MATRIX TO */

ARRAY CC (K) C1-C4; /* EXPAND COLUMNS LATER */

DOI = ITO 4;

DO J = 1 TO 8;

IN = CEIL(J/2);
E

DO K = 1 TO 4;

CC=&

IF K = IN THEN CC = 1;

END;

OUTPUT;

END;

END;

DATA THREE (KEEP = B1-B4); /* CREATE A MATRIX TO */

ARRAY BB (J) Bl-B4; /* EXPAND ROWS LATER */

DO I = 1 TO 32;

IN = CEIL(I/8);

DO J = 1 TO 4;
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BB=&

IFJ = IN THEN BB = 1;

END;

OUTPUT;

END;

DATA FOUR (KEEP = Cl-C16);

ARRAY CC (K) C1-C16;

DO I = ITO 16;

DO J = 1 TO 2;

DO K = 1 TO 16;

CC = 0;

IF K = ITHEN CC = (J=I) - (J=2);

END;

OUTPUT;

END;

END;

PROC MATRIX;

FETCH D DATA= PLANS (DROP = CNT); /* GET EXISTING WORK */

FETCH BASE DATA= PLANS (KEEP = CNT);

FETCH TB DATA=THREE;

FETCH TC DATA=TWO;

FETCH TBC DATA= FOUR;

FETCH 'IT DATA=ONE (KEEP = J);
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FETCH START DATA= COL2;

FETCH BK DATA=ONE (KEEP = I);

FETCH CL DATA= ONE (KEEP = K);

SHIFT = 3; /* < = SET SHIFT
‘°'/

TF1 = 0; /* < = SET TRT EFFECT */

BF1= 0; BF2 =1;BF3 = 2; BF4 = 3;

N = 32; /* < = SET PARAMETERS */

B = 4;

T = 8;

STR = 1/2/3/4;

BULGE = J(N,1,0) + (BK=2)#2 + (BK=3)#4 + (BK=4)#6;

BULGE2 = .I(N,1,0) +

(CL= l)#((BK=1)#2 + (BK=2)#6 + (BK=3)#l0 + (BK=4)#l4) +

(CL=2)#((BK= l)#4 + (BK=2)#8 + (BK=3)#l2 + (BK=4)#l6) ;

BLK = DESIGN(BK);

COL2 = DESIGN(CL);

TTLBINV

= I(B) #/ T;

TINV = I(T) #/ B;

CINV = I(B) #/ T;

C2INV = INV(COL2’*COL2);
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QB = BLK*BINV*BLK';
_

QC = COL2*C2INV*COL2’;

INT = J(N,1,1);

DE = (B+1)*T;

FO = J(50,3,0); /* < = CHANGE WITH BOUND */

MO = J(50,3,0);

R = J(DE,2,0); _

DO M = I TO DE; /* GENERATE RANDOM NOS */

R(M,l) = NORMAL(0);

END;

DO O = 1 TO 50;

F = J(l00,3,0);

ME = J(100,3,0);

DO Z = l TO 100;

DO M = 1 TO DE; /* GENERATE RANDOM NOS */

R(M,2) = UNIFORM(0);

END;

Y0 = R(1:N,1) + (BK=2)#BF2 + (BK=3)#BF3 + (BK=4)#BF4

+ (CL= l)#SHIFT;
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V
·•··•·-•-••··•-••··•-•-»•--•·-•··••-·•--•·»••••·•·-•••••-•·•••-n·•·-•-»•·•-«-••••·•·-•-•-·•»•-•-••-•-•-•-•--•-·•--•·-•-·•-•-•·•»—-•·-•-»•-;

* TRY RCBD ;
·•--•·•·•·-•·•«•-·•·•·•··•·-•··•·•·•··•·••-·•·•··•··•··•--•··•·•·•«•-·•··•··•«·•·-•-•--n•-•·-•-••-•--•·•·-•--•··•·-•-·•·•·-•-·•·¢•-•--•·-•·-•·•-•·-•-•··•·•-·•·«»;

INDEX = RANK(BULGE + R(l:N,2)); /* PERMUTE TRTMNTS */

TR = TT;

TT(INDEX,) = TR;

TRT = DESIGN(TT); /* ADD TRT EFFECTS */

Y = Y0 + (TT= l)#TFl;

CF = ((Y’*INT)#(Y’*INT)) #/ N;

SST = Y’*TRT*TINV*TRT""Y · CF;

SSB = Y’*QB*Y - CF; /* COMPUTE F RATIO */

SSE = Y'*Y · CF · SST - SSB;

MST = SST #/ (T·l);

MSE = SSE #/ (N-B-T+1);

F(Z,1) = MST #/ MSE;

ME(Z,l) = MSE;

•--•--•··•--•-·•-·n-«·•·••-·•··•-·•-·•-•·•··•·•·•ne•-•-1--•··•-=•-•-·•·•-nn·•·•-•-nn-ne-·•·-•--•-·•-·•-«-+•·•--•·-•·•·•·-•--•-·•-«·•-•--•-·•·»•-•»·;

* TRY 2 COLUMN ;
·•·•·-•··•··•·•·•-•·•·•·•·•·-•··•··•-•·•··•-·•·•--•--•-·•-·•·-•·-•·«•-•--•-·•-••-•·»•-na-nn-·•-••--•--•·—•·n-•-·•·•·•·-•--•-na-4-•·-•«·•-•-•-•·•«·-••-»•;
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TRT = J(N,l,0);

INDEX2 = RANK(R(7:38,2) + BULGE2); 1* PERMUTE TRTS IN *1

TMPI = START; 1* THE BLOCKS -1

START(INDEX2,) = TMPI;

IN1 = RANK(R(5=8.2)); 1* PERMUTE Rows -1
CHG = (STR - INl)#(-8);

CHANGE = BLK*CHG;

SORT = BASE + CHANGE;

TRT(SORT,) = START;

TRTS = DESIGN(TRT): 1* ADD TRT E1=1=EcTs -1
Y = Y0 + (TRT= l)#TFl ;

CF = ((Y’*INT)#(Y’*INT)) #1 N; 1* COMPUTE SUMS OF sQs -1

SST = Y’*TRTS*TINV*TRTS’*Y - CF;

SSB = Y’*QB*Y - CF;

SSC = Y’*QC*Y · CF;

SSE = Y’*Y · CF · SST · SSB - SSC;

MST = SST #1 (T-1): 1* COMPUTE F RATIO *1

MSE = SSE #1 (N-B-T);
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F(Z,2) = MST #/ MSE;

ME(Z,2) = MSE;

••·•«·•--•-•·••••••••-•-•--•-·•·•-•-—•··•»•··•-•·-•-•--•-•-••{·•·•••-•-•-+-•·-•-·•-·•·-•·•--•·n-•-u-•-en-u-·•··•--•··•--»·•--•·-•-•-•·•»•-;

* TRY SLS ;
n-•·n·•··•u-·•·•··•·•-«·»•·••·•·•--•--•-n-•··••—•-++•--•--•--•ne-+-•·n-•--•--•--eu•—•·•-••-•--•-••·-•-·•-»n-•·»•-·•··•·-•-·••«·•-•-«·•·;

P = 10; /* < = THE NO. OF PLANS */

UO = UNIFORM(O); /* PICK A PLAN AT RANDOM */

Q = 1#/ P;
l

UO = (ROUND(UO,Q))#P;

UO = ROUND(UO,1);

IF UO = OTHEN U0 = P;

TT1 = D(,U0);

IN1 = RANK(R(l:B,2)); /* PERMUTE TRTS BY ROWS */

CHG = (STR · INl)#(-8);

CHANGE = TB*CHG;

SORT = BASE + CHANGE;

TMP1 = TT1;

TTL(SORT,) = TMPI;

IN1 = RANK(R(37:40,2)); /* PERMUTE TRTS BY COLS */

CHG = (STR - INl)#(-2);

CHANGE = TC*CHG;
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SORT = BASE + CHANGE;

TMP = TTL;

TTL(SORT,) = TMP;

BIGC = TC*INl;

IN2 = R(ll:26,2) > 0.5; /* PERMUTE TREATMENTS */

CHANGE = TBC*IN2; /* WITHIN ROW-COL COMBO */

SORT = BASE + CHANGE;

TMP = TTL;

'I'l"L(SORT,) = TMP;

Y = Y0 +

('I‘TL= 1)*TFl ;

/* FORM DESIGN MATRICES */

COL = DESIGN(BIGC);

TRT = DESIGN('I'TL);

CF = ((Y'*INT)#(Y’*INT))#/N; /* COMPUTE SUMS OF SQUARES */

SST = Y’*TRT*TINV*TRT’*Y - CF;

SSB = Y’*BLK*BINV*BLK’*Y - CF;

SSC = Y’*COL*CINV*COL’*Y - CF;
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_ SSE = (Y’*Y - CF) - SST - SSC - SSB;

MST = SST #/ (T-1); /* COMPUTE F RATIO */

MSE = SSE #/ (N-2*B - T + 2);

F(Z,3) = MST #/ MSE;

ME(Z,3) = MSE;

END;

WI = F(,1); Il = RANK(F(,l)); F(I1,1) = W1;

W2 = F(,2); I2 = RANK(F(,2)); F(I2,2) = W2;

W3 = F(,3); I3 = RANK(F(,3)); F(I3,3) = W3;

F0(0„) = F(95.);

M0(O„) = ME(-„);

END;

CRIT = FO(.,);

CRIT2 = FO(##,);

MMSE = MO(.,);

MSE2 = MO(##,);

NOTE COLI = > RCBD, COL2 = > 2COL, COL3 = > SLS TE = 0 SHIFT = 3;

PRINT FO CRIT CRIT2 MMSE MSE2;
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